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Typical and Honorific The before
Personal N a m e s
16.3o. The is used infiverelated functions before personal names:
(1) It is used before man's names to indicate the
distinction of a certain person: Marlowe J 20 Lawes
were then most sure W h e n like the Dracos they were
writ in blood | H 6 A III. 3.31 There goes the Talbot, with
his Colours spred | ib III. 3.36 A Parley with the Duke
of Burgonie. — W h o craues a Parley with the Burgonie ?
| Caes II. 1.54 M y Ancestors did from the Streetes of
R o m e The Tarquin driue.
This is no doubt a parallel to the use of the "typical
(fee" mentioned above, 14.2.
(2) As a so-called "honorific (fee" it is now used with
the surnames of some Irish and Scottish chiefs of clans,
viz. Chisholm and names beginning with Mac or 0':
Stevenson K [T] 236 a m a n under so dark a cloud as the
Macgregor (and ib 238) | N P 1910 (q N E D ) Three 'Thes'
have sat in the House of Commons in our time — The
O'Conor Don, The O'Donoghue of the Glens, and the
O'Gorman Mahon. The MacDermott, K.C., . . was an
Irish law officer in Liberal Governments.
This use was found among Lowland and Border families at an early stage: the Bruce | Sh H 4 A V. 1.116 The
Dowglas and Hotspurre both together, Are confident
against the world in Armes | ib V. 4.26 G o to the Dowglas | Graves Eng. Ballads 65 [The Battle of Otterbourne]
And for to meet the Douglas there, H e rode right furiously | ib 68 The Percy and Montgomery met | ib. But I
would yield to Earl Douglas, Or Sir H u g h the Montgomery, if he were here.
The use was adopted by Scott L L 2.24 Then Roderick
from the Douglas broke | ib 2.35 Give our safe-conduct
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to the Graeme | id Rob Roy: the Macgregor, and his use
of (fee Macgregor m a y have given rise to the modern use
before names with Mac and 0'.
Cf James Dallas, The Honorific 'The' in The Scott.
Hist. Rev. vol 10 (1913) pp. 39—47, in which this is
interpreted as a special distinctive use of (fee, i. e. likewise related to the "typical (fee."
Cf also Herbert Maxwell, ib. pp. 230—31.
(3) In modern language (fee m a y be used facetiously
before man's names, placing them in the category of
petnames: Byron Corresp 2.99 Pray remember m e to all
friends, to the Scrope [i. e. Scrope Davies], end let m e
hear how you advance | ib 2.111 And the Douglas [i.e.
Douglas Kinnaird] has not written to m e about "the
fee" [deliberate imitation of the above-mentioned Scottish type ?] | ib 2.170 I have had a letter from the Dougal
[also Kinnaird] | Stevenson N 188 It is the Scrymgeour
[a bank clerk]. Very well, Mr. Scrymgeour.
In Kipling's Stalky the following two nicknames are
found: S 3 Anyhow, I soothed the Hartoffles [i. e. Mr.
Hartopp] | ib 17 The Hefflelinga means well [i. e. Mr.
Prout].
(4) The may be used before names of some lady artists.
This is also a distinctive use, but it m a y be due to foreign
influence (French and Italian): 1796 (q N E D ) Last night
the Siddons and the Kemble, at Drury Lane, acted to
vacancy | N P 1933 (q Christophersen) the real farmer's
boy of these days is a smart lad with a motor-bicycle
and views about the Dietrich and the Gar bo.
(5) The is sometimes used before a woman's name fco
confer a depreciatory sense to it. The speaker, as it were,
does not want to be in the state of complete familiarity
involved in a personal name with zero. Examples: Wells
L L 71 It was the Miss Heydinger who had addressed
s
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him | Priestley G 118 He's worried because the Tarvin
[Mrs. T.] stopped m e on Saturday | Christie W h y 33
"It seems to m e you're batty," said Frankie crossly,
"over a painted-up raddled bitch — yes, I said bitch —
like the Cayman | Sayers G N 201 Hellup, it's the
[Miss] Chilperic | Macdonald N 215 The Carter-Fawcett,
what about her?
It m a y be noted that Byron in his letters often mentions
Italian ladies with the before their names, no doubt in conscious
imitation of Italian practice: Corresp 2.79 I often go to the
Benzona's [i. e. the Countess Marina Benzoni] | ib 2.82 The
Segati and I have been off these two months | Letters (Selected)
150 I greatly fear that the Guiccioli [i.e. the Countess Guiccoli] is
going into a consumption. — Cf Byron Letters 63 T h e Stael...

Titles and Other Common Names Connected
with Personal N a m e s
16.4i. English royal and noble titles placed before a
name generahy take zero, because they are felt as being
part of the proper name. Thus now always king, queen,
sir: Sh John I. 1.252 King Richard Cordehon was thy
father | Queen Anne is dead (cf Swift P 58 A n d pray,
What News Mr. Neverout? —• W h y , M a d a m , Queen
Elizabeth's dead) | Sh John I. 1.240 Sir Robert neuer
holpe to make this legge.
Prince formerly might take (fee: Sh Wint IV. 2.29
when saw'st thou the Prince Florizel m y son. — Thus
still when the word refers to a foreign prince: Broughton
Rem. 1.154 The Prince Frederick of Prussia and Madame Meerifeldt were in a box opposite to Lord Liverpool | Brit. Enc. 4.259 the German Fifth A r m y under
the Crown Prince Rupprecht of Bavaria — and in
court language and similar distinguished style: N P
1934 [From the Court Circular:] It is with the greatest
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pleasure that the King and Queen announce the betrothal of their dearly beloved son, the Prince George,
to the Princess Marina ... | Benson D A 92 The Prince
George arrived two days ago. His Highness is in the
apartment below.
Princess more often is found with (fee, especiahy when
referring to a foreign princess: Broughton Rem. 1.260
I went to the Princess Jablanowski's | N P 1886 [Berlin:]
The Crown Princess was able to go out for a long
drive yesterday. Her daughter, the Princess Victoria,
has now also quite recovered from her attack of measles |
Kipling S 38 The Slave of the Lamp, with the Princess
Badroulbadour and the Widow Twankey ... | Strachey
Q V 189 The Princess Alice ... (but ib 188 Princess
Alice played on it) | AHuxley B L 107 Mrs. Cloudesley,
who has a profound knowledge of the Royal Family,
mentions the Princess Alice | N P 1934 the forthcoming
engagement of the Princess Juliana.
Lord formerly often took (fee, thus still in court style:
Arden of Feversham I. 32 Yes, the Lord Clifford, he
that loves not m e | Sh H m l I. 3.89 somthing touching
the L. Hamlet | ib 134 [not to] talke with the Lord
Hamlet (but more often with zero) | Mi A: yet I for
honour's sake ... shall name him, the Lord Brooke |
Congreve O B 26 by the Lord Harry he says true (common) | id D D 147 A Gallery in the Lord Touchwood's
House | N P 1937 [From the Court Circular:] The King
and Queen were received upon arrival at the dais by
Field-Marshal the Lord Milne.
On the type (fee Right Honourable the Lord M. see
below, 16.6„.
Lady. Here again the female parallel more frequently
takes (fee in M o d E : Puttenham 36 I haue read that the
Lady Cynthia came once downe out of her skye |
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Sh Ado II. 1.243 The Lady Beatrice hath a quarrell
to you | Bacon always (fee according to Bogholm
B S 131 | Fielding J A [Everyman] 20 the gentle and
cultivated mind of the Lady Booby (also ib 25, 27
but more frequently with zero) j Scott Iv (always) the
Lady Rowena | Broughton R 2.15 a m a n recommended
by the Lady Bessborough | Di P [ C h & H ] 503 That's
the Dowager Lady Snuphanuph j Ingoldsby 196 The
Lady Odihe was quite nervous with fear | Thack P
482 the Countess being occupied with her spaniel, the
Lady Lucy's thoughts and eyes being turned upon a
volume of sermons, and those of Lady A n n upon a
new novel | Stevenson C 103 carried away like the
Lady Grange | Jerome T o m m y & Co. 99 T o m m y can
be the Lady Adelaide, your daughter | Belloc E B 85
he took to wife the Lady Arabella Hunt | Hadow
Chaucer 58 Here the Lady F a m e sits on a throne |
Brett Young P C 782 Please tell Steven... to address
m e as "The Lady Wolverbury," not "Lady Wolverbury" | N P 1935 She and her twin sister, the Dowager
Lady Lytton ...
O n the distinction between Lady and (fee Lady see
N E D Lady 6a (small type).
16.4a. Viscount and Duke referring to Enghsh persons practically always have zero. Poutsma has no
examples of (fee before viscount. I have noted N P 1937
Donations ... should be sent to the Fund's Hon.
Treasurer, The Viscount Churchill, Poutsma lias two
quotations with (fee Duke, to which I m a y add Masefield Sh 55 The Queen's party, the Duke Humphrey's
party. — The foreign titles of Grand Duke and Archduke always have (fee: Times Lit. Suppl. 1934 we m a y
give his word-portrait of his nephew, the Grand Duke
Ludwig III. of Hesse-Darmstadt | Gibbs B R 115 It
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was when the murder of the Archduke Ferdinand at
Serajevo was published ... Archduchess and Grand
Duchess with (fee: Maugham PI 2.22 W h a t can the
Church Times have to do with the Archduchess Anastasia? | N P 1934 the marriage of the Grand Duchess
Olga to the Archduke ^Stephen ... in 1845.
Count practicahy always has zero, but Countess often
(fee, particularly when referring to foreign countesses:
Byron Corresp. 2.39 I saw your correspondent, the
Countess Mustani ... | Yeats The Countess Cathleen 59
and 95 with (fee | ib 85 twice with zero | Shaw T T 105
The Countess Valbrioni would like to know | Christie
Big Four 71 the Countess Rossakoff.
The fohowing foreign titles mostly have (fee: emperor,
empress, tsar (czar), tsarina, tsarevitch, elector, el
comte, graf. Examples: Puttenham 201 The Emperor
Charles thefiftwas a m a n of very few words | Deloney
41 The seuenth was the Emperbur Probus | Broughton
Rem. 1.50 the headquarters of the Emperor Alexander |
Mannin CI 280 as lamentable a failure as the Emperor
Nero | Broughton R e m . 1.107 The Empress Maria
Louisa regrets leaving the Tuileries | Golding S D 35
You might think he was the Tsar Nicholas | N P 1934
In 1841 Prince Alexander's sister was married to the
Tsarevitch Alexander, afterwards the Emperor Alexander II. | N P 1934 The Electress Sophia | Chesterton
B 22 One friend in particular he made, the Comte de
Ripert-Montclar | Gibbs B R 156 The Graf von Arnsberg took her hand and kissed it.
Thus we alsofind(fee before Kaiser in Rose Macaulay
T 221 In Tangier, the Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany
made a speech; — but during a certain period the
Kaiser's name was so familiar in England that he was
termed Kaiser Wilhelm with zero (as in German).
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16.43. The general honorific title referring to males
has zero. Thus both ifr. and foreign titles: I met Mr.
Smith in the street | N P 1933 Herr Brunngraber has
a passion forfigures| N P 1929 M . Briand ... remains
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs | N P 1929 Senor
Rubio is certainly a good m a n of affairs, if the affairs
are purely Mexican | Shehey 617 Did you inform his
Grace that Signor Pigna Waits with state papers for
his signature? | Byron Letters 303 I a m in correspondence with Signor Nicolas Karellas ... || But Lytton
(q Poutsma) The Signor Colonna | AHuxley M C 80
so is the Signore Dolphin.
The corresponding female titles Mrs., Miss, Madame,
Mademoiselle, Frau, and Fraulein likewise have zero:
Mrs. (Miss) Smith | M a d a m e de Stael (e. g. Byron
Letters 61) | Fraulein Schroder (Isherwood).
But Signora and Signorina seem to require (fee:
Shaw 1.113 not the Signora Duse or anyone connected
with Ibsen | AHuxley M C 80 Have you seen the Signorina Toomis, Guiseppe?
16.44. Professional names of various kinds, such as
Doctor, General, Professor, Cardinal, and Father before
a proper name take zero. Examples superfluous.
Before foreign names of this type w e m a y find (fee:
Scott Iv 443 he ... transported her safely to the house
of the Rabbi Nathan | Russell, Life of Mezzofanti
(1858) The Abbate M . suggests ... | Gosse, Ih. Hist, of
Eng. Lit. 3.46 the Cardinal Richeheu.
Names of (existing or dissolved) relationship take
zero: Uncle T o m | Sh Tp II. 1.76 Not since widdow
Dido's time ... 79 W h a t if he had said Widdower
Mne&s too ?
Widow m a y take (fee: Kipling S 38 the widow
Twankey | Synge 77 the widow O'Flinn | ib 146 Would
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I fetch you the Widow Quin, maybe? — But this is
dialectal or archaic; Widow is never preposed in Standard Eng. now.
16.45. W h e n a c o m m o n name placed before a person's
name cannot be considered part of the name as a title,
the definite article is necessary. The common name frequently follows the proper name: Smohett R 41 D a m n
that son of a bitch, Smack, the coachman j Pater R
115 Cecilia Galerani the poetess | ib 113 So we find him
often in intimate relations with m e n of science, — with
Fra Luca Paccioli the mathematician, and the anatomist Marc Antonio deha Torre | Sindbad the Sailor |
the naturalist Huxley. — Synge even uses this form
in address: Synge 73 Of what is it you're speaking,
Timmy the smith?
Similarly: William the Conqueror | St. John the
Baptist | the Virgin Mary. W h e n Carlyle in such collocations leaves out the article, he is not in accordance
with natural Enghsh usage.
But nurse takes zero: Williamson T 101 The shooting of
Nurse Caveh on October 12th roused a storm of indignation | Sayers U D 96 Nurse Forbes primmed up her lips.
And American journalists m a y use zero in such
cases as the following (Time 1945): Critic John Ruskin
and Poet Wilham Morris | Author Broch | Lawyer
Pehizzari | Translator Samuel Putnam.
16.46. W h e n a proper name stands for a statue or
picture of a person thus named, it m a y or m a y not
take the definite article: Gosse D 62 a posthumous
statue of Hans Christian Oersted ... some of his pupils ... unwrapped for us, not the Oersted only, but
other of the artist's works | Wehs L 85 Michael Angelo's
horned Moses ... Lewisham regarded Moses ... his eyes
went back to the Moses.
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Personification
16.5i. The chief reason w h y personification is very
frequent in English probably is that English has very
few traces of grammatical gender left; see further Phil.
of Gr. p. 236. — It belongs chiefly to poetic language;
a personification is in fact a kind of metaphor. A n
abstract or collective notion (also occasionally a concrete mass) is conceived as a unit, and this is visualized
(poetically) as a person, and the word denoting it is
treated to ah intents and purposes like a personal name:
(1) It is often written with a capital letter like other
proper names: Gray Elegy v. 8 Let not Ambition mock
their useful toil ... Nor Grandeur hear with a disdainful smile The short and simple annals of the poor |
Cowper L [1827] 13 H o w mysterious are the ways of
Providence! | Pater R 91 Once and again he introduces Love and Death, w h o dispute concerning him.
— More examples in what follows.
(2) It m a y be constructed with the s-genitive: Spenser
F Q I. 1.18 God helpe the m a n so wrapt in Errours
endlesse traine | Carlyle Essays [Blackie] 209 whether we
look at Nature's work with him or Fortune's | Benson
Daisy's Aunt 184 A n d yet I rather like Nature's uneconomical habits | Jerome T 126 Night's heart is full
of pity for us | Drinkwater P 87 Earth's little weary
peoples fall on peace | Brooke 1914 12 W e have built
a house that is not for Time's throwing | Woolf D 113
death's enormous sickle had swept those hihs.
(3) It m a y be supplanted by pronouns which only
refer to persons:fee,she, his, her, who, himself, herself
W m . Johnson Cory in C P 164 For Death, he taketh
all away | Dekker Sh II. 2.23 do Fortune what she
can, The Gentle Craft is liuing for a m a n | Trohope
W 2 here probably Scandal hed, as she so often does |
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Buffett IC 145 A philosopher must be faithful to Truth
even when she is old and ill-favoured || Spenser F Q I.
1.39 Whiles sad Night ouer him her mantle black doth
spred | Daniel D R 30 But it is euer the misfortune of
Learning, to be wounded by her owne hand | Byron
C h H 1.46 Here Folly still his votaries inthrahs; And
young-eyed Lewdness walks her midnight rounds | Scott
LL_3.31 And Silence claim'd her evening reign | Jerome
T B 148 History is fond of her little ironies 11 Defoe R
174 Nature, who gives Supplies of Food || Byron C h H
4.163 Time himself hath hahow'd it | Browning 1.529
[he] Got touched upon the sleeve familiarly . .. B y Death
himself | Edgar Allan Poe in C P 45 Lo! Death has
reared himself a throne | Spenser F Q I. 1.12 Vertue
giues her selfe light, through darkenesse for to wade |
Sterne M 1.19 as sorry a jade, as Humility herself
could have bestrided | Ruskin O n Painting 104 But it
is a widely different thing when nature herself takes a
coloringfit.— Cf above, 5.85 f.
Very often itself is used in similar collocations, which
may also be considered cases of personification: Goldsm
V 199 The leaving ... was not without a tear, which
scarce fortitude itself could suppress | Galsw FCh 275
the crowd became solidity itself | Jerome T o m m y &
Co. 27 Curiosity itself paled at contemplation of it |
Dickinson M S 115 Time itself works against us | Wilder
H 99 Brush's answer was composure itself | Mason
Ch 190 Guy Stallard was ease itself.
(4) The notion, etc, m a y be represented as acting
like a human being, thus death, as in art, is represented
as a reaper with his sickle, etc: Ch C 675 Ther cam a
privee theef, men clepeth Deeth, That in this contree
al the peple sleeth (Death is a character in this tale,
the Pardoner's Tale) | Keats 75 Time, that aged nurse,
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Rock'd me to patience | Thomas Hood in CP 15 And
Morning sings with a w a r m odorous mouth | Browning
1.528 don't you know, I promised ... We'd see truth
dawn together? — truth that peeps Over the glasses'
edge when dinner's done, A n d body gets its sop and
holds its noise A n d leaves soul free a little | Wilde
R 182 A n d Horror stalked before each man, And
Terror crept behind | Lindsay C A 13 he gave malice
a fair return for playing a rotten trick like this on him.
(5) The word in question, like other proper names,
takes the zero article, see examples above.
16.52. Sometimes the word personify is used in connexion with the abstract word: Ainsworth JS 82 I'm
prudence personified | Christie L E 71 Certainly she was
neatness and precision personified | id 3A 19 She is
virtue and respectability personified | Mannin CI 198
She is personality personified. Cf AHuxley E G 318 the
very personification of silence.
And the word dame m a y be used to emphasize the
personification: Sterne M 1.12 she had ah along trusted
httle to her own efforts, and a great deal to those of
dame Nature | D a m e Fortune.

16.5s. In literature personification is particularly used in
allegories, the most famous being The Pilgrim's Progress with
characters like Passion and Patience (two Httle children), Faith,
and the shepherds Knowledge, Experience, Watchful, and Sincere.
A typical modern example is Rupert Brooke's allegorical poem
The Funeral of Youth: A Threnody, from which I shall quote
the following lines: Old Wisdom read, In mumbling tone, the
Service for the Dead. There stood Romance, The furrowing tears
had mark'd her rouged cheek; Poor old Conceit, his wonder
unassuag'd; Dead Innocency's daughter, Ignorance; And shabby
ill-dress'd Generosity; And Argument, too full of woe to speak;
Passion, grown portly, something middle-aged; And Friendship
— not a minute older, she; Impatience, ever taking out his
watch; Faith, who was deaf, and W l to lean to catch Old
Wisdom's endless drone. ...
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Adjectives before Proper Names
16.6t. W h e n a proper name has an adjective (secondary) before it, it takes zero in two cases, (1) if the
two together form one new proper name: N e w York |
N e w South Wales | Eastern Africa | British West
Africa | Belgian Congo | Wehs S H 134 over the high
mountain passes of the Pamirs into western Turkestan |
ib 161 Nearly every town in northern Gaul was sacked |
ib 103 Their return to Asiatic Greece. — O n this analogy
Stanley cahed his book "In Darkest Africa."
This applies only to place-names.
In McKenna S 6 the following locahties are mentioned: Little E n d | Big Gateway | Great School |
Great Court | (School Library | Cloisters | Chapel).
(2) if the adjective is used in an ornamental or sentimental way, and not to distinguish one person or place
from another: Rare Ben Jonson (i. e. B.J., w h o m everybody knows as rare) | Bale T 1040-41 From m e would
not go, Crueh Pharao, N o more wolde Amalech ... |
Sidney A P 20 Let learned Greece ... be able to shew
m e one booke, before Musasus, Homer, and Hesiodus
... | Spenser F Q I. Introd. 3 Come both, and with
you bring triumphant Mart | Marlowe M P 1098 Wicked
Nauarre will get the crowne of France | Sh Mcb IV.
3.43 from gracious England | ib 52 blacke Macbeth
Wih seeme as pure as Snow | ib 117 Diuehish Macbeth
... hath sought to win m e Into his power | Smollett
R 203 honest Brayl ... wept as fast as either of us |
Goldsm V 284 I must absolutely insist that honest
Mr. Williams shall be rewarded for hisfidelity| Byron
Ch 1.34 Dark Guadiana rolls his power along | ib 65
Fair is proud Seville | id Corresp 2.152 Y o u m a y suppose,
as pugilistic Jackson says, that I have "a pretty time
of it" | Keats P 48 Did ye never cluster round dehcious
Avon? | L a m b E [World's Class.] 112 situate near the
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road-way village of pleasant Puckeridge | Quincey
[World's Class.] 94 there remained not quite eighteen
miles between myself and venerable Chester | Carlyle
R 2.127 in dusty sooty, ever noisy Liverpool | Ruskin S
101 the simple princess-life of happy Nausicaa | Fox
2.177 old rather crabbed-looking Douglas Jerrold |
Browning 1.260 Beautiful Evelyn Hope is dead! |
Jerome T 60 Great Caesar crossed the river there |
Kipling J 2.48 even in populated India | id P 144 you
would have thought Eternal R o m e herself was on the
edge of destruction | Walpole O L 15 kind Mr. Neilson
at the Bank wanted it to stretch | Rose Macaulay T
22 Good-humoured, witty Mr. Spurgeon | Woolf D 18
She advanced ... to be greeted at once by buttonfaced Miss P y m | Priestley A P 467 in good old Queen
Victoria's time | Hall, Alma Mater 50 H o w does sceptical Oxford write a comment on its own doings ? | Harrison, Introducing Sh 101 Dover Cliff whence blinded
Gloucester tries to commit suicide | Merry old England
| Little Mary.
(Even with a sb as secondary: Carlyle R 2.127 Hebrews have it not [i. e. a sense of the ridiculous], not
even blackguard Heine, to any real length).
This is found, too, in cases like fashionable London
meaning 'the fashionable part of (the population of)
London': Ward M 113 fashionable London was talking
of nothing else | ib 192 the m a n whose name ah smart
London happens to be coupling with that of your wife.
I6.62. Other words that are used with zero as quasiproper names m a y take an adj in the same way: Sheridan 9 W h y [,] didn't you say you had left young master ?
| Jerrold C 126 I'll write to-morrow to dear mother |
Ingoldsby 105 this had been a great subject of speculation to little Miss | Collingwood R 57 it would only
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mean fifteen months' absence from home, great part of
which deserted papa would spend in travelling [Besides, one would expect a before great part]\ Macaulaj' E 4.123 the war which degenerate Protestantism
had to wage against regenerate Catholicism | H a y K W
156 young hopeful is forced to the inevitable conclusion
that he must learn his living ... | Shaw T T 299 not
to pretend they know more than God Almighty. — Cf
also Di P [ C h & H ] 569 when Gracious Majesty honours
it [a theatre] with its presence [Would now be His
Gracious Majesty].
16.63. This characterizing use of the zero article +
adj is in thefirstplace used with adjs of a general
emotional character, such as dear, honest, great, noble,
good, black, devilish, cruel, proud, venerable, etc,
also with adjs of a more special character, though
these adjs m a y not give any fresh information in the
context in question, e. g. pugilistic (quot. from Byron),
crabbed-looking (Fox), populated (Kipling), blinded (Harrison), etc. W h a t should be particularly noted is the
fact that there is a more or less strong emotional
colouring about the phrase when zero is used.
I6.64. But the definite article is also freely used before a characterizing adj. Then there is generally no
great emotional colouring or familiarity about the phrase.
The speaker in a neutral matter-of-fact statement adds
some feature to our knowledge. W e have a case of
"nearly complete familiarity" (Stage Two). But it
must be admitted that not infrequently phrases with
(fee m a y have some emotional colouring inherent in the
adj. The difference between phrases with (fee and phrases
with zero is one of degree of familiarity.
16.65. Examples with (fee: Sh As II. 1.26 the melancholy Jaques grieues at that | Mcb V. 2.2 the good
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Macduff | Gibbon M 210 the wretched Travis still
smarts under the lash of the merciless Porson | G E A
356 even in the kind-hearted Martin Poyser the younger
| Carlyle R 1.233 Procter who for the fair A n n Skepper's
sake was very constantly there | Macaulay H 1.5 in
the rich and polite Constantinople | Stevenson D 180
to attack the Queen, the sinister Gladstone, the rigid
Derby, or the dexterous Granville | Bennett H L 288
the juxtaposition of the young, slim, and virginal Florrie
and the large, earth-worn Mr. Boutwood | H a y K W 122
Into this strange vortex the unsuspecting Philip found
himself whirled | Sherwood Anderson D L 18 W h e n the
Civil W a r came on, the Middle West got up and fought
like the Old Harry [unusual] | Wells S H 130 Against
Marius was pitted the aristocratic Sulla | ib 145 Serapis
was identified with the Greek Zeus, the R o m a n Jupiter
and the Persian sun-god.
Here also belong honorific adjs like (Right) Honourable and (Very) Reverend: the Honourable John Burns |
the Reverend Edward Smith.
16.66. If instead of a real name w e have the name
of the office, repetition of (fee is necessary: Nichols,
Progresses of Queen Eliz. (1825) 3.90—96 (q Introd.
ed. of Sh L L Quarto) She was entertained by "the
Right Honourable the Lord Montecute," anno 1591 |
Sh Documents 39 ... as it was sundry times acted
by the Right Honourable the Earle of Pembroke his
seruantes | ib. ... acted by the right honourable the
Lord Chamberlaine his servants (also ib 40, 41, 46) |
Campion O [dedication:] To the Right Noble and
worthily honourd, the Lord Buckhurst | Swift T 104
let therightworshipful the commissioners of inspection
give him a regiment | Thack S 26 the most noble the
Marquis of Bagwig | id P 153 that refined patron of
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the arts ... the Most Noble the Marquis of Steyne |
Allen W 221 the Very Reverend the Dean of Dunwich | [Shaw T T 233 The worshipful the Mayor of
the Isle of Cats].
Note this example with zero and (fee close together
before the same words: Carlyle F R 472 Great Burke
has raised his great voice long ago ... but the great
Burke remains unanswerable.

Quasi-Proper Names
16.7i. Some words are treated as proper names and
have zero, though from a notional point of view they
might just as well have been c o m m o n names. It is
natural that God, i. e. the one god of Christians, Jews,
and Mohammedans, should be looked upon as a proper
name, although we have of course (fee when the word
is connected with a determinative (junction): the
God of Israel | the God he worships | the God of her
fathers. — Also: the god of war | the gods of ancient
Greece, etc. — A n d as a class-noun god likewise takes
the indefinite article: N P 1933 Alexander's tendency to
think himself a god or God. — Cf above, 13.24.
Christ with zero is now the usual form, but formerly
(fee Christ wasfrequent,and m a y still be found: Sherwood Anderson W M 107 Join in the work of the Christ |
id W O 173 O n the window ... was a design showing
the Christ laying his hand upon the head of a child |
Shaw T T 210 [Pilate:] A n d you are the Christ, the
Messiah, eh?
Providence and Fate (with or without a capital letter), which like other instances of personification have
zero,' m a y to some extent be reckoned as synonyms of
God; cf above, 16.5.
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Satan is usually a proper name and has no article
when denoting (fee devil, which like (fee fiend is considered a c o m m o n name. But a satan m a y be found:
Hammett M F 3 H e looked rather pleasantly like a
blond satan (Now rare according to N E D ) .
Devil with zero may, however, be used in dialectal
terms of imprecation: Hardy U 20 " D — 1 take the
hole, the cask, and S a m Lawson too..." | Stevenson
C 14 A n d de'il ha'et! | Devil Stories 189 "Divil doubt
him!" as an Irishman would say.
16.72. The following "place-names" from Christian
terminology also have zero:
Heaven 'the habitation of god and his angels': Ch
A 519 To drawen folk to hevene by fairnesse ... this
was his bisynesse | Marlowe F 314 tasted the eternal
ioyes of heauen. — Also in a transferred sense as in
heaven knows. In the sense 'state or place of bliss' the
word is a class-noun and m a y take the other articles:
Mi P L 1.17 The mind is its own place, and in itself
Can make a Heaven of Hell, a Hell of Heaven. Formerly
(fee heavens might be used in the religious sense: Marlowe M P 180 The heauens forbid your highnes such
mishap | Sh Tp IV. 18 N o sweet aspersion shah the
heauens let fah (in Sh also heavens with zero). But (fee
heavens is now the ordinary prose form to denote the
visible sky ( N E D ) : Marlowe F 548 Under the heauens
(ib 603, 612) | Mi P L 1.9 In the beginning how the
Heavens and Earth Rose out of Chaos | Ingoldsby
107 The sun rode high in the heavens | James G 116
The sun was declining in the heavens when m y cousin
walked up to the door. — Cf above, 14.14.
Hell 'the infernal regions': Marlowe F 553 H e h has
no limits | Mi P L 1.263 Better to reign in H e h than
serve in Heaven. — But in the sense 'something resemb-
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ling hell, gaming-house' the word is a class-noun and
may take the other articles (and be used in the plural:
Saintsbury N C 41 Only Dante, Beckford, and Scott
in Wandering Willie's Tale have given us Hells that
are worthy the idea of H e h | AHuxley E G 3 she carried
her hell about with her. The hell of her grotesque
marriage; other hells too, perhaps): Carlyle E 236 a
Heaven set against a Hell | Stevenson N 87 the proprietor of a heh | Shaw T T 226 m y life here is a hell.
— In terms of imprecation like the following, perhaps
on the analogy of (fee devil, hell takes (fee: Lehmann
D A 104 Where the heh has Roddy got to? | Graves
G 171 W h y the hell are you wearing your stars on
your shoulders ... ? | ElSmith Tz 51 W h a t the heh do
I care? | Sayers G N 299 W h a t the hell good does it
do anybody these days? | King O F 195 "The hell
with it," muttered Michael Lord. — Cf above, 9.95.
Paradise (1) 'the garden of Eden,' (2) 'heaven'
with zero: Mi P L 4.241 Flowers worthy of Paradise,
(3) 'any place of bliss' class-noun with a or (fee: Sh
L L L IV. 3.73 to win a Paradise | Mids I. 1.203 Before
the time I did Lysander see, Seem'd Athens hke a
Paradise to mee.
Eden with zero: the garden of Eden | Mi P L 1.4
with loss of Eden.
Purgatory with zero: Sh R o m III. 3.17 There is no
world without Verona walles, But Purgatorie, Torture,
hell it selfe | Oth IV. 3.77 I should venture Purgatory
for't | Allen A 17 it nearly bumped m e into purgatory!
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Chapter X V I I

Quantifiers

17.11. The term Quantifiers is used here as a designation of words denoting quantity, i. e. number (in
connexion with countables), amount (with uncountables)
and degree (in certain connexions, astertiaries,etc).
There are m a n y substantival quantifiers. Apart from
occasional remarks in the section on numerals they will
not be discussed, but see vol II 3.51ff.on the plurals
of such quantifiers as pair, couple, dozen, score, hundred,
etc, and ib 5.11ff.on unification of plurals of numerals.
Our main subject in this chapter wih be numerals
and indefinite pronouns.
Numerals

17.12. Typical quantifiers to indicate number are the
cardinals: one, two, three, thirteen, fourteen, twenty, th
a hundred, etc.
It will be seen that thefirstnumerals up to twelve
are formed unsystematicahy, but that there is some
system in the words from 13 to 19, which are formed
by composition of the numerals three, four, etc, with
teen, a modified form of ten, thefirstpart of the compound being also in some cases modified; another
system comprises the 'tens' formed by means of -ty:
here, too, some of thefirstparts are modified: twenty,
thirty, forty,fifty.A hundred, a thousand, a million,
milliard, a billion (Am. billion — Brit, milliard) ar
again unsystematic; but otherwise the higher numerals
are formed systematically by multiphcation and addition, e. g. 2569, two thousand five hundred and sixtynine.
O n twain and seven see vol V I 20.18.
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One
17.13. O n the development of one [wAn] from O E
an and on vg or familiar 'un (GE S 125 you're a deep
un) see vol I 11.21.
On one as a prop-word see vol II ch 10, ib 13.4, and
vol V 8.6!.
One is the lowest cardinal numeral as distinct from
two, three, etc. It is distinct from the classifying indefinite article a, which is of the same origin, as seen,
e.g., in Stevenson D 32 Is there not a drop for me?
— Not one drop [ Parker R 77 In a minute, m'sieu'
— in one minute | Brett Young P C 11 It was an old
man's house, and the spirit of one old m a n inhabited
and informed it. — See further above, 12.52.
Before higher composite numerals a is hardly so
frequent as one, as in one hundred and thirty-five, etc.
A hundred, a thousand generally mean 'approximately
one hundred, one thousand': I have seen her a hundred
times | Phihpotts M 275 She is a girl in a thousand.
One third is afraction(i); a third means 'one more,
besides the two already in hand'. Note, however: a third
of the distance | a third of the way across the lake, etc.
Like other cardinals one is generahy used before a
sb: One man, one vote. — Thus also before substantival
numerals: One hundred, one million.
One (like other cardinals) isfrequentlyused with ellipsis of a sb, as in statements of prices, e. g. one and
six (1/6), with shilling understood, in statements of the
time, with hour understood: one o'clock | the train is
due at one twenty-five, — and in slangy expressions
with some word understood, such as blow in: Give
him one on the nose.
17.U. In additions of 'tens' and 'ones' the 'one' now
generally follows the 'ten' (twenty-one), but originally it
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always preceded it: one-and-twenty, a word-order which
is still used except in numerals above 50.
The only examples I have noticed of the latter wordorder in numerals above 50 are the following: Sheridan
197 she's six-and-fifty if she's an hour | Coleridge 452
in Kohln ... I counted two and seventy stenches |
Wells T B 163 Fifty-three days I had outward ...
three and fifty days of life cooped up | Walpole ST
285 never in ah hisfive-and-fiftyyears.
17.15. W e m a y find both types of word-order in
close proximity: Sh H 5 1.2.57 Untill foure hundred one
and twentie yeeres... ib 61 Foure hundred twentie six |
Defoe R 330 eight and twenty years ... thirty and
five years | Thack E 1.147 accepted the Thirty-nine
Articles with all his heart, and would have signed and
sworn to other nine-and-thirty with an entire obedience |
Kiphng P T 43 She was two-and-twenty, and he was
thirty-three | Caine M 131 you are still so young. Let
m e see, is it eight-and-twenty ? — Twenty-six, said
Philip | Jerome T 37 P. was forty-seven ... W . was
three-and-twenty | Wells N 142 H e was six and twenty,
and I twenty-two | ib 199 I grew ... between three
and twenty and twenty-seven.
Mr. Walt Arneson states: "Used in U.S. only occasionally, for stylistic effect or facetiously."
17.16. Compounds of two numerals denoting a number below one hundred have and between the two
members if the small numeral precedes: one-and-twenty.
If it fohows the higher numeral, there is generally no
connecting word: twenty-one. Especially in early authors
we m a y find the type twenty-ani-two, e. g. Malory 101
xx & viij knyghtes | A V Luke 15.7 ninety and nine
hist persons | Swift P 132 there are thirty-and-two
good bits in a shoulder of veal | Fielding T 1.17 | Goldsm
645 | Carlyle S 16 | Bennett A 50.
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H two neighbouring numerals are to be used, the
type with the small numberfirstis commonest, as in
this case the higher numeral need not be repeated:
Thack E 2.150 though nowfiveor six and forty years |
Locke C A 315 Between Nadia and him there was but
a separation of two or three years; between Nadia and
myself two or three and twenty | Crofts Cask 220 a girl
of perhaps two or three-and-twenty.
In the reading of decimalfractionsonly the type
with the higher numeral first is used: 1.25 is read
'one point twenty-five.'
17.17. As a numeral one may be preceded by the
indefinite pronouns any, some, no and by the definite
article or a possessive pronoun: Scott I 293 do not
confine your exertions to any one spot | Stevenson
D 258 I no longer expect any one thing more than any
other | Dickinson S 47 Nor would I suggest that the
socialist community should establish any one form of
religion || Dickens N 323 Kate's picture would be in
half-a-dozen of the annuals ... Perhaps some one annual ... might even contain a portrait of the mother
|| Wilde S M 162 There is no one type for m a n || Seeley
E 89 the Mediterranean sea ... the chief, nay almost the
one sea of history || Benson D a 34 a man's ... right
(he, the one man) to serve the one w o m a n || Kipling
M O P 195 they havefiftyponies to our one horse. —
Cf vol II 10.22.
And it m a y be emphasized by adding only: H a w thorne S 197 the one only thing for which she had been
sent into the world | Henderson Sc Lit 338 he asserted
that it might be looked upon as the genuine traditionary
version, as if there could be a one and only genuine
traditionary version.
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17.18. The phrase / for one probably originates from
the use of I for 'one' in R o m a nfigures,cf the old nursery rhyme:
X shall stand for playmates ten;
V forfivestout stalwart men;
I for one, as I'm alive;
C for a hundred, and D for five;
M for a thousand soldiers true,
And ah thesefiguresI've told you.
From this by a kind of popular pun the phrase has
become established to denote the pronoun of the first
person, and later it has been transferred to use in connexion with names, e. g. Doyle S 4.205 I fancy that Lord
Holdhurst, for one, and Mr. Percy Philips for another,
would very m u c h rather that the affair never got as far
as the police-court.
One or two generally denotes an indefinite small number, cf vol II 5.52 and 6.65.
For on all fours see vol II 5.15.
17.19. Long compound numerals are often abbreviated, e.g. nineteen forty-six [1946] | Shaw 1.3 in the
eighteen-eighties [1880—89] j Mackenzie C 140 the
mid-'nineties | Nicolson, Some People 71 The eighteennineties [1890—99] and the nineteen-hundreds [1900—
09] || Priestley G 313 they had seen Mr. Mitcham before, one in Singapore in Nought Three [1903], the other
in Sydney in Nought Eight [1908].
Figures consisting of several digits m a y for clearness'
sake be read one by one, e. g. in the B B C the telephone
number Whitehall 1212: one two one two. — Cf 1122
(on the telephone): double one double two.
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Foreign Numerals

17.2i. Some foreign numerals are or have been used
in English in certain connexions. Thus the French words
ace, deuce, tray, quatre (cater), cinq, size have been us
in games of dice and cards from early times. A few examples : Ch B 3851 Thy sys fortune hath turned into as \
id C 653 Sevene is m y chaunce, and thyn is cynk and
treye | Roister 48 I wyll be here with them ere ye can
say trey ace | Dryden (q N E D 1668) T w o sixes and a trey
wins it | ib. So, I have a good chance, two caters and a
size | Swift J 439 the die is cast . . . and till it settles, I
cannottellwhether it be an ace or a sise | Goldsm V 194
I only wanted toflinga quatre, and yet I threw deuce
acefivetimes running | N E D 1772 [s.v. trey] Tray, ace,
or two deuces | N E D 1850 Should two quatres be thrown,
any of the following moves m a y be played | N E D 1870
[backgammon] Throwing either quatre, cinque or six |
Jerome I 65 the score generally is deuce.
On the various uses of these words see further N E D .
Gent(.) orig. or direct from Latin centum is found in
per cent. Instead of 100 per cent, we m a y find cent, per
cent.: Gascoigne 71 To gaine no more, but Cento per
cento | Quincey 348 the horse's value . . . fell cent, per
cent. | Di D 476. — Cf Tennyson 139 For lucky rhymes
to him were scrip and share, And mellow metres more
than cent for cent.
"Centum is used in A m . English, though rarely, e. g.
Westerfield, Banking Principles and Practice (passim)."
(Mr. Walt Arneson).
A good number of other foreign numerals and derivatives
and derivative elements are used in English, e.g. primary,
secondary, tertiary, quaternary, etc | prime, second, tierce |
dual | duo, trio | double, treble | triple | duplicate, triplicate |
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triad, tetrad | quartet, quintet, sextet, etc [ quarto | bi- (see
vol V I 28.5i), tri-, quadri-, etc | -mo in twelvemo (12mo),
twenty-fourmo, forty-eightmo (see N E D ) , and m a n y others.
Uncertainty of Number
17.22. Uncertainty with regard to a number m a y be
expressed in various ways. The higher numerals often
add the word odd to indicate that a number is a httle
higher than that denoted by the numeral. The compound
is generally without any connecting word: L a m b E
1.140 at the age offiftyodd | Spencer F 91 our eightyodd possessions | Jacobs L 139 two hundred odd pounds
|| Collier E 311 for seven odd centuries [i.e. for seven
hundred (and) odd years].
But and m a y be inserted between the numeral and
odd; especially when the numeral is hundred or thousand:
Sh H 4 A IV. 2.15 three hundred and odde pounds |
Quincey 88 the fifty and odd hours since m y elopement (id Sel 108) | Di N 80 two hundred and odd miles |
Haggard S 156 two thousand and odd years (and ib 180)
| Vizetelly, With Zola in England 183 throughout the
eighty and odd departments of France | Mottram E M 61
the hundred and odd young faces.
Professor Cohinson would not use and before odd.
Instead of odd w e m a y have something: a pale httle
w o m a n of forty-something | Gissing R 222 m y age is
something and twenty | Pinero B 32 during your first
season, in eighty-something | Hammett T h 152 a tall
scrawny m a n offifty-something|| M a u g h a m PI 2.238
They want to catch the four something back to London.
17.23. Certain numerals are or have been used to denote approximate number. For the Elizabethan period
this question, with special reference to the problem of
Hamlet's age, has been thoroughly discussed in the late
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V. Osterberg's important paper Hamlet's Age (Copenhagen 1924). O n p. 20 he says: "Readers of Elizabethan
literature know that the numerals 7, 12, 20 and 40 are
commonly used as "round" numbers where no definite
statement is intended. N o doubt 30 should be added to
the list." And on p. 30 he says: "Numerals of the "threeand-twenty" type . . . are frequently used for the sake
of bigness with no claim to exactness." In support of
these statements a wealth of examples from the literature of the time is adduced.
Cf further: I have told you a hundred times | to have
forty winks | a nine days' wonder | a cat has nine lives
[Danish cats only seven!] | W . C. Russel, Master
Rockafellar's Voyage 204 [q Brynildsen] with a straw
hat on the back of his head — on "nine hairs," as sailors
say [three hairs are sufficient for a Dane!].
On umpteen and other indefinite numerals that m a y
take th see vol V I 24.43.
Professor Cohinson adds: "Since about 1938 I have
noted a growing use of x, e.g. x pounds, x students."
17.24. Indefiniteness is often expressed by adding to
a numeral or and the following numeral or so, e. g. in a
day or two | two or three days ago | a mile or so.
Or two m a y be added also to a substantive preceded
by the definite article (or this): within the next hour or
two | Meredith E H 517 I engaged to marry you to a
Roman prince the very next morning or two | Doyle
248 that is better for you than the patient or two w h o m
you might have seen at home | Maugham Alt 295 You
look as though you hadn't had much sleep the last night
or two || Di D 211 this century or two.
Or m a y be left out between two numerals, particularly in dialectal speech and Scottish and American
English: Browning T 3.170 fancy us over these letters,
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two, three times a day | Bronte P 207 After two, three
hours' torturing research j G E A 37 I'll set two-three
sticks ahght in a minute | ib 300 two-three old folks |
Kipling P 231 three-four waggons | Barrie T G 56 [Sc]
twa three hunder' [ Priestley G 486 [Mr. Oakroyd:]
There's been a summat i' fair these two-three week (ib
409) | Bennett T 198 a two-three minutes ago | Lewis
M S 13 a big city of two-three hundred thousand | id
M A 208 making three-four thousand a year | Dreiser F
301 his trousers four,fivetimes too large for him.
N o w always with or in normal educated British English
speech according to Professor Cohinson.
Ordinals — Fractions
17.2s. Ordinals are not quantifiers, but rather a kind
of labels to mark out items in a series;fractions,however,
are, and the denominator in an ordinaryfractionis an
ordinal (apart from half and quarter).
O n the formation of ordinals from cardinals by means
of -(e)(fe see vol V I 24.4X. O nfractionssee ib 24.44.
Ordinals m a y also be formed from cardinals of the
type one-and-twenty: A V Esth 8.9 on the three and twentieth day | Johnson R 47 four and twentieth | Tennyson
125 his one-and-twentieth May. — But such ordinals
are not used in fractions.
In decimalfractionsonly the numerator, not the denominator is read: 19.6 is read as 'nineteen decimal (or
'point') six'; 0.7 is read as 'decimal seven'. .4777...
would be read: point four seven recurring.
Distributive Use of Numerals
17.26. Distributive use of the numerals is effected
either by repeating the numeral in question after and
or by (the latter is the more prevalent), e. g. Tennyson
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28 The knights comeridingtwo and two (also: in twos
or two abreast) | Kiphng J 1.249 the animals went in
two by two — or by means of by followed by a plural
numeral or a numeral in the singular with (fee, e. g. Maxwell G 7 such girls as you m a y see by thousands any
day of the week | Doyle S 2.136 turning out half-crowns
by the thousand.
Cf vol II 5.132.

'Nothing'
17.27. 'Nothing' conceived as a number is called
cipher, nought, ought, zero, or 0 (o).
Cipher, used particularly in speaking offigures,increases the value of a whole numbertenfoldwhen placed on
the right side of it: Sh Wint I. 2.6 And therefore, like a
Cypher (Yet standing in rich place) I multiply With
one we thanke you, m a n y thousands moe, That goe
before it | Ruskin C W O 104 But it is not gold that you
want to gather! W h a t is it ? ... W h a t is it then — is it
ciphers after a capital I ? . . . Write ciphersforan hour
every morning, in a big book, and say every evening, I
am worth all those noughts more than I was yesterday.
Nought is more generahy used in arithmetic: twice
nought is nought | nought by two is nought.
Ought "is a vulgar corruption of nought" (NED):
Mar. Edgeworth 1801—15 (q N E D s.v. cipher) It was
said . . that all Cambridge scholars call the cipher aught
and all Oxford scholars cah it nought 1 Kipling D W 219
fourteen ought ought three;. . . seventeen ought twentyone. — Cf. Sweet N E G § 1147.
Zero denotes the point or line marked 0 on a graduated
scale, and 'nought' reckoned as a number.
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0 [ou] is used in readingfigures,particularly on the
telephone: Thack V 235 Grigg offered ninety for the
mare yesterday, .. . and ]ike a fool I wouldn't let her
go under the two o's [i. e. 100] | 105readas:one-o-five.—
A brand of tobacco is cahed: Five-o-eight-one de luxe
(on the package marked: 5081 de luxe).
In some games (whist, tennis, etc) love is used to
denote no score. This obviously originates from the
phrase used in negative sentences: (I would not do it) for
love or money.

Once, Twice, Thrice
17.3i. Instead of one time, two times w e say once,
twice. Thrice for three times is obsolescent.
On the origin of the three words see vol V I 18.1X.
They m a y be used as substantives: Di P 430 Bob
Sawyer and Ben Allen should be considered at liberty
tofilltwice to Mr. Winkle's once | Myers M 200 I met
her only the once | this once | these twice; the last twice
(NED). Cf vol II 8.51.
As an adjunct corresponding to once, one-time is used,
e. g. N P 1924 a one-time disciple of Freud.
At twice, generahy in connexion with the very comm o n at once, m a y be found in older authors: Swift J 411
a m afraid m y letters are too long: then you must suppose
one to be two, and read them at twice J G E M 1.297
Did Mr. Tuhiver let you have the money all at once ? —•
No, at twice.
Thrice never succeeded in completely supplanting
three times, which was often used in early authors, e. g.
Ch (tymes thre), Caxton R 28 thryes . . . thre tymes,
Redford W 640, Sh L L L i n . 1.49 H 4 A I. 3.102, ib H I .
1.64 three times .. . thrice, Swift J 17, Defoe R 93, etc.
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17.32. W h e n the two highest numerals are to be mentioned together, there are several possibilities.
W e oftenfindtwo or three times: Defoe R 284, ib 2.168
and 206 | ib R 342 not once, but two or three times |
Swift J 162 | Austen M 376 | Browning 1.204 two, three
times a day | Di D 470 | Thack N 79 j Poe S 83 | Hope
Ch 246.
Not so c o m m o n are twice (or) three times. Note the
punctuation marks in Di and Jerrold which keep the
words apart: Di D 570 once, twice, three times | id F 680
Once! Twice! Three times and away! j Jerrold C 34
I say once, Mr. Caudle; or twice, or three times, at
most | Galsw Frat 331 Twice or three times she addressed him timidly.
Twice or thrice: Swift J 221, Di D 575, id N 573 and
578, Kipling L 113. Twice and thrice: Stevenson J H 67.
Thrice and four times: Stevenson, Merry Men 103.
Thrice (which is now purely literary) m a y have the
indefinite sense of 'highly': Wordsw [MM] 146 Thrice
welcome, darling of the Spring! | Byron D J 4.11 Thrice
fortunate | Meredith R F 376 don't make m e thrice
ashamed.
17.33. Note the use of the adv again to denote repetition of quantity: as long again means 'twice as long';
half as much again means 'this and half as much more'.
Examples: Defoe R 74 every seventh notch was as long
again as the rest | Sterne M 1.83 Can'st not thou take
m y rule, and measure the length and breadth of this
table, and then go and bespeak m e one as big again |
Lamb E 1.54 Then are we as strong again, as vahant
again, as wise again, and a great deal taller | Di F 391
looking as old again as she really was || Fielding T 4.167
he speaks ah his words distinctly, half as loud again as
the other | Di D 500 his chest looked half as broad again
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| Norris P 195 the stable was half again as large as her
old home.
Pronouns of Totality
All
17.4i. The primary function of all is that of denoting
the total number or quantity of what is referred to.
It is used both as a primary, a secondary, and a tertiary (see vol II 17.51 ff.).
O n all before restrictive relative clauses see vol III
4.81; on all which see ib 6.±j, on all before contact-clauses
ib 7.23.
O n all right see vol H 17.58 and i n 17.82.
On all of in appositional phrases see above, 9.92.
T w o additional examples to vol H 17.5:
17.54: Austen M 187 take it ah and ah, I never spent
so happy a summer.
17.58: Maugham P 172 She . . . had an elegance
which made Kitty feel all thumbs.
17.42. All is frequently, for the sake of emphasis,
combined with other quantifying pronouns, such as
sundry, one, any (formerly also some, e. g. Ch A 3135,
Ch D 1643, Dryden Abs. & Achit. 2.457 N o w stop your
noses, readers all and some), each, several, and everything.
all and sundry: Bronte P 155, Carlyle R 1.225, Hawthorne 1.470, Gissing G 64, Maugham Alt 80.
one and all: Di T 2.93 the foreign ambassadors had
one and all left Paris, Bronte J 46, Stevenson T 131,
Holmes A 78.
any and all: Holmes A 147, Bennett B 122 he was to
keep the vessel at full steam ahead under any and ah
circumstances. ("Any and all is unknown to me." Professor Cohinson).
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each and all: Bronte P 107, Ruskin P 2.268, James S
47, Hope Ch 241 reports concerning each and ah of
these incidents.
all and several: Dickinson S 471 would give encouragement to all and several [forms of religion].
all and everything: Thack N 636 H e would believe all
and everything a m a n told him.
A frequent phrase is every day and all day: Caine C
383 the church . . . open every day and ah day.
17.43. Appositional use of plural all with personal
pronouns isfrequent:we ah | Heywood Prov. (q N E D )
Euery m a n for him selfe, and God for us ah | Trollope
DCh 1.115 H e has the choice of us all | Coleridge Anc.
Mar. 4.4 A n d they all dead did lie.
Also in U.S. with interrogative what: Dreiser F 53
What had he had ? W h a t all had he not missed ?
On you all see vol II 2.88 and A m S p IV 54—55, 103
(y'all), 154 (you alls).
On all our see vol V I 17.6.
In the proverb "Ah work and no play makes Jack a
duh boy," oil work is a nexus without a vb ('all being
work').
In universally exclusive sentences all is used in the
meaning 'any whatever.' N o w only in such phrases as:
beyond ah question, doubt, controversy, etc, deny, disclaim, renounce ah connexion.
AU often precedes a sb with a determinative before it:
all the boys | all the world and his wife | we walked ah
the way | all this day (Sh John III. 1.18) | all those
people | ah m y money | with all m y heart | Sh Sonn 112
you are m y all the world.
The phrase with the determinative has a more restricted sense than the corresponding phrase without it, as
in all boys : all the boys.
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All m a y mean 'whole' (but as seen above, it precedes
a determinative, which whole does not): Ruskin 2.399
points which bear intimately on ah our subjects | Mackenzie C 318 I've been in yourflatall a night.
It m a y also mean 'the highest degree possible of
. . .': with all speed | with all respect | Sh R 3 IV. 1.57
I in all haste was sent. — A n d I with ah vnwilhngnesse
will goe.
Here we should perhaps class the c o m m o n expression
all the difference and the like: Austen M 150 Then he is
your cousin, which makes all the difference | Ruskin P
2.282 there is a vast difference — there is ah the difference (id C W O 13) | Gissing G 420 W h a t use should I
be? — Oh, all the use in the world | Merriman S 181 I
have much to say to you. Besides, w e have ah the time.
Your husband and bis German friend are miles away.
All m a y mean 'every', but this is obs. except in all
kind and all manner: all kind of drollery | ah manner of
people.
Finally all m a y mean 'everything', thus in the combination all but 'everything short of, as a tertiary 'almost', which m a y also be used attributively: Carlyle
S R [Univ. Libr.] 99 the ah-but omnipotence of early
culture.
17.44. Vol H 17.51. In A m . Enghsh the phrase and
all may be used after an adv, at any rate after still:
Hart B T 104 Stiff and all, I believe that he was there
precisely when he said he was | Dine B 264 'Still and all,'
put in Heath, 'you guessed that Robin hadn't been shot
with a bow and arrow.'
II 17.58. To the passage about all as a subjunct m a y
be added: Williams N 268 The world was assuredly ah
right . .. The world, unquestionably, was getting ah
righter every moment | W a u g h W 37 She was not all
sure that she would approve of him.
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Both
17.4o. Both ( M E bope, 6o(fee, borrowed into M E from
O N bapar; O E had be^en m., ba f. n.) is related to all in
its unifying power, only that its sphere of activity is
generally a number of two, only.
O n M E [-6] > [-p] see vol I 6.92.
On the use of the conjunction both of more than two
see vol II 7.71, on the genitive both's see ib 9.55, and
on its use as primary, secondary, andtertiarysee ib 17.62.
On 6o(fe as subject of the gerund see vol V 9.45.
On appositional both of see above, 9.92.
Both connected with and, as in both he and I, was
originally a primary with the other words in apposition,
see Ch M P 1.122 [note the comma!] That I agilt have
bothe, him and thee.
Often both is placed in apposition after the words to
which it belongs: Di D 160 he has kept m e in the dark
as to his resources and his liabilities, both | id F 31 I
knew a httle sister that was sister and mother both |
Thack N 461 Husbands and wives both will be pleased |
Ruskin S 68 you had better getridof the smoke, and the
organ pipes, both | id P 2.37 he and I both liked the
fancy | Hardy W 201 she was one of the trimmers who
went to church and chapel both | Matthews F 126 you
are a bull and a bear both | Norris O 108 prepared . . to
denounce it [the scheme] and Osterman both.
Both is frequently found in apposition to a personal
pronoun: W e are both m e n of the world | they seem
both very obstinate | they both went away.
On both their, etc, see vol V I 17.6.

Whole.
17.4e. Whole ( M E hoi, hool, O E hdl) is used before a
sg in the sense 'entire, intact, unbroken, ah there is of,'
T
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but it m a y be used before a plural, too, in the sense of
'ah', e. g. Defoe P 7 and 39, Fielding T 4.187, Sterne M
1.285 his whole thoughts and attention, L a m b R 55,
Scott A 1.26, id I 470 the whole brethren, Carlyle S R
135, Thack Hogg. Diam. 68 the whole nine, Kingsley,
Hope, Doyle, etc.
As a sb it means 'thing complete in itself, total amount
of something.'
O n whole as homonymous with hole see vol I 4.211.
On early and dialectal pronunciation of wh see ib 11.22.

Each
17'Ai. Each ( M E ecfe, euch, O E eelc, seghwylc) meaning
'every (person, thing, or group) out of a certain number
of at least two' m a y be used both as a primary and a
secondary — see vol H 17.64.
On eacfe as the subject of the gerund see vbl V 9.4g,
and on various other functions of it see Index to vol H .
In apposition each m a y stand immediately after the
word(s) to which it belongs: Aldrich S 21 they each had
a clean story | Philips L 47 w e each light a cigarette. —
It m a y fohow immediately after the vb: Austen P 56
they have each' their advantages | Doyle S 6.61 Mr. L.
and Mr. Sherlock Holmes have each come to the conclusion. — A n d it m a y fohow after a preposition: Rehearsal 123 the general, and lieutenant general, with each
of them a lute in his hand | Beaconsfield L 242 The ladies
Flora and Grizeh entered with each in her hand, a prayer
book of purple velvet | Poe S 146 having with us muskets,
pistols, and cutlasses, besides each a long kind of seaman's knife.
As each refers to one out of a plurality it is often
repeated by a personal or possessive pronoun in the pi —
cf vol II 5.56.
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W e m a y find constructions in which the same sense
of plurality is expressed, e. g. in the use of a pi vb after
eacfe: Ruskin C W O 28 the busy rich people . . . the busy
poor people . . . But each look for the faults of the other.
Instead of Christie Big Four 266 They had m e under
each arm — one would expect: . . . each under one arm.
There is nothing illogical in the following sentence,
in which our refers back to the subject we: Masterman
W L 32 W e will each carry on with our own line of research. — But in an exactly parahel sentence in the
same book the sg is found: 140 W e h , we wih each
keep his own counsel.
The use of each after between is worth noticing. There
is nothing remarkable in the use of between before each
followed, by two or another numeral, the number being
taken as a whole, hence each, but actually representing a
plurahty, hence between: Kipling D W 310 Between each
five paces he looked at an official telegram | Mason Ch
105 a row offivebedrooms with a bathroom between
each two.
As a matter of fact w e occasionallyfindeach before a
word in the sg, where it thus comes to stand for 'each
. . . and the following one': Collins W 319 a row of
flower-pots were ranged, with wide intervals between
each pot | Lowndes Ivy 57 passionate words . . . between
each long, trembling, clinging kiss | Kennedy C N 146
staring at her furtively between each mouthful of soup.
Similarly Sackville-West E 50 she counted the sheets
in the linen cupboard, putting a bag of lavender between
each [two] | Sherriff J 127 Suddenly there comes the
faint whistle and thud of falling shells — a few seconds
between oach.
Each, like every, m a y be preceded by a genitive or a
possessive pronoun, but this is rare: Lowell 318 His
fingers exploring the prophet's each pocket | Dane F B
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261 affected as she must always be by his each unconscious change of tone.
T h e adv. eachwhere, long obsolete (or archaic), is found e. g.
in Roister 17 eche where | Spenser Amoretti 78 [I] seeke each
where, where last I sawe her face (also id F Q I. 10.54) | B J o
A 2.170 each where | E d m . B . Sargant in Georgian Poetry 173
the cuckoo-bird N o w h e r e seen is eachwhere heard.

Every
17.5i. Every ( M E everich (generally before vowels),
everi (before consonants, cf vol I 2.745), from O E mfre
-f- ozlc 'each') m a y be termed the sg of all, i. e. it means
'all taken separately' (cf vol II 17.56 and each above).
O n loss of the middle vowel see vol I 9.76.
Every m a y mean 'ah possible, the utmost degree of:
Jerrold C 78 W h a t business had I to take it out of
your pocket ? — Every business | Barrie M 396 What's
the use of keeping it frae her ony langer? — Every
use, I said [ They showed him every consideration |
There is every prospect of success.
Further it m a y indicate repetition, every day meaning
'once (twice, etc) every day': H e promised to write
every day | N E D 1796 The two tides of six hours reappear every day equal.
It is used in connexion with both cardinals and ordinals.
Every four days means 'on the fourth of every group
of four days'. According to Professor Cohinson it draws
attention to the interval as weh as the point.
Every other day means 'each alternate day'. This is
the usual expression for mere alternation from whatever
Btarting point (Professor Cohinson).
Every second day (of the month, the week, the series)
according to Professor Cohinson implies reference to 1
as starting point.
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Professor Moore Smith made a different distinction:
'Every other day', more cohoquial than 'every second
day', which suggests a doctor's account of a case.
The semantic identity of every second with every other
is seen in Smedley F 2.259 look out of the window between every second mouthful | Shaw M 213 the expense
of buying a new horse every second day.
But every other need not necessarily denote alternation:
other m a y refer to another (different) item, as in James
S 50 she had survived the peril, profiting by it indeed as
she had profited by every other | Pohard, Sh's Hand 16
[in spite of the similarities] yet the shepherd knows
each sheep in his flock from every other | N E D 1879
Every particle of matter attracts every other particle.
17.52. Every, everybody, everything, every one, and evert
man have been discussed in some detail in various places
in vol II, see Index.
On every one, everybody before restrictive relative
clauses see vol III 4.82.
Some additions to vol II.
5.166: The type of phrase every day or two 'every day
or every two days' is common: Darwin L 1.86 every year
or two | Stevenson J H 29 pausing every step or two |
Maugham Alt 139 Every day or two the administrator
rode over | Linklater J 410 Every day or two she reiterated her gratitude.
8.444: Everything as a sb in the sg: Bennett E C h 91
You travelled with your own cook, your own bed, your
own servants, your books, your everything.
17.63: Here reference is made to two examples in
Caxton of every as a primary. Bogholm 57 offers an example from Bacon A 29 this he saith to every of them —
and another from N P 1902 each and every of them would.
Like each (see 17.47) every m a y be preceded by a genitive or a possessive pronoun: W a u g h W 94 They would
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watch each other's every step | Sh C y m b I. 4.48 in m y
euery action | Ant I. 1.50 whose euery passion | Doyle
S (L 1928) 4 To me, w h o knew his every mood and habit,
his attitude and manner told their story | Sherwood
Anderson W M 11 with something lazy and care-free in
his every movement and impulse | Squire O E 120 his
every whim.
The plurality implied in every m a y lead to its being
connected with a word or more, ordinarily requiring the
plural.
W e m a y have every (like each — see 17.47) preceded
by between and followed by a word in the sg: Di N 695
a certain halting of the breath which made him pause
between almost every word like a drunken m a n bent
upon speaking plainly | G E A 201 pausing between every
sentence.
The author perhaps would have been hard put to it if
asked to analyze the following passage: Stevenson T 8
drawing briskly at his pipe between every word or two
(cf every day or (wo above).
The (orig.) A m . phrase every which way, everywhichaway 'in ah directions' seems to be a variant of everwhichaway, from everwhich = whichever — see Wentworth, A m .
Dial. Die, though there m a y be a slight semantic
difference between the two forms. — Cf, however, the
old form either which (in Sh, etc.).
Examples: Twain H 1.88 skipping around every which
way | Churchill C 271 the Rebs jumpin' and hoherin'
around and shoutin' every which way | Galsw F 113 you
m a y sometimes see a . . . boy . . . suddenlyflinghis
feet and his head every which way.
Some advs have been formed with every as first component, the only one now current being everywhere.
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Others, some of them obs., are:
f everydeal 'in every part'.
everyhow 'in every way'. N E D : rare | Di F 728 Any how,
and every how, he has been planted here.
j- everylike 'ever in like fashion'.
everyway 'in every way': Sh Caes IV. 3.55 you wrong m e
euery way | Browning 2.547 Certainly it ... Is the everyway
external stream that now ... Floats it onward.
everywhen 'always': Carlyle P P (1858) 221 Everywhere and
everywhen a m a n has to pay with his life | Cambridge Trifles
111 when ... and when... and when ... and even when they
sit down on a hard chair, in fact, everywhen.
everywhence 'from every direction'. N E D : rare.
everywhither 'in every direction': 1851 Carlyle. Cf Kipling P
84 many muddy waterways ran all whither into darkness under the trees.
Cf also Stevenson B 328 Every here and there small combats
still raged.

Any
17.53. Any ( M E any, eny, O E cenig) as a secondary in
the sg means 'a (person or thing) no matter which,
a (person or thing) of whatever kind or quantity'; in the
pi 'some (persons or things) no matter which, of whatever
kind or how many', and is used in these senses in interrogative, negative, conditional clauses and clauses of
comparison. It m a y be used in affirmative statements,
too, here meaning 'whichever (of all) is chosen'.
Any does not in itself particularize (cf any as compared
with some 17.62). This is brought out well in the following example: Bennett in N P 1912 because endeavour —
not any particular endeavour, but rather any endeavour!
— is a habit that corresponds to a very profound instinct
in the plain man.
Any m a y be used as a primary, a secondary, and a
tertiary — see vol II 17.12 ff.
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A few additions m a y be made to some of these sections.
II 17.16: Any m a y be used as a tertiary (subjunct)
before different, as this latter word is nearly identical with
other, which also m a y be preceded by any (see the example from Waugh), because it is parallel to comparatives : Swinnerton S 34 Polly could not remember T o m
ever to have been any different from what he now was j
W a u g h W 204 H e had no reason to beheve that that day
was to be any different from any other [ Rhode, Pollard
Ridge 129 A m I any different from what I was ? | Graves
IC 235 Germanicus . . . could never have behaved any
differently from the way he did.
II 17.17: Add the following examples: Crofts in B D S
365 he don't love m e any over that lumber deal | ib 379
Don't worry yourself any | Harris, Shaw 40 Such a state
of poverty was not helped any by an intolerable landlord system | Hammett T h 24 It wouldn't hurt you any
to find out if you can help her | Eberhart 137 I don't
see that that helps matters any.
This Americanism is n o w used in England, but less
than the A m r some; see below, 17.63.
The use of anything as a sb was dealt with in vol H
8.445. Add here the following examples: Jerome T B 8
until he . . . refuses to eat another anything | Galsw FS
740 as if there were no war, no concentration camps, no
feeling on the Continent, no anything unpleasant | ib
1002 the modern w o m a n had no build, no chest, no anything | id Car 879 a fearful wish that had. no sense, no
end in view, no anything | Rose Macaulay K 195 no
intelligence or imagination, and ... no irony or humour,
and no anything else worth having.
On any (one, -body) before restrictive relative clauses
see vol III 4.82.
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Examples of any in affirmative sentences referring to
time, in which the possibility of all is implied, though
there is no choice on the part of the speaker or hearer:
Butler E 32 he began puzzling me, as he has done any
time this forty years | Holmes A 114 if you are curious,
you shah see it any day | Hergesheimer, Happy End
222 I'm going to die, August, almost any time now |
Galsw S w 129 he'll be here any minute | Alhngham P
227 I have a feeling that the really important part of
this affair is going to begin at any moment now.
Any m a y mean 'a very high' (amount or number):
Di D 25 I would have given any money to have been
allowed to wrap myself up | ib 459 if the broker saw me,
he'd ask any price for them! | Ruskin P 2.324 there are
any quantity of iron crosses on the Western Alps | Wilde
W 22 she has got any amount of explanations for you |
Sinclair R 116 there are any number of studies by independent investigators.
17.54. Every means 'all taken separately' (see above,
17.5!). It applies to all, but only considers one at a time.
Any (sg) applies to one only, but the choice of this
one is among all. Some (sg) applies to one only, too, but
it refers to a particular specimen. Sentences in which
two or all of these three words (and compounds) are
used together are not at all rare:
Any and every: Austen M [ ?] 32 always wanting m e to
sing before anybody and everybody | Di D o 59 "Money,
Paul, can do anything." Paul repeated after a short
pause: "Anything, papa?" "Yes, Anything — almost,"
said Mr. Dombey. "Anything means everything, doesn't
it, papa?" asked his son: not observing, or possibly not
understanding, the qualifier. "It includes it: yes," said
Mr. Dombey | Macaulay H 4.12 It was impossible to
make an arrangement that would please every body,
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and difficult to make an arrangement that would please
any body | Kingsley H 346 he plunged eagerly into any
and every self-abasement.
Next, some examples with every, any, and some (and
compounds): William Temple (q N P 1934) Mathematics
tells us something about everything, but very httle
about anything | Austen M 110 I feel as if I could be
anything or everything ... let us be doing something j
Proverb: W h e n everybody's somebody, then no one's
anybody | Cato: The wise m a n can learn something from
everyone, even from fools. The fool cannot learn anything from anyone, not even from a wise man.
Finally, examples of any and some (and compounds):
Y o u m a y come any day, but you must come some day |
Di D o 412 somewhere, anywhere, to hide her head!
somewhere, anywhere, for refuge . . . where to go ? Somewhere, anywhere! still going on; but where? | Thack
P 3.149 I have but to like anybody, and somebody is
sure to come and be preferred to m e | Carlyle F R 159
ask, w h y Messeigneurs did not pause, and. take some
other course, any other course | Twain M 35 I had
the strongest impulse to do something, anything to save
the vessel | McKenna M 141 wih you give m e the pleasure of your company at dinner somewhere — anywhere
you like? | Phillpotts M 179 H 'twas somebody else —
perhaps if 'twas anybody else but m e — you wouldn't
think twice | Walpole O L 210 She wanted some one to
be proud of her. Some one. A n y one | Norris S 245 Oh,
he cried, turning to the musicians, can't you play something? — anything? | Behamann, M y Husb's Fr 165
W h a t did he mean by that ? W a s there anything I did not
know ? Did he know something ? H a d he seen anything ?
17.5s. Like every and some, any isfrequentlyused as
first component of adverbs. Anyhow, anyway, and
particularly anywhere are common.
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Survey of the various words and their uses:
anyhow; common; (1) 'by any means, in any possible
way': Stevenson A 111 Sooner or later, somehow, anyhow, I was bound to write a novel; (2) 'in any case, at
least': you won't be late anyhow; (3) 'badly, carelessly,
in a happy-go-lucky way': Locke H B 256 I couldn't
bear to have things done anyhow when he was dining
at the house | id SJ 28 You are also dropping a hairpin.
— She hastily secured the dangling thing. I did m y hair
anyhow to-day, she explained | Galsw D 136 Lennan,
whose features were rather anyhow, though pleasant
enough | Borden A S 233 the thin young w o m a n who
was usuahy dressed just anyhow.
All anyhow is an emphatic form of the type (3) just
exemplified: Farnol A 309 I know m y hair is all anyhow
— isn't it? | Galsw IC 21 I can't have him going up to
Oxford ah anyhow | id E C 830 W e meet meaning not
to talk about the thing; then it crops up, and we get all
anyhow | Williams N 91 Your nerves are all anyhow this
evening.
anyway(s); common; 'in any way, at any rate': Ruskin P 1.162 A n y way, the roads by land were safe | Ward
F 211 you've earned your success anyway | Bennett
ECh 121 W h o is he, anyway?
anywhen; not very common; 'at any time': Hardy T
425 I don't trouble you any-when | id W 235 it can't be
done anywhen else | Wells L 33 She might leave Whortley
anywhen | id V 153 I never ran away from anywhere
with anybody anywhen (also id B 123).
f anywhence; obs. 'from anywhere'.
anywhere; very c o m m o n ; 'in any place'.
Often anywhere is fohowed by a clause introduced by
where: Goldsm V 2.102 I a m not afraid to lie any where
where you are | Tennyson L 2.28 some were written in
London, Essex, Gloucestershire, Wales, anywhere where
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I happened to be | Merriman S 20 he never is anywhere
where the respectable writer is to be found.
But this second where m a y be left out: Hope In 322
Have you anywhere else you want to go ? | Hemingway
F A 123 Where shah w e go? ... Anywhere you want.
Anywhere w e don't know people.
The where in anywhere m a y be treated as if it were an
independent sb, thus with an adj before it: Hutehinson,
Clean Heart 6 Anywhere, anywhere, any infernal where.
Parahel to all anyhow (see above) w e m a yfindall anywhere: Maxweh S 46 he kept running his hands through
his hair till it was ah anywhere.
anywhither; archaic; 'in any direction whatever'.
anywise; fairly common; 'in any manner, in any degree, at ah, anyhow': Ruskin S 159 | id U [Cassell 1909]
142 if our consumption is to be in anywise unselfish.
17.56. Palmer in Report on Research Activities 1928—
29 gives two sentences which change meaning according
as anybody is pronounced with (a) a rise-fall-rise tone or
with (b) a high-falling tone: I don't lend m y books to anybody (a) 'I a m very particular as to w h o m I lend m y
books' and (b) T lend m y books to nobody'.
Anybody m a y have nearly opposite meanings in
different contexts. Thus it m a y mean 'person of some
importance': H e invited everybody w h o was anybody (cf
vol II. 8.441), — or 'somebody no matter which', which in
affirmative sentences has a depreciatory sense 'somebody
of no importance': N E D 1858 two or three anybodies.
Any m a y be found before a superlative with the definite article: Sh H m l I. 2.99 as c o m m o n As any the most
vulgar thing | C y m b I. 4.65 lesse attemptible then any,
the rarest of our Ladies in Fraunce.
17.57. Not (...) any means the same thing as no,
though it m a y be more emphatic than no: Di D 205
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a gentleman with grey hair (though not by any means
an old man) | Masefield S 97 H e can make rum ...
for not any more than five or seven cents a gallon.
Sweet N E G § 230 mentions the negative no corresponding to some and any, "for which not any is substituted in spoken Enghsh."
Any and compounds arefrequentlyused in negative
sentences with a negative word, such as not, never: I
do not owe any m a n a penny | I'm not having any! |
I never saw anybody like him.
But they are also used in statements in which a
negation is implied, as in connexion with without,
scarcely, hardly, cease, prevent, hinder, doubt, mis
fore, etc: Without doing anything | hardly anything
(any one) | we had ceased to pay any particular notice
to the song | I shall refrain from any remarks on his
conduct | he is forbidden to do any office-work | in his
book we miss any attempt to explain ... | L a m b E
1.26 such a blast as set concealment any longer at defiance | Di D o 72 Solomon defied him tofindout anything of the kind | ib 105 he had long left off asking
any questions | ib 438 in his desire to spare her any
wound | ib 163 they passed in before they were observed by anybody.
Any is further used in questions implying the alternative no (none): Has he read any Russian books?
[or has he read none?] | Is he anybody? | Anything
I can do for you ? | Can you see it anywhere?
In conditional clauses any is used with the meaning
'any at ah': Few, if any, will say so | H e knows English
if any m a n does | If anybody comes tell them to wait |
If he is anything of a gentleman, he will apologize |
If he has in anywise offended you, I'll see to it that
you get satisfaction.
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Temporal clauses with when m a y approach to the
sense of conditional clauses: Di D o 72 I a m quite sorry
when I see you with anything on your mind.
Any in comparisons means 'any possible, any imaginable' : H e is as hard-hearted as any tyrant | It is as easy
as anything.
Compare these two sentences: H e is younger than
any of his colleagues 'he is the youngest' and H e is
younger than some of colleagues 'he is not the oldest'.
Like anything denotes a very high degree: To swear
hke anything 'to swear like a trooper'.
In relative clauses it also means 'any at ah': Macaulay
H 36 This eminent m a n deliberately pronounced England to be the best governed country of which he had
any knowledge.
In affirmative sentences any means 'any whatever,
no matter which': Come any day you like | A n y doctor
will tell you that | Lend m e any old book | Anybody
will teh you so | Anything wih do | Austen P 102 he
asserted that I had forfeited ah claim to it by extravagance, imprudence, in short, anything or nothing.
Such sentences m a y be converted into sentences with
double negation: A n y boy will teh you that: there is
no boy who will not teh you that.

Some
17.6i. Some ( M E some, O E sum 'a certain one, some')
is the pronoun of unspecified quantity, denoting an
unknown or unspecified amount (before masswords),
number (before pi), person or thing (before singular
countables; cf Defoe R 188 I went home again fih'd
with the Behef that some M a n or M e n had been on
Shore there).
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Christophersen p. 188 compares a and some: "Some
competes with a in certain of its uses. It is neither
individualizing nor generic; w e cannot say, "Once upon
a time there was some king w h o had some daughter,"
or "some cat has nine lives." Some emphasizes the
total indefiniteness of the notion. Put the case that a
man makes a strange assertion and I ask for his source
of information: if he says "I have read it in a book,"
he m a y still remember which book it was; if he says
"I have read it in some book," he probably cannot
recall the title."
17.62. Cohinson in Appendix A in Indication (pp.
101—103) discusses Some and Any in Modern English
Usage. O n p. 101 he says: "In general, the sphere of
some is that of actuality and any that of possibility.
Some particularizes without specifying, it restricts by
imposing a condition explicit or implicit. Its psychological tone is thus one offixationor concentration or
recollection. O n the other hand any does the reverse
of particularizing, it encourages random shots as every
item is on the same level and none claims preference
over another. Its psychological tone is that of freedom
from restraint, of sweeping generalization or of sovereign
indifference of choice."
Some is the alternative of e. g. all, much, many, one,
any, or no (none).
On the difference between some horse and some horses
as appearing in translation into German, see PhilGr 198.
17.63. The American use of some to denote something excellent or a very high degree is now common
in England, too. — Cf any as a tertiary above, 17.53.
Mencken A L 3 138 says: "Of late some has come into
wide use as an adjective-adverb of all work, indicating
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special excehence or high degree, as in some girl, some
sick, going some, etc. It is stiff below the salt, but
threatens to reach a more respectable position."
In the 4th ed. he says: "The American use of some
as an adjective indicating the superlative, as in "She
is some girl," is now c o m m o n in England, but its employment as an adverb to indicate either moderation
or intensification, as in "I play golf some" and "That's
lying some," is still looked upon as an Americanism
there. The former usage has respectable Enghsh precedents, but the latter seems to be American in origin."
Examples from American writers: Academy Papers
158 the retort of the English officer who, when an
American, before we went in [in World W a r I],
watching the battle exclaimed, "Somefight,"rephed,
"Some don't" | London V 372 [He's] some swimmer
(ib 373, 374) | Lewis M S 12 they do say he's some
doctor (ib 24, 28) | id B 147 I never thought I'd see
a thing like that! Some town! | id M A 171 The
Young Doc is quite some driver | Dreiser A T 2.127
Gee! Some athlete you are!
Some of the following examples from British authors
are conscious Americanisms: Jenkins B 151 She's some
dawg, is Lily! | Galsw T L 87 That old boy was 'some'
explosive | id SS 59 'Some boy!' he thought; 'as Michael
would say' (ib 127) | id S w 4 'Some'testof the British
character! (also id W M 3,129,146) | Crofts Ch 278
"Some morning this, Inspector," Price said (id St 184) |
id in B D S 378 [American:] Say, but your railroads
want hustling some (ib 363) | Beswick O D 24 M y !
You're some dancer | Deeping 3R 15 270 It was a day
of pearl and of gold ... "Some day!" said the voice
from the other corner | Mr. Churchill (when Hitler had
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threatened to wring England's neck as if she were a
chicken): Some neck! Some chicken!
17.64. Some before a cardinal number means 'approximately' — see vol II 17.151 ff.
On some few Cohinson in Gramm. Misc. to Otto Jespersen (1930) p. 204 says: "As to few the addition of some
in some few works against its negative force, but some
few conveys to m e the idea of a smaller number than
quite a few and could stand in some such context as:
some few villages are left in this district where the
dialect is stih spoken i. e. there are such, though not
many."
The following examples m a y be added to vol II
4.972: Austen S 64 To some few of the company it
appeared rather a bold undertaking | Di X 19 the
air wasfilledwith phantoms ... some few were linked
together.
On unstressed some [som] see vol I 9.225.
On somebody with weakening of the second 0 ([sAmbodi]) see ib 9.223.
On stress in sometimes see ib 5.42.
On some as a primary, a secondary, and a tertiary
see vol H 17.1.
In American English we m a y find assimilated forms
of something with p for th: Dreiser F 96 Sompin's sure to
happen now | ib 171 Y o u think you've pulled off sompin
swell | Edgar Wahace, W h e n the Gangs Came to London
198 [Chicago policeman:] Maybe you'h like to say
sump'n' before you pop | ib 288 [the same:] What's
the matter with m e — dead or sump'n' ? | Wentworth,
A m . Dial. Die. 577 somepin, sumpm, sumpin, sumpn,
somepn, sumpen, etc. — Some of these forms are
quoted by Wentworth as negro-dialect. — A form
suthin is also quoted here.
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17.6s. Some (and c o m p o u n d s ) is used in negative sentences, t h o u g h n o t so frequently a s any (cf 17.5 7 ).
Its meaning here is the usual one: 'an unknown or
unspecified number, amount, person, or thing': Sh H 4 A
II. 4.209 Pray Heauen, you haue not murthered some
of them | Defoe P 78 they were yet not so very poor
as that they could not furnish themselves with some
little conveniences | Fielding 5.489 Did not you find
some of the nations ... less troublesome to you than
others? | Cowper L 2.200 there is no pleasing some
critics | Hazlitt A 24 it is not easy to forget some things!
| Di H 61 [a clown to make people laugh] But they
wouldn't laugh sometimes, and then father cried |
Bronte V 131 I don't object to some of them, but I
won't have them all | McCarthy 2.614 H e had not
for some time taken any active part in pubhc affairs |
Norris 0 111 you didn't get something for nothing |
Bentley T 153 it doesn't reahy explain some of the
oddest facts | N P 1918 H e has not spared some of
his best friends when he thought that they erred.
Many other examples might be added.
Some m a y also be used in sentences with two negatives
that cancel out (the second negation being implied in
without): I hope the following statements wih not be
without some interest.
Similarly in questions: Did you get some letters I
sent you from Wales? | M a y I help you to some jam? |
Maugham M S 154 W i h you do something for m e ? ...
W i h you write to Blanche for m e ?
Something) isfrequentin questions with a negative:
Austen M 80 query whether w e m a y notfindsomething
to employ us here | ib M 195 a m I not certain of seeing
or hearing something there to pain m e ? | Bronte P 239
were you not saying something about m y giving up m y
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place? | Caine C 158 Won't you let m e do something
for you? | Brett Young P C 89 W h y don't you say
something, Mr. Wilburn?
Finally in conditional clauses: Priestley B 76 Come
along, if you want something to eat.
Thus also in conditional clauses with a negative:
Walpole O L 15 if she couldn't afford something there
and then, she didn't get it.
17.66. Some, like every and any, is used as first
member of some compound adverbs, the most c o m m o n
of which are somehow and somewhere.
List of these compound adverbs:
somehow; common; 'in some way or other'.
sometime, sometimes; common; 'now and then, at
some time or other, at times'. The former is chiefly
used as a secondary: Mr. Smith, m y sometime tutor.
The latter is used only as a tertiary.
someway, someways; the former rare, except dial., the
latter now only dial.
somewhen; common in recent use, especiahy coupled
with somewhere; 'at some time, some time or other':
Meredith E 173 This afternoon? Somewhen, before the
dinner-bell | Ward R 1.285 Where and when and how
you wih, but somewhen and somehow, God created
the heavens and the earth | W e h s N 140 Of course
he thinks somewhere, somewhen, he wih get credit |
id L 284 Some day. Somewhen | W e h s V 112 it had to
happen somewhen ... Somehow (frequent in Wells V;
further e. g. id K 92, P F 149, T 6, T B 2.236, O H 204)
| Galsw W M 173 Decision waited for him, somewhere,
somewhen.
somewhence; rare; 'from some (indefinite) place'.
somewhere (somewheres vg: Di D o 211 somewheres or
another; A m . (dial.) Norris O 363 he might meet her
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somewheres; cf Wentworth, A m . Dial. Die); 'in or at
some place'.
The -where (or the whole word) is often treated as
a primary, as appears from the following examples: Sh
Err II. 1.30 H o w if your husband start some other
where | R o I. 1.204 This is not Romeo, hee's some
other where || Defoe R 28 we were oblig'd to go on
Shoar somewhere or other for Water | Maxweh G 205
She asked him the way to somewhere or other J Sayers
U D 187 to see the N e w Zealanders at somewhere or
other || Walpole O L 105 she would move from that
house in the spring to somewhere brighter | Galsw M W
26 somewhere now submerged beneath the sea | Hemingway F A 124 Where will you be ? —• ... somewhere
splendid | Cabot P 175 They could go somewhere
quiet: and cheap | Plunket Greene E 245 Shah we go
somewhere more private? || Lehmann D A 270 H e had
been Governor of somewhere.
Somewhere where is rather frequent: Hope I 118 a
desire to go somewhere where he would not be looked
at askance | Zangwill G 283 he would take aflatfar
away, somewhere where nobody knew him | Norris P
351 I wish we could get somewhere where we could
see something.
(In A m . Engl, some place (someplace) is frequently
used instead of somewhere: Shah we go some place?).
somewhile is now rare; some-whiles is dial, or arch.; 'at
some time, sometimes'.
somewhither; rare; 'in some direction, to some place':
More U 74 I had rather ... that this kind of people
were dreuen sumwhether out of m y sighte | Sh Tit
IV. 1.11 Some whether would she haue thee goe with
her | Carlyle F R 448 and R 2.128.
somewhy; rare; 'for some reason(s)': Browning 1.610
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the drift of facts, whereby you learn W h a t someone
was, somewhere, somewhen, somewhy.
somewise; archaic; 'in some way or manner, somehow'.

Either

17.7. Either (ME either, eyther, ai-, O E ceghwceder, a
oegder) generahy means 'one or other of two, each one',
and thus is to any as both to all. It is the pronoun of
indifference with regard to two.
On the vowel [ai] see vol I 3.123.
It is used both as a primary, a secondary, and a
tertiary — see vol II 17.61.
On either with a pi vb see ib 6.44; on either used of
more than two see ib 7.731 f., and on either one ib
10.22.
The ordinary sense of either is 'one or other of two':
Fielding T 3.162 he was more inclined to eating than
to sleeping, and more to drinking than to either |
Sheridan 205 before I form m y judgment of either of
them, I intend to make a trial of their hearts | Dobson
P 16 If you have them cheaper at either of the universities, I wih give you mine for nothing | M a y I come
to-morrow, or the day after? —• Either day will do.
Either 'one or the other' m a y be used together with
— and in contrast to — both: Mi P L 1.424 For spirits,
when they please, Can either sex assume, or both |
Austen P 94 Jane would have defended either or both |
Pattison Mi 192 either of these explanations m a y be
true, or both m a y have concurred to the common
effect | Merriman S 148 the Countess stood before her
flushed and angry, either or both being the effect of
stairs upon emotion.
In some cases either m a y be interpreted as 'one and
the other' or 'one or other': Fielding T 1.95 it was
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always sufficient reason for either of them to be obstinate on any opinion, that the other had previously
asserted the contrary | Ruskin 1.264 two httle daughters
are playing with a great wolf-hound, larger than either
of them | Lowell St 281 Burke said of Sheridan's eloquence that it was neither prose nor poetry, but something better than either | Doyle St 192 Stangerson
has a son, and Drebber has a son, and either of them
would gladly welcome your daughter to their house.
This leads to the use of either = 'one and the other',
i. e. 'each ... his', as very often in connexion with
side: Goldsm V 2.149 m y son and his mother supported
m e on either side | Di X 29 M r and Mrs F. took their
stations, one on either side the door J Ritchie M 231
m y sister and I sat on either side of ourfire| Ward
E 191 There were two statues on either side of her,
a pair of battered round-limbed nymphs | Walpole F 462
They both waited on either side [of the door] | Beswick
O D 80 they ... seated comfortlessly one on either side
of the untidy grate.
With other words: Stevenson M B 57 standing one
on either bank, [they] held a Bible between them | Grand
T 56 a long, low room with a window at either hand
| Bridges E 109 from either ear a triple jewel hung.
Either frequently means 'one and the other', and thus
might be replaced by both (with the plural), though,
indeed, either generally keeps its element of indifference:
Scott I 49 there was a hugefire-placeat either end of
the hah | Di D o 81 Mr. Dombey, without attending
to what he said, was looking impatiently on either
side of him ... at some object behind | Thack Hogg
124 he offered herfirsta five and then a ten-pound
note; but she declined either | Kingsley H 29 the
great highroads which ran along either bank | Farnol
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A 502 the pistols were brought ... 'Good!' nodded
Barnabas, and slipping one into either pocket, gathered
up his reins | Kipling J 2.261 [61 ?] he caught the throat
in either hand | Doyle G 31 he was cocking up his great
mustaches at either end | Wells Inv 31 there was certainly a vivid enough dislike on either side [i. e. on
both sides, on his and the boys'].
Note N E D s. v. either: "the disjunctive sense has
so far prevailed that in modern English such expressions
as on either side = 'on both sides' are felt to be somewhat archaic, and must often be avoided on account
of their ambiguity."
Either is used as a conjunction followed by or:
either he or I — see vol II 17.61.
The words following either must be considered as
originally in apposition: H e is either [, viz.] a blackguard
or a fool.
Either ... or sometimes comes close to signifying 'both
... and', though here, too, either still denotes indifference: Meas III. 1.5 either death or life Shall thereby
be the sweeter | H 4 B V. 1.84 It is certaine, that either
wise bearing, or ignorant Carriage is caught, as men
take diseases, one of another.
Formerly also either ... either (in N E D only the
16th c).

Neither

17.8i. Neither ( M E neither, neyther, nai- O E ndhwceder,
ndwder, nod or, from ne 'not' dhwoeder 'either of two',
cf either) as a pronoun means 'none of two,' and thus
is the negative word corresponding to either.
For various references to vols I and II see either.
In vol II 10.22 either one is mentioned. Neither one
is found, too, e. g. Stevenson K 248 We're neither one
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of us to mend the other (ib 310) | id C 251 neither
one of us [was] the less pleased.
Neither of either is found in Yorksh. Trag. 1.15
Neither of either, as the Puritan bawde saies | Sh
L L L V. 2.459 Neither of either, I remit both twaine.
In early writers w e often find neither after another
negative word instead of an expected (modern) either,
e.g. Sh Tp III. 2.21 Weel not run Monsieur Monster. —
Nor goe neither: but you'l he like dogs, and yet say
nothing neither | Gent III. 1.345 I care not for that
neither | Sheridan 255 It isn't fair to laugh at you
neither | ib 257 but I don't think we're so totally
defeated neither. —• Cf further vol V 23.5tff.,particularly 23.56.
Inversely, we m a y find or instead of nor after neither,
e. g. Defoe R 7 I consulted neither Father or Mother
any more (ib 17, 26, 58, 101) | Byron Corresp 1.52
I have lost m y appetite, m y rest, and can neither
read, write, or act in comfort | Rose Macaulay T 188
It could deal neither with education, defences, labour,
finance, or poisoned beer | Brock G S 57 Neither phenomenon appeared to interest him or to explain Whitewell's long vigil of the afternoon.
As in the last two examples this usage is especiahy
apt to occur in sentences with a fairly long string of
words between neither and or.
In early authors w e find neither ... neither (or nor ... nor)
instead of m o d e r n neither ... nor — see E S t n 18.446.

No, none
17.82. O n no, none (both from O E nan, from ne
'not' + an 'one'), nobody, none-so-pretty, no one, nothing
see vol II (Index.) —• O n no (no one, nobody) before
restrictive relative clauses see vol III 4.8g. — See also
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no, nothing, nowhere vol V (Index), and ib 23.3^ 23,52 ff.
No generally denotes complete negation, but it m a y be
used to denote only 'approximation to nullity' (NED),
e. g. Di D 151 Mick W . settled him in no time | it is
no distance | I shah be back in no (coh. in less than
no) time.
No m a y be used before different because of the
semantic identity of this word with other (cf any above,
17.53, with reference to vol II 17.16): Maugham PI 3.124
Pearl at m y age was no different from what I am.
17.83. Some advs have been formed with no as first
component (cf every, any, some), the most common one
being nowhere.
Other advs with no:
nobbut 'only, merely, just'. N E D : now dial.
nohow 'in no manner, by no means, not at ah': Cambr
Tr 210 There couldn't be any harm nohow | ONeill,
E m p . Jones 28 Couldn't see dem now, nohow, if dey
was hundred feet away.
noway, noways 'in no manner, by no means, not at
ah': Tennyson (q N E D ) I have lived a virgin, and I
noway doubt But that with God's grace, I can live
so still || N E D 1887 The situation ... he was noways
loath to accept.
nowhat 'not at all, not in the least' (rare): Trollope
(q N E D ) M a n y kisses, ... of which she had been nowhat ashamed.
nowhen 'at no time, never'. N E D : rare.
nowhence 'from nowhere'. N E D : rare | Kingsley H
324 the universe falling from nowhence toward nowhither.
f no while 'never'. N E D : obs. rare.
no whit 'not at all, not the least': Scott (q N E D )
But no whit weary did he seem.
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nowhither 'nowhere': G E M m 178 passages which
seemed to lead nowhither | Garnett T w G 46 | Wehs
H 8 this w o m a n has vanished — nowhither (and Kingsley above under nowhence).
nowise 'in no manner, not at all'. C o m m o n : Carlyle
E [Blackie] 170 seems nowise our vocation here.
Adjectives
17.9i. Some adjectival quantifiers ('haff-pronominal
adjectives') have been dealt with elsewhere: on much,
many, mo(e), more most, few, little, less, least, enough
(enow), several see vol II Index.
Several, divers (see vol II 2.22), sundry, and various
denote both quantity and difference in quality. Different, the chief function of which is that of denoting
difference in quahty, m a y be used to denote quantity,
too, thus meaning the same as 'various'.
Finally, on p. 621, a survey of pronominal quantifiers.
Explanations to Survey
17.92. Explanations to the vertical columns:
A. All is the pronoun of collective totality (before
the pi) or, like whole, a pronoun of entirety (before
the sg).
As a pronoun of collective totality it lumps all specimens together as a whole.
Examples: A h boys know that | all the world knows
that.
B. Every, pronoun of totality by units. Like all it
considers all specimens of an unlimited plurality, but
separately.
Example: Every boy knows that.
C. Each also considers all the items of plurality
taken separately, but the number of items is limited.
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Examples: I saw two boys in the street. Each boy
had a football under hisrightarm | each of his children
inherited £ 15,000 | we each ht a cigarette.
D. Any, pronoun of indifferrence, refers to a plurality
within which an indifferent choice of one item or more
m a y be made. Thus it is different from every, which
clearly includes ah, though considering the items separately.
Examples: Y o u m a y come any day ) here is some
cheese; will you have any?
E. Some, pronoun of unspecified amount or number.
This is different from any, where the choice is indifferent, while some refers to a definite amount or number,
although this is not specified.
Examples: Some are wise, some are otherwise | H e
ate some bread and some grapes.
N.B. Some before a countable in the sg is not a quantifier.
F. No, none, pronouns of complete negative totality.
Examples: N o words can describe m y surprise when
... | H e had no money 11 I want none of these things |
I sought peace and found none.
17.93. Explanations of the horizontal lines:
(1) used as secondaries.
(2) primaries used before of and with a sb understood.
(3) used as tertiaries — see vol II Index.
(4) used as primaries in the sg referring to persons.
(5) the same referring to 'things'.
(6) the same as the word above, but referring to two
only. Each, which also refers to a limited number, though
not necessarily two, might be placed below every.
The last four groups are adverbs referring to (7)
place, (8) manner, (9) time, and (10) direction from
{-whence) or to (-whither).
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Chapter XVIH

Mood
18.li. A mood, in accordance with PhilGr 313, maybe
defined as a grammatical form, or the function of such
a form, which expresses a certain attitude of the mind
of the speaker or writer towards the contents of the
sentence, though in some cases the choice of the mood
is determined not by the attitude of the actual speaker,
but by the clause itself and its relation to the main
nexus on which it is dependent.
I8.I2. In Enghsh we distinguish three moods, the
Indicative, which has been termed 'fact-mood', the
Subjunctive, which has been termed 'thought-mood',
and the Imperative, termed 'will-mood'. For a general
discussion of the functions or meanings of the three
moods see PhilGr ch 23.
O n the Imperative see vol V ch 24 (p. 467 ff.).
Indicative and Subjunctive
18.2i. The indicative and the subjunctive will be
treated together, mainly because the indicative has for
centuries been encroaching upon the function of the
subjunctive.
As said above, the indicative has been termed 'factmood'. It m a y be said to be the mood of the most
neutral character, as it is the mood most used, the
form used when the speaker only wants to state a fact
without any special attitude of mind. Though it may
be objected that actually the indicative is encroaching
upon the sphere of the subjunctive, still the means to
express the special attitude of mind generally connected
with use of the subjunctive is not now the indicative
as such, but generahy a combination of a modal vb,
without any distinction between indicative and subjunctive, and an infinitive (may go, should go, etc).
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18.2s. The subjunctive has been termed 'thoughtmood', but this seems insufficient. Various grammarians
distinguish between the optative subjunctive, which
represents the utterance as something desired or intended, and the potential subjunctive, which represents the
statement, not as an actual fact, but only as a conception of the mind. In fact they m a y be classed together
as utterances of something existing in the speaker's
mind only. The subjunctive expresses a possibility,
perhaps negatived, as in clauses of condition contrary
to fact, or as a possibility connected with a an element
of feeling, a desire, as in sentences of wish, etc.
Apart from certain stereotyped phrases or types of
phrases the subjunctive is now httle used in the spoken
language, but tradition has kept certain functions of
it alive in the literary language, though in most of
these cases it is now possible to use the indicative
instead.
Webster's remarks in his Introduction (London 1856)
p. 52—54 are very much to the point: "Our students
are taught in school the subjunctive form: if thou have,
if he come, etc, and some of them continue in after
life to write in that manner, but in the course of more
than forty years I have not known three m e n w h o have
ventured to use that form of the verb in conversation.
W e toil in school to learn a language which we dare
not introduce in conversation, but which the force of
custom compels us not to abandon. In this respect the
present study of grammar is worse than useless."
(Quoted here from R. T h u m in EStn IV p. 419).
Form
18.2s. O n the endings of the indicative and subjunctive 2nd and 3rd person see vol V I chs 2 and 3.
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The O E and M E -e of the 1st person like other weak
final -e's was lost about 1400 (see vol I 6.15).
In M o d E w e have the following endings in the singular
of the present tense of all vbs except be.
Indicative
1st pers.
2nd
3rd
-

Subjunctive
— (e)st
—(e)s, arch. ~(e)th —

There is no distinction between the two moods in
the plural of the presenttense,nor in the preterit.
18.2s. In the conjugation of be there are other
distinctions (cf vol V I 5.6). In M o d E wefindthe following forms:
Indicative

Subjunctive
Present

Sg 1st pers. am
2nd art
3rd
PI

-

be
be (be'st; see vol
V I 2.6J
is
be
are (arch, and dial, be, be
see vol V I 5.6)

Preterit
Sg 1st pers. was
were
2nd - wert, wast (vol V I 2.72) were (wert vol
V I 2.7,)
were
3rd - was
N o distinction in the plural (were).
18.2s. The word enter as used in stage directions
m a y offer some special features. N E D in the usual
type: Enter the Ghost terms it an imperative (3rd person),
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but in the following quotations, most of them modern,
it functions as — or at any rate is parallel to — the
indicative: Dryden 5.356 Enter Ventidius, and stands
apart | Hankin 1.56 Is just about to go out, when enter
Stella | Pinero S 12 just then enter m y m a n with a
note | Doyle S l.(?) 106 then to m e enter m y housekeeper, with tidings of dismay.
The fact that we have to do with a stereotyped form
appears from enter being kept in connexion with a preterit and a perf. tense as in Maurier T 92 But enter a
freshman or two, and a transformation effected itself
immediately | Barrie M O 160 so I have walked to mine
[my task] when, enter m y mother, looking wistful.
O n the question whether please, suffice, and the vb
change should in some cases be interpreted as subjunctives see vol V I 16.89.
18.2e. I offer a few examples of the archaic present pi
indicative: More U 16 one so worthy, as you be | Sh
H m l IH. 2.111 B e the Players ready? (and ib H I .
2.44) | M i S A 300 Yet more there be w h o doubt his
ways not just | Walton A 64 yonder they be both a milking again | Birrell O 15 This is a terrible temptation
to put in the way of a historian, and few there be
who are found able to resist it | M a u g h a m Alt 99 you'll
thank ah the gods there be | the powers that be (from
the Bible, R o m . 13.1).
Otherwise only sentences in which the above indicated distinctions are exemplified, will be discussed
in "what fohows.
18.27. The weakening of the sense for the use of
the subjunctive is evident from thefrequentoccurrence
of the indicative and the subjunctive in close proximity.
For was and were close together in conditional clauses
see vol IV 10.2(5).
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I adduce here some examples of pres. indicative and
pres. subjunctive in close proximity, chiefly in conditional clauses, but also in clauses of wish and in
indirect speech (and question), — to begin with some
examples in which the indicative is usedfirst,then
some in which the subjunctive is usedfirst.The reason
for the change is not always easy to decide; but this vacillation at any rate clearly proves the uncertainty of
the various authors as regards the use of the subjunctive.
Note that in both groups the vacillation is most
common in the vb be.
Examples with the indicativefirst:Sh As I. 2.155
if thou dost him any slight disgrace, or if hee doe not
mightihe grace himselfe on thee, hee will practise against
thee | Wiv I. 1.28 if he ha's a quarter of your coat,
there is but three skirts for your selfe ... if Sir John
Falstaffe haue committed disparagements vnto you |
Swift J 519 If I a m cheated, I'll part with it to Lord M.:
if it be a bargain, I'll keep it to myself | Fielding 3.606
Provided a hero in his hfe doth but execute a sufficient
quantity of mischief; provided he be but weh and
heartily cursed by the widow | Austen M 118 something
must be fixed on. N o matter what, so that something
is chosen ... I take any part you choose to give me,
so as it be comic | Spencer E 2.13 If, as ah know, it is
tiresome to listen to an indistinct speaker ... and if,
as we cannot doubt the fatigue is a cumulative result ... it follows that ... A n d if this be true when -...
it wih also ... | Merriman, Last Hope 383 the part
to be played by kings — so easy, if the gift is there; so
impossible to acquire, if it be lacking | Jerome T 154
If he loves you — if it be not merely a sense of honour
that binds him | Shaw M xx Whether the artist becomes

u
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poet or philosopher ... his sexual doctrine is nothing
but... The world shewn us in books, whether the books
be confessed epics or professed gospels | Masefield M 222
[practical man:] I believe that the cure (if there is
one) wih be got by ... [poet:] I beheve that the
cure (if there be one) will be obtained by the use of sera.
Examples with the subjunctivefirst:Sh H m l V.
2.245 If Hamlet from himselfe be tane away, And
when he's not himselfe, do's wrong Laertes, Then H a m let does it not | Oth III. 3.384 I thinke m y wife be
honest, and think she is not: I thinke that thou art
iust, and thinke thou art not | A V Lev 25.14 And
if thou sell ought vnto thy neighbour, or buyest ought
of thy neighbours hand | A V Matth 5.23 if thou bring thy
gift to the altar, and there remembrest that thy brother
hath ought against thee | Swift J 34 contrive to know
whether Mrs. W . be in town, and how she is in health,
and whether she stays in town | Defoe G 40 If the
lady be a toy, she is happy; if she is a w o m a n of sense
and wit, she is ruin'd [ Goldsm 4 if what you tell m e
be true, and if I a m to be [be to be avoided!] a beggar,
it shall never make m e a rascal | Bronte V 34 What
if m y complaint be about to take a turn, and I a m yet
destined to enjoy health? | Ruskin F 97 But if the
mass of good things be inexhaustible, and there are
horses for everybody, —• w h y is not every beggar on
horseback? | Collingwood R 90 If painting be an expression of the human mind, and if the contents of the
mind are Ideas, then the best painting is that which
contains the greatest number of the greatest Ideas.
Conditional Clauses
18.3i. Conditional clauses have been treated in vol
V 21.53ff.,where examples are given with various con-
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junctions (if, unless, and (if), etc), prepositions (e
save, without), and other introductory words (suppose,
provided, in case).
Clauses without any conjunction or other introductory word, but with the same word-order as questions (inversion), have been treated in vol V 21.6X ff.
18.3a. Imaginative use of the preterit (and pluperfect) was discussed in vol IV chs 9 and 10. In conditional clauses, in particular clauses expressing condition
contrary to fact (see vol IV 9.1(1)), it was originally the
rule to use the preterit subjunctive in this case. The
only vb distinguishing between the indicative and subjunctive in the preterit in modern English, the vb be,
has been treated in vol IV ch 10. The various uses of
was and were in conditional clauses have been treated
ib 10.2(1). There is now a tendency towards an emphatic use of was referring to the actual past, while were
refers to something imaginative or unreal, generally with
an implication of negation.
18.33. The present subjunctive isfrequent,too, in
conditional clauses. These clauses do not refer to conditions contrary to fact (implying a negation).
Some examples with various introductory words: More
U 207 yf annye m a n take | ib 208 yf he lyue | Spenser,
Epistle to Shepherd's Cal. if m y memory fayle not |
Marlowe F 285 vnlesse he vse such meanes ... | id. M P
247 And it please your grace (cf vol V I 16.89) | K y d
ST II. 1.60 If case it lie in m e totellthe truth | ib II.
3.18 in case the match go forward | Sh H m l II. 2.626
If he but blench I know m y course | Walton A 7 if
this satisfie not | Mi S A 274 IS. he aught begin | Swift
P 98 Footman: A n please your Honour, there's a m a n
below wants to speak to you (cf vol V I 16.88) | Di P
[Ch&H] 577 if he wish | Kingsley H 247 if I a m to
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see him | Gissing R 28 A n d — if our conscience mean
anything at all —• the bitter wrong! | Holmes A 166
unless it differ J Butler Er [P] 157 H e must perish if
he get that | Jerome I 128 IS he like you he does not
hesitate to let you know it | Holbrook Jackson, Occasions 187 it means, if it mean anything at ah, that
we are devoid of that inner richness which is the only
true happiness | B B C 1938: unless the storm abate it
will be impossible ...
Similar examples with be might be adduced from
Deloney, Marlowe, Sh, A V , Walton, Rehearsal, Bunyan,
Milton, Osborne, Tatler, Swift (P 82 she's on the wrong
Side of Thirty, if she be a Day), John Locke, Quincey,
Trollope, Stevenson, Gilbert, Lang, Jerome, Chesterton,
Shaw, Dreiser, Sherwood Anderson, and others.
18.34. But from early times w e m a y also find the
present indicative in such conditional clauses:
A R 74 3if eni wenep pet he beo religius, & ne bridlep
noht his tunge, his rehgiun is fals [translating Lat. si
quis putat] | Ch T 4.611 That if Criseyde ... N o w
loveth thee | ib 615 A n d if she wilneth ) More U 200 if
thou haste pleasure therein ... if the hope of slaughter
dothe please the | Sh Mcb V. 5.47 If this which he
auouches do's appeare | Massinger N H I . 2.359 If I
a m welcome, bid him so | Bunyan G 123 if he hath
... if he doth | Otway 262 if the truth's hid longer |
Spectator 558 If the King of France is certainly dead
(common in the Spectator) | Defoe G 24 If he has not
the virtue, how can he be cah'd noble? | Fielding
5.573 if there is really such a person | Goldsm V 1.163
[part of indirect thought] If this was not found sufficient ... it was then fixed upon toterrifyhim with
a rival | Burke A m 57 If these propositions are accepted,
everything
must ... fah | Franklin 114 if he~ first
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forms a good plan | Austen S 67 if he is not here by
the end of the week, I shah go after him | Quincey 8
if there reahy is such a person | Ruskin S 112 they
must be feelings of dehght, if they are to be vital |
Kingsley H ix if we are to judge | Stevenson M B xiv
IS Burns is to be cahed a bad m a n | Swinburne L 240
if evil comes of this I shah think we are ah born to
it | Holmes A 144 if you are a m a n ... if you are a
woman | Doyle Sh 5.83 if m y reading of this problem
proves to be correct | Hewlett Q 2 if the truth is to
be told, let it be there.
"It wih hardly be possible to find any example of
the subjunctive be immediately fohowed by to be, as
in "If any such scheme be to be adopted." Here everybody wih say and write is to be. The reason is not
exactly that the phrase is considered cacophonous, but
rather the want of clearness involved in the combination
be to be, which to the hearer would sound as if the
speaker stammered or did not know what to say."
(O.Jsp.).
18.35. An(d) and an(d) if = if also frequently takes
the subjunctive (cf vol V 21.54). Three examples: Skelton M 1298 A peryhous thynge, to cast a cat Vpon a
naked m a n and yf she scrat | Arden of Feversham I.
120 Nay, and you be so impatient, I'll be gone | ib
II. 2.137 Nay, an you be offended, I'll be gone.
18.36. So = if or if only often takes the subjunctive.
See vol. V 21.58 and add on p. 371 the following modern
examples with the subjunctive: Yeats CC 98 Let us
and ours be lost so she be shriven | Abercrombie in
G P 10 Let it be storm or calm, so we be sailing. —• And
add the following modern instances with so be: Chesterton Flying Inn [T] 83 [vg] So be it's the Law, where
is it? | Yeats C C 23 Whatever you are that walk the
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woods at night So be it that you have not shouldered
up Out of a grave ... I welcome you. — But the three
authors quoted are apt to use highly literary forms.
18.37. W e m a y have both condition and comparison
in one clause (see vol V 21.79f.). — Such clauses are
now introduced by as if or as though, formerly often
by as alone (Ch A 2041 The statue of Mars up-on a
carte stood, Armed, and loked grim as he were wood),
as still in the set phrase as it were 'as if it weie so,
so to speak', quoted by N E D from Chaucer on (cf vol
IV 10.4(8—9)).
In clauses in which condition only — not comparison — is expressed, w efrequentlyfindthe subjunctive,
but the indicative is being used more and more frequently, as in the following quotations:
Bunyan G 33 (see vol V 21.79) | Defoe M 128 (after
repeated that; see ib) | Fielding 5.522 she levehed them
[her eyes] downwards, as if she was concerned for
what she had done | Sterne 34 as if there was no such
thing as a critic at table (also twice ib 47) J Southey
L 95 he always talks of himself, just as if he was speaking of another person | Keats 5.175 D o not hve as if
I was not existing | Hazlitt Works 4.235 he smiled ...
as if he was already seated in the House (thus often
in Hazhtt) | Di F 301 as if you was her proprietor |
Collins W frequently [ Benson D 19 Jack spoke dreamily as if he was thinking of something else.
18.38. See further vol IV 10.4(1)ff.on was, were after
as if and as though referring to the present time,
and ib 4(5) referring to the past. Note the following
examples of indicative and subjunctive in close proximity: Chesterton, Wisdom of Father Brown [T] 13 It
was rather as if he were thanking a stranger ... than
as if he were (as he was) practically thanking the
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Curator of Kew Gardens | Walpole C 360 He felt ...
as though she was there against her will | ib 361 Mrs.
Brandon looked about her as though she were trying
to find a way of escape | Beresford R 87 H e spoke as
if he were on the verge of tears, as if this crowning
grievance after all he had borne and sacrified, was
almost too much for him.
In the last example the force of the subjunctive is,
as it were, exhausted, hence the indicative in the
second clause.
Note the following two sentences: Merriman S 64 I
am beginning to feel as if it is a crime | Walpole D W
400 She stopped ... as though, having said what had
been in her mind for a long while, she was finished,
absolutely, with it all.
In the former sentence the use of the indicative
leaves the possibility open that it is a crime, whereas
as if it were excludes this possibility. In the latter the
indicative m a y be due to the long distance between
as though and the vb.

Temporal Clauses

18.4i. Clauses of time introduced by the conjunctions
before, till, until, and ere (or ever) (archaic) refer to t
future, which actually exists only as a possibility, and
hence naturally is put in the "thought-mood". On
clauses of time astertiariessee vol V 21.2.
Some examples of the present subjunctive in clauses
with the above-mentioned conjunctions: Ch C 709 Er
that he dye, sorwe have he and shame | More U 208 it
endeth not vntyll the pleasure dye wyth it | Gascoigne 58
To stop one eare, vntil the poore m a n speake | Deloney
3 if you have the leasure to stay till the Charme be
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done | Sh M c b V. 3.2 Till Byrnane wood remoue to
Dunsinane, I cannot taint with Feare | C y m b III. 6.19
yet Famine, Ere cleane it o're-throw Nature, makes it
valiant | A V M k 14.30 euen in this night before the
cocke crow twise, thou shalt denie m e thrise j Walton
A 95 what worms soever you fish with, are the better
for being long kept before they be used | Milton SA
176 I hear the sound of words; their sense the air
Dissolves unjointed ere it reach m y ear | Byron C h H
3.32 The tree wih wither long before it fah | Scott Iv
[Black] 181 But undo the door to him before he beat
it from its hinges | Shelley 466 till to love and hve
Be one | Carlyle F R 400 The Rustic sits waiting till
the river run dry | Mrs Browning (q N E D : or) That
not a letter of the meaning fall Or ere it touch and
teach His world's deep heart [ Tennyson L 3.208 they
must wait till he get some employment | Stevenson V
115 they wih forget before the week be out.
18.4a. W e also find clauses with the preterit subjunctive, connected of course with a preterit in the
rest of the sentence in relation to which the contents
of the clause are in the future, a fact which explains
the use of the subjunctive. Here w e also find the conjunctions after and once (see on the latter vol V 21.26).
Prof. Cohinson says: "Once as an introductory particle suggests to m e if once, and if often has were."
Hence he wih hesitate less with once than with after.
A few examples: Bunyan G 127 they clap'd him up
before there were any proclamation | Swift 3.346 I
durst not come into m y master's presence, until I
were sufficiently aired | Austen M 193 there was nothing more to be saidtillSir Thomas were present |
Shelley 63 Cythna by m y side, Until the bright and
beaming day were spent, Would rest | Holmes A 143
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I think I could go to pieces, after my life's work wer
done, in one of those tranquil places | London, W a r of
Classes 189 Once the crisis were past, the ruling class
would proceed to readjust things | Beresford, Pris.
Hartl. 76 [he thought] She would look back on the
worship of riches with horror once she were away
from the influence of this house [subj. because indirect
thought?].

Wishes
18.5i. The present subjunctive is used in sentences expressing wishes for the future. In P E its use is of a
distinctly hterary character apart from certain (types
of) more or less established phrases, such as: God bless
you | Long hve the King! | Grammar be hanged!
18.52. In earlier stages of the language, expressions of
wishes that some disease or other unpleasantness should
befall the hearer or somebody or something else (see
more examples vol III 11.862): Apohonius of Tyre (Cook,
First Book of O E ) 181 Swiga 8u. Adl [ = disease] be
fornime, 5aet 5u ne beo hal ne gesund | Ch A 4081
Unthank come on his hand that bond him [the horse]
so | ib 4172 A wilde fyr up-on their bodyes falle! |
id B 4597 A verray pestilens upon yow falle! | Rehearsal 55 the Kings should (a pox take 'em) have
pop'd both their heads in at the door | Smollett R
321 Damnation seize m e | Goldsm V [Oxf. 1922] 257
A murrain take such trumpery.
18.53. Note the archaic phrases with the adv woe
(in M o d E interpreted as the sb?): Skelton M 2103 A,
woo worthe the, Lyberte! | Latimer, Ploughers [Arber]
34 W o worth the, O Deuyll, w o worth the ... W o worth
the Deuyll and all thyne Angelles | Sh Tit IV. 2.56
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N o w helpe, or woe betide! thee euermore | Keats 187
N o utter'd syllable, or, woe betide! | Scott L L 22 W o e
worth the chase, woe worth the day, That costs thy
life, m y gallant grey!
Woe worth is completely obsolete. Woe betide is now
always fohowed by a pronoun (you, him, etc).
18.54. Very frequent are sentences in which the
speaker expresses a wish that God (God, the Lord,
Christ, etc, or corruptions of God, etc) m a y do something, bless or punish somebody, forbid or prevent
something, etc. The object of the vb is not always
stated. M a n y of these expressions are terms of imprecations. Examples: God bless you | God d a m n you
(God-damn, God damn me) | God forbid | Ch A 3508
Nay, Christ forbede it, for his holy blood! | id B 245
N o w , fayre Custance, almyghty god thee gyde! | ib
914 The lordes styward — god yeue him meschaunce!
| ib 4621 God let him never the! [i. e. prosper] (such
phrases are very frequent in Ch) | Skelton M 1115 That
euer thou thryue, God it forfende ) Deloney 29 God a
[have] mercy good lack (often spelt in one word, see
N E D ) | Sh H m l I. 5.113 Heauen secure him! | Walton
A 45 God keep you all, Gentlemen | M i S A 1427 the
Holy One Of Israel be thy guide | Swift J 61 God send
it holds | Wordsw 65 These Tourists, Heaven preserve
us! needs must hve a profitable life | Scott Iv 317
God assoilzie him (cf vol I 2.312) ] Darwin L 1.239
Heaven forefend | Meredith E H 115 Lord forbid, sir! |
Jerome T 121 Gor blimy [ = God blind me], if she ain't a
good' un (ONeih E m p . Jones 5 G a w d blimey!) | Hope C 18
Oh, Lord love you, she did not mean it | Caine M 150
Gough bless m e | Chesterton T [T] 80 God blast your
impudence! | Merrick M G 211 God grant m y opinion's
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wrong! | A Huxley B L 220 "God rot her!" said the other
fervently [conscious archaism] | [vg] Lor' love a duck!
Note the following sentence with the wish expressed
in a relative clause: Sh Alls II. 4.11 she's not in heauen,
whither God send her quickly.
18.55. In M o d E the subject in terms of imprecations
is generahy left out: Sh Wiv III. 3.196 Hang him,
dishonest rascal! | Ford 199 Hang 'em! | Rehearsal
85 Bless m e ! | Congreve O B 106 D a m n your morals |
ib 119 Hang me, if I pity you | Wycherley P D 39
confound him | Smollett R 64 D a m n m y blood! what
are you afraid of? | ib 197 Curse thee, fellow! | ib 320
d a m m e ! | Goldsm 624 rabbit m e | id V [Oxf. 1922]
221 strike m e ugly | Sterne 21 Rot the hundred and
twenty pounds | Austen P 296 Oh! hang Kitty!
what has she to do with it? | Keats 4.64 But who's
afraid? Aye! T o m ! D e m m e if I a m | Browning 1.203
moonstrike him | Di P [Ch & H ] 182 'Well, damn m y
straps and whiskers,' says T o m Smart, '... this isn't
pleasant, blow me!' | Thack P 81 d a m m y , I won't
stand it | Stevenson T 79 But dash m y buttons!
that was a good 'un about m y score | Hardy R 25
jown it all | Ridge S 83 jigger m e if ... | Kipling M I
137 Blimy [from God blind me] if ... | Shaw 2.104
[T] W h y , bless m y heart and soul | id A [T] 92 Oh,
dash it, I forgot | id G M 117 Hang it ah | London V
357 [Amr] Doggone it | W e h s K 9 Drat and drabbit
that young rascal! | OHenry B 74 darn m y eyes |
Galsw M W 280 Blast m y career! | King O 166 'Weh,
dammit,' complained the latter | Cronin C 174 Dammit
to heh, Manson!
The spelling in the last two examples is a further
step towards the complete hberation of the vb and
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its object from its origin, as seen in W a u g h W
he had dodged it, as near as dammit.

115

Note similarly the expression kingdom(-)come 'heaven' or
'the kingdom of Christ' from thy kingdom come in the Lord's
Prayer, as in Lancaster, Pageant 303 Some will probably go
to Kingdom Come before we're through with this (of N E D
s. v. Kingdom 6).

The object of the vb m a y be omitted, too: D a m n ! |
Dash!, etc.
18.56. In terms of imprecation the devil and synonyms
or corruptions are also frequent as subject: Ch B 1408
The devel have part of alle swiche rekeninges! | id
D 1544 'The feend,' quod he, 'yow feeche body and
bones ...' | Noahs Arche 176 The deuih of heh pe
take ] Towneley 9. II. 12 The dwill hang h y m vp to
dry | Marlowe F 766 the diuell choake thee | Congreve
O B 10 the Devil take m e if I don't love ah the Sex |
Swift P 92 the Duce take you | Smohett R 86 devil
take m e if I know ... | Di M 59 Deuce take it | Synge
111 The divil mend you, I'm scalded again! (the divil
mend .. also Flaherty I 263 and ONeih S 192).
18.57. Often the vb is in the passive, and the subject
m a y be a repetition of an immediately preceding
word, or of several words: Grammar be hanged! |
Ch M P 18.33 Jalousye be hanged by a cable! | Skelton M 1812 A, Syr, thy iarfawcon [i. e. gerfalcon] and
thou be hanged togyder! | Jerome T & Co. 64 "... And
that if Mr. Grindley would be content with a small
salary — " "Small salary be hanged!" snarled Peter |
Masefield Odtaa 16 "I hoped, sir, that you would let
m e go to an engineering works." "Engineering works
be damned" | Maugham F [T] 59 "There is such a
thing as virtue, you know." "Virtue be damned" |
id PI 2.87 I thought it was so tactful. — Tactful be
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blowed | Sayers DC 213 "Sit down," I said, ... "Sit
down be damned!" | Mannin W 78 He's proud, austere.
... —• Proud and austere be damned!
18.5s. Formerly the present subjunctive was also
used in clauses as objects of verbs of wish: Marlowe
J 1715 L a w wils that each particular be knowne |
Sh Meas II. 2.126 Pray heauen she win him | H m l
HI. 1.38 I do wish That your good Beauties be happy
cause Of Hamlets wildenesse | Stevenson J H [N.Y.
1887] 74 God grant that he be not deceived.
The pasttenseis veryfrequentlyused in such clauses
after wish, etc. O n the use of was and were see vol IV
10.1(1)ff.
18.59. Main sentences of wish with inversion are
fairly frequent: Ch C 248 Blessed be god, that I shal
dye a mayde (a frequent type in Ch) | Goldsm 654
Perish the baubles! | Austen P 277 Far be it from
m e to depreciate such pleasures | Carlyle S R 35 As
exordium to the whole, stand here the following long
citation | Doyle M 45 Foul fare the grasping taxman |
Merriman S 15 Steinmetz, be it noted, had an infinite
capacity for holding his tongue | Galsw P 7.43 if you
force m e — on your head be it! | Walpole Jeremy 24
how can a man, be he come to three-score and ten and
more, ever forget ... that early vision ? | Bird R 20
Beaton — to his shame be it spoken — was not a member
of thefifteen| Long hve the King! | So help m e God! |
Suffice it to say ... — Cf above, 2.22.

Intention or Purpose
I8.61. The subjunctive isfrequentlyfound in clauses
of intention or purpose (final clauses), particularly in
early authors: Marlowe E 791 See that m y coache
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be readie | Sh R 2 V. 3.36 Then giue m e leaue, that
I m a y turne the key, That no m a n enter | Massinger
N II. 3.142 Be careful nought be wanting J Sherwood
Anderson M M 3 H e was ... inclined to have dreams
which he tried to crush out of himself in order that
he function as a washing machine manufacturer | ib
241 She ... kept putting up the hand that held the
stone,firstclosing it carefully that the precious stone
be not lost.
In such sentences the use of might or should would now
be much more frequent.
But in modern authors the indicative is by no means
rare in such clauses: Ruskin S 134 see to it that your
train is of vassals w h o m you serve J Kingsley H 316
I will see that no one is listening at the door | G E A
46 His shoes will be dirty, but see that he wipes them |
Doyle S 5.164 it is our duty to see that no one molests
her | Shaw Pur 101 see to it that no harm comes to her.
O n clauses of intention or purpose see further vol
V 21.93 ff.
I8.62. After lest (that) 'in order that ... not' (early
spelling also least) and for fear that or lest (in the same
sense) the subjunctive is the rule if a modal vb (generahy should) is not used: N E D 1526 Tindale: Take hede
lest eny m a n deceave you \ Spenser F Q H I . 4.14 I
read thee soone retyre ... Least afterwards it be too
late to take thyflight| K y d S T II. 1.107 G o and attend
her ... Lest absence make her think thou dost amiss |
Sh T w HI. 4.144 N a y pursue him now, least the deuice
take ayre, and taint | Lr IV. 6.235 Hence, Least that
[N.B. that] th'infection of his fortune take Like hold
on thee. Let go his arms | A V Prov. 26.5 Answere a
foole according to his folly, lest he bee wise in his owne
conceit | Mi S A 951 Let m e approach, at least, and
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touch thy hand. — Not for thy life, lest fierce remembrance wake M y sudden rage | Byron, Eng. Bards and
Sc. Rev. [p. ?] Beware lest blundering Brougham destroy the sale | Browning 1.469 off with you, Lest of
that shrug come what God only knows! | Mason Ch
213 H e was a m a n moved by the very spirit of justice,
timid lest anyone should wrong, bold lest the criminal
walk unpunished. —• Both lest and the subjunctive are
literary. — See further vol V 21.95.

Content-Clauses with Lest
18.63. The preceding group is related to the group of
clauses dependent on vbs of fear and doubt, often
introduced by lest (least) (cf Lat. timeo ne). In ordinary,
non-literary language w e have now that in such clauses.
Examples with lest: Mi P L 9.251 But other doubt
possesses me, lest harm Befall thee severed from m e |
Earle M 26 his scale of Iustice is suspected, least it
bee like the Bahances in his Ware-house | Lawrence
Seven Pillars 201 he would not be comforted, and afterwards, for fear lest he escape, had to be lashed to his
tree again | Sherwood Anderson W O 172 his wife ...
worried lest the horse become frightened and run away.
Cf vol V 21.53.
Concessive Clauses
18.6*. O n concessive clauses see vol V 21.43ff. —
IS the clause denotes a possibility, we often*findthe
subjunctive, but also occasionally if the clause denotes
a fact. A few examples: Puttenham 80 A staffe of
foure verses containeth in it selfe matter sufficient
to make a full periode or complement of sence, though
it doe not alwayes so | K y d S T H . 3.3 Although she
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coy it, as becomes her kind, ... I doubt not, I, but
she will stoop in time | Sh? E 3 H L 1.107 claim Edward
what he can, A n d bring he ne'er so plain a pedigree, 'Tis
you are in possession of the crown | M i P L 3.686 And
oft, though Wisdom wake, Suspicion sleeps At Wisdom's
gate | Swift 3.179 this gave m e some faint hopes of
rehef, although I were not [fact!] able to imagine
how it could be brought about | id T 84 what though
his head be empty, provided his common-place book
be full | Ruskin S 120 whether novels, or poetry, or
history be read, they should be chosen for their possession of good | Stevenson M B 62 Burns was always
ready to sacrifice an acquaintance to a friend, although
the acquaintance were a duke.
Here also belong coordinate sentences like the following. In the sentence with the subjunctive we always
have inversion: Ch F 330 A n d come agayn, be it by
day or nyght | Marlowe J 1609 none can heare him,
cry he ne're so loud | Defoe R 2.218 Be it, I had business,
or no business, away I went | Keats 2.43 it is done —
succeed the verse or fail — To honour thee | Quincey
283 Be the artist, however, who he might, the affair remains a durable monument of his genius | Macaulay
B 291 be the defence good or bad, it is a defence which
cannot a vah Barere | Thack S 68 Be it ever so shabby
or dismal, nobody ever owns to keeping a shop | Birrell
0 67 H o w then does a m a n — be he good or bad
— big or httle ... make his memoirs interesting ?

Indirect Speech
18.7i. As in m a n y other languages (Latin, German,
etc) we m a y in Englishfindthe subjunctive in indirect
speech, although the rules for its application are far from
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being strict, and here as everywhere the indicative is
gaining ground at the expense of the subjunctive.
O n the shifting of mood in indirect speech see PhilGr
295 ff.
The use of the tenses in indirect speech has been
dealt with in vol IV ch 11.
Subjunctival were m a y be used after a preterit referring to the past as well as after the imaginative
preterit — see vol IV 11.4(4) (cf ib 11.4(3)).
A few additional examples with were: Ch A 691 I
tro we he were a geldyng or a mare | Marlowe E 1987
Imagine Killingworth castell were your court | Sh Err
II. 2.133 H o w deerely would it touch you to the quicke,
Shouldst thou but heare I were hcencious | Meas IV.
3.3 One would think it were Mistris Ouerdons owne
house | Bunyan G 15 when I did any thing that I
thought were good | Austen P 236 imputing his visit
to a wish of hearing that she were well || Carlyle [q
Birrell O 19] W h o would suppose that Education were
a thing which had to be advocated on the ground of
local expediency ... ?
And note, with the present after think: BJo 3.179
I think this be the gentleman.
O n unshifted if . .. were to see vol IV 11.2(3).
O n the unshifted subjunctive in such parenthetical
phrases as blessed be God, thank heaven, which nearly
have the character oftertiaries(cf vol IV 11.7(1)
maybe); see vol IV 11.7(2).
On unshifted present subjunctive in verbal reports
of proposals and motions see ib 11.7(4).
On be and is hereby ... in official style see ib 11.7(5),
and add the following two examples: Di P 2 The
following resolutions ... That the members of the
aforesaid Corresponding Society be, and are, hereby
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informed that their proposal ... | N P 1924 At a meeting of the Liberal party ... it was moved that "Mr.
Lloyd George be and hereby is appointed sessional
chairman of the Liberal party."
18.72. The pres. subjunctive is c o m m o n after such
vbs as command, demand, require, suggest, insist, etc,
particularly in American writers, — see examples in
vol IV 11.7(6), to which the following early examples
m a y be added: More U 180 I thynk he be [indicative?]
some of the Ambassadours fooles | K y d S T I. 2.124
Hieronimo, it greatly pleaseth us That in our victory
thou have a share | Sh Gent H . 3.5 I thinke Crab m y
dog, be [indicative?] the sowrest natured dogge that
hues | Dekker F1771 he has commaunded that no woodmonger seh you a sticke of wood | Johnson R 63 his
character requires that he estimate the happiness and
misery of every condition | Austen M 413 what I advise
is, that your father be quiet.

Indirect Questions
18.7s. Questions naturally imply uncertainty and
possibility, hence we often find the subjunctive in
indirect questions. Examples with pres. subjunctive:
Mi S A 337 say if he be here | Spectator 1 'till he knows
whether the Writer of it be a black or a fair M a n |
Goldsm V 1.541 don't know if this poor man's situation
be so bad | L a m b R 47 he has doubted if there be a
providence | Di D 48 I wonder if m y mother's step
be really not so light as I have seen it j Macaulay E
4.34 we doubt whether there be a hundred Bengalees
in the whole army | Birrell O 44 But, whether Truthhunting be ever established or not, no one can doubt
that it is a most fashionable pastime.
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A few (out of many) examples with subjunctival
were: Swift 3.191 asking whether I were now settled
for life (ib 3.278) | Goldsm V 2.171 he asked m e if
m y son's name were George | Austen P 147 the girls
walked to Meryton, to inquire if Mr. W . were returned |
ead M 280 he asked if she were there (ead S 161) |
L a m b R 69 I could gain no information whether he
were dead or living | Di D 286 on m y asking now,
if that were not so | Thack S 18 W h a t could it matter
whether his Reverence were chaplain to his Lordship
or not? | G E M 117 he left the room, hardly knowing
whether he were more relieved ... or more uneasy ]
Collins W 437 Strangers might have doubted if she
were the Laura Fairlie they had once seen | Hardy L
130 peering in to ascertain if Emily were there alone
(id passim) | Stevenson T 115 Whether he were injured
much or little, none could ever teh (id M 160 and 161) |
Ward F 229 and M 130 | Hope passim | Housman J
47 | Masefield M passim | Walpole D W 18 as though
she would see whether it were the truth that she were
speaking (N.B. the second werel) | Galsw Car 875.

Indefinite Relative Clauses
18.7-s. In indefinite relative clauses (cf vol III 3.1 and
3.6) generally introduced with such words as whatever, whoever, however, wherever, we have a hypothetical
element, the indifference of a choice, and hence we
frequently find the subjunctive in such clauses: Ch A
833 whoso be rebel to m y jugement, shal paye ... |
K y d ST II. 1.58 Whate'er it be your lordship shah
demand | BJo 3.31 he knows, howe'er his wife affect
strange airs, She has not yet the face to be dishonest |
ib 3.171 you must keep what servants she please |
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Mi A [Arber] 34 there can no greater testimony appear,
then when your prudent spirit acknowledges and obeyes
the voice of reason from what quarter soever it be
heard speaking | id S A 903 In argument with m e n a
w o m a n ever Goes by the worse, whatever be her cause j
Dryden Abs. and Achit. 1. 99 For priests of ah religions
are the same. Of whatsoe'er descent their godhead
be ... 1 Spectator 17 However it be, I have beea often
put out of Countenance by the Shortness of m y Face |
Richardson G 43 whatever were your subject, I beg you
will resume it j Fielding T 1.217 however this be,
certain it is that ... | Johnson R 71 whatever be the
consequence of m y experiment, I a m resolved to judge
with mine own eyes J Goldsm 636 whatever be our
fate, let us not add guilt to our misfortunes | Wordsw
159 Whate'er betide, we'll turn aside, A n d see the
Braes of Yarrow | Austen M 35 he engaged to fetch
her away again, at half an hour's notice, whenever she
were weary of the place | ead P 169 whichever be the
case, her sister's situation remained the same [ Byron
[T] 4.235 whate'er It seem in those who wih replace
ye in Mortality | Shehey 405 We'h toss up who died
first of drinking tea A n d cry out "head or tails!"
where'er w e be | Browning 1.479 Henceforth w e are
undivided, whatever be our fortune | Tennyson 279
The churl in spirit, howe'er he veil His want in forms
for fashion's sake ... | ib 469 King a m I whatsoever
be their cry | Hewlett Q 16 such a m a n can hardly
be deemed a sinner, whatever he do | Walpole DW
229 whatever she be doing | Bailey, Milton 193 Whatever be the art ... the test is the same.
18.7s. The indicative, however, isfrequentin such
sentences, too, thus in Shakespeare (but subjunctive be
is also common) and in P E . A few examples: Sa Sonn
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135 Whoever hath her wish thou hast thy wih | Shelley
357 Whatever comes m y heart shall sink no more |
Browning 2.321 Whatever they are, w e seem | Ruskin
C W O 44 H o w m a n y of our present money-seekers
would ... hang themselves, whoever was killed | ib
154 the work of the captivity is the same, whatever
work w e are set upon | Kipling J 2.125 Whatever it
is, it is white-face work.
W e probably neverfindthe present subjunctive of happen after whatever (but we m a y ha,vewhatever may happen).
18.76. On the highly literary imaginative were in main
sentences like the following see vol IV 10.5 and add: K y d
ST II. 5.40 To know the author were some ease of grief |
Gissing R 83 A n d what were the durability of love
without the powerful alliance of habit?
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A.
Abbreviated sentences A S 24.9, VII 3.3! ff.
[Absolute PG, V 6.1, VII 7.53, absolute form of pronoun
(> obhque case) H I 17.82, 'absolute comparative'
S G 22, VII 11.48.
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[Abstract substantive = Nexus-subst. H 12.25. —• See
also P G .
Accusative S G 14, V H 6.1s. — Cf Case.
Active P G 165ff.,283, & passim, A S 37.
Activo-passive III 16.8.
Adjective P G , S G 7, II 1.3, VII 1.3, 1.54, chs 10—11.
Adjective-subjunct P G 99, II 15.2.
Adjunct P G , II 1.2. — Indirect II 12.25, substantival
II 13, with compounds A S 6.5ff.,genitival 3.3, prep.
phrases 3.4, irregular 3.6, partial II 12.3. — See
Rank.
Adled (Dan.) see Rank.
Adverb. P G , II 1.3, V I passim, VII 1.5.
Affirmation S G 28, V 18.2.
After-future, after-past see Time.
Agent-nouns, sb & adj, P G 141 n., 169; tense 283;
A S 21, 39.2, V 22, adj V 22.15, VII 9.25.
Amorphous sentences A S 26, clauses A S 26.6. — Cf
Inarticulate sentences.
Anaphoric II 10.81, 16.32ff.,etc, VII 2.37, pronouns
4.42, it VII 4.62.
Animate P G 227, 234, VII 5.8.
Antecedent, e. g. A S 25.5, III passim.
Anticipatory (base) V 12.61; it VII 4.63ff., subject
(there) A S 34.6. — Cf Existential there.
Apo koinou III 7.1.
Aposiopesis P G 130, 142, 310 (Lang. 251), VII 3.5.
Apposition, restrictive A S 12.6, a whole idea A S 12.8,
with prepositions, of A S 4.4, i n 1.5, VII 9.9!, with
sentences A S 12.3, word-order VII 2.14, case VII 6.24.
Articles PG, VII 12—16. — Generic VII 14.3 (cf II 5.4).
— Article of complete & incomplete determination
E E G 16.4. — Cf Del, Indef., Zero article, Stages of
Familiarity.
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Attraction P G , H 6.7. — Cf Negative, Relative attraction.
Auxiliaries IV passim, V 12.16, 12.65. — Cf Lesser vb.
B.
Back-formation II 5.63, V I 29.3.
Back-shifting (tense in indirect speech) IV 11.
Base S G 7, base-form of vb V 10.1^
Before-future, before-past see Time.
Blending Lang. 312 f., in comparison VII 11.44ff.,
11.62f.
Bracketing A S 8.1, infinitive A S 15.4.
C.
Case Progr 138ff.,P G (esp. 173ff.),S G 14, A S 30, VII
6—8. — Cf C o m m o n , Genitive, Accusative, Dative,
Nominative, Obhque case, Vocative.
Causative P G 287, I H 16.7.
Centre of sentence A S 33.4, V H 2.2X ff.
Class-noun VII 12.5l5 12.63.
Clause (exclusively of what others cah subordinate
clause) P G 103, 308, S G 33—35, A S ch 40, primary,
adjunct, subjunct P G 103ff.,H 1.8ff.,V 21. —
Clause of Time V 21.2!, Comparison V 21.3, Contrast
21.4^ Contradiction 21.42, 21.5, Restriction V 21.7
(Proportionality 21.7g), Comparison + Condition 21.7,,
Cause 21.8. — Clause of indifference IV 15.4(7),
19.1, A S 24.8. — Clause of Comparison A S 24.7. —
Clause of wonder H I 2.6. — See also Relative el.,
interrogative cl., etc. — Cf A System of Clauses,
S. P. E. Tract No. 54 (1940).
Cleft sentences A S 25.4, III 4.6, VII 9.29.
Chpped compounds V I 8.98f.
Cognate object III 12.3.
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Cohective P G 195 f., vb plur. 237, II 4.8, VII 9.29,
12.610.
C o m m o n case VII 8.2, number P G 197 f., 208, II 5.5.
Comparison P G 80, 245ff.,248, S G 22, VII 10—11.
[•j- Complex object = nexus as obj. II 1.67.
Composite conjunctions A S 24.2.
Compositional adjuncts II 12.4.
Compounds P G , A S 6, equipollent A S 6.2, genitival
A S 6.3, dissolved V I 8.93f., appositional II 2.33,
phrase comp. II 2.43 ff.
Compound rei. advs, e. g. whereof I H 10.6.
Concatenated [Rei.] Clause A S 23.7, III 10.7.
Concatenation, rei. Ill 10.7.
Conceptional neuter (it) see Unspecified it.
Concord of verb P G , II 6.3.
Condensed construction (in nexus-tertiary) V 6.7„,
(number) II 4.36
Condition(al) P G , IV 9.3, rejected e. g. IV 9.4(2) ff.,
V 21.5.
Conjunction P G , II 1.86.
Connective, relative P G 85, 90, III 5.6!.
Contact-clause III 4.3, 7.
Content-clause III 2.
Continuative relative clause P G 113, III 4.34, 5.4iContrast, contradiction V 21.4.
Converted subjects P G 164 (162 n.), Ill 15.8.
Coordination A S 31.4, P G 90, 97.
Countables VII 12.63.
Crude verb-form IV 1.3 — c o m m o n form = base.
Cumulative Negation V 23.5, Neg ch 7.
D.
Dative P G , S G 14, III 14.1, VII 6.1„ff. — See Case.
Definite Article VII 12—16, esp. 12.4 & ch 14.
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Degree see Comparison.
Dependent nexus S G 29ff.,simple nexus as obj V 2,
3, A S 14.1, incomplete V 18.5, as regimen after prep.
V 5, A S 14.4, as subj V 4.7, as tertiary V 6.1, A S
14.5, incomplete V 6.9, imphed V 22.
Dependent infinitival nexus, as obj V, A S 15.1 [ace.
w. inf.], after prep. V, A S 15.3, as subj V, A S 15.5,
as tertiary V, A S 15.6.
Deprecation P G 129, A S 26.7, V 20.32 ff.
Determination see Articles.
Double-faced III 11.5.
Double relative clause I H 4.6e, A S 25.6.
Double restriction III 4.52.
Dramatic present P G 258, IV 2.3.
f Duplex object = nexus-obj H 15.4.

E.
Efficiency see Eff.
End-position, e. g. of preposition V H 2.29, 2.34 ff.
Elhpsis P G , of antecedent H I 3.1, — Cf Latent.
E m p t y there see Existential there.
Equipollent see Compounds, Rank.
Exclamation P G , A S 13.5, V 25.47, VTJ 14.5.
Ex-comparative V H 10.42.
Exhausted relative clauses H I 5.5.
Existential there P G 155, A S 34.6 with quotations, V H
3.l!ff.
Expanded tenses P G 277ff.,IV 1.5, IV 12, 13, 14; Present, Preterit, Perfect, Pluperfect. — Cf S.P.E.
Tract No. 36 (1931).
Extraposition A S 12, 25.6, V H 4.68, 6.2Xff.,transition
to predicative A S 12.2, III 17.12.
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F.
Famiharity, stages of, VII 12.42; Stage I: VII 12.5 ff.,
Stage II: VII 14, Stage III: VII 15.
Fatal obhgation IV 17.2.
Feminine see Gender.
Finite verb P G 87, vol IV. — Cf Nexus.
First-word of compound II 7.1.
Form, Function, Notion P G 33 f, 40 f, 56 f, A S 29.1.
Forward shifting IV 11.8.
Frame, Temporal, IV 12.5 ff.,
Front-position see Word-Order.
Function see above, Form.
G.
Gender P G 55 f., 226 f., S G 19, VII 5.
Generic number (sg & pi) P G 203, S G 20—21, II 5.4.
person P G , A S 34.5 (cf ib se, si), III 5.1i f. (fee that),
V 9.88, 10.13, V n 4.7, 1.256, 14.3 f., time V ?.l2, 5.5,
8.2, P G 259, 279 ff.
Genitival adjuncts A S 3.3.
Genitive PG, S G 14, A S 30.5, 31.6, Progr ch 8; VII 9.
Gerund P G 140, 141, S G 31, A S 39.3, V 8—9, case VII
6.48.
Glottic Ling. 215 f., 218, Eff. ch 7, word-order VII
2.22 ff.
H.
Half-analyzable sentences A S 26.2. — Cf Amorphous,
Inarticulate, Semi-articulate sentences.
Haff-pronominal II 11.61 ( = Quantifier).
[Historic present P G 257 f., IV 2.3 ( = Dramatic present).
Honorific the V H 16.3g, adjs 16.65f.
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Imaginative use of tenses IV 9, 10, infin. 10.6, vohtion
19.2, obhgation 20.2(1).
Immediate & mental perception V 18.
Imperative P G , V 24 f., tense IV 7.4, expanded IV
13.5(8).
[Impersonal P G 160, 212, 241, A S 34.4, 34.6, H I 11.2,
VII 6.57ff.
Imphed predicative [in adjuncts] A S 3.7, implied
negation P G 336 f., Neg ch IV.
Inanimate P G 227, 234, V H 5.8.
Inarticulate Sentences VII 3.6. — Cf Amorphous sentences.
Inchoative IV 5.9, III 16.7, P G 288.
Inclusive time IV 4.6, 22.4, P G 271 f., plural P G 192.
Indefinite article P G , in predicative H I 18.4, VII
12—16, esp. 12.4ff.— Cf Articles.
Indefinite rei. pron. Ill 3.6.
Independent neuter II 16.35.
Indetermination see Articles.
Indicative VII 18.12ff. — Cf Mood.
Indirect adjunct II 12.5.
Indirect object see Object.
Indirect speech P G , IV 11, 21, 22.5, pronouns VII
4.46, mood VII 18.7, f.
Individualization II 5.3.
Infinitive P G , S G 32, A S , tense IV 7.1, passive IV 8.7,
imaginative IV 10.6, expanded I V 13.4 f., perf. inf.
with will IV 16.6. — [Ace. with inf. V 18]. Subj + inf
V 18, 19, Isolated V 20.2, Historical V 20.3, Inf of
deprecation V 20.32, Latent V 20.5. — Bare V 10 ff.,
Retroactive V 15.2, 15.4, 16.49, 17.4. of direction V
16.1, of purpose V 16.4, of result V 16.54, of reaction
V 17.1, of specification V 17.2.
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Ing P G 140 f., 172, tense IV 7.8, gerund orfirstptc.
V 8.1. — Cf S.P.E. Tract No. 25 (1926).
Instrumental object n i 12.4i.
Intensives (in comparison) VII 11.8.
Interposition Progr ch 8 = C h E ch 3, V 9.5i.
Interrogative, word-order P G 26, 297 1, pronoun P G
198, 233, 305; conjunction 297, 305, adverbs V 25.27,
clauses A S 22.3, III 2.4. — Cf Question.
Inversion VII 2.22ff.
Introductory (preparatory) there A S 34.7, VII 3.13. —
Cf Existential there.
Irregular adjuncts [symbol 2(3)] A S 3.6.
J.
Junction P G 97, 114ff.,S G 9, VII 13, virtually nexus
A S 14.2, definition also III 11.1 — Cf Rank.
L.
Latent A S 41.1, infinitive A S 18.5, V 20.5, subj of inf
V 10.13, primary of genitive H I 1.4 f., comparison
P G 248, VII 11.6,.
Lesser subject A S 8.9.
Lesser verb A S 28.4, V 23.14, position V H 2.2. — Cf
Auxiliary.
M.
[Main sentence S G 10. — Cf Sentence.
Masculine see Gander.
Mass-word P G 198ff.,240, II 5.2, VII 12.4a, 12.63ff.
Mental parenthesis III 5.7 (Cf S.P.E. Tract No. 48,
Linguistic Self-Criticism, 1937).
Metanalysis P G 94 n., 128, n 5.6, V 11.12,.
Modified secondaries A S 3.8, subjects V H 3.15.
Mood P G 313ff.,S G 27, V H 18.
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[Morpheme A S 29.1.
Morphology P G 37ff.,n
Morphoseme A S 29.2.

1.1, in new sense P G 40 ff.
N.

Negation P G , Neg, V 23, nexal V 23, 23.3, special V
23.3, double or cumulative V 23.5. — Negative
attraction V 23.4.
Neuter see Gender.
Nexus P G , S G 9, A S 33, etc, predication ib, subj S,
predicative P A S 35, of result A S 9.2, after preposition A S 9.5; without verb A S 9.6. — Predicate A S
34.1, S indefinite A S 34.8. — Independent nexus A S
7, dependent nexus V, esp. 1.44. —• Word-order
VII 2.13. — Definition also I H 11.1.
f Nexus-subjunct (HI 17.86), n o w Nexus-tertiary.
Nexus-substantive P G 136ff.,& passim, S G 30, A S
39.4, V 7. — Verbal & predicative V 7.1xf.
Nexus-tertiary V 6, esp. 6.84.
f Nominal (vol I) = N o u n (sb & adj).
Nominative see Case.
Non-anaphoric U 16.33.
Non-reflexive use of self-forms VII 4.93.
Non-restrictive adjuncts P G 111 f., rei. clauses H I
4.34.
Notion see Form.
Notional subject VII 6.4X ff.
Noun = subst & adj, not subst only.
[Nulli-generic VII 12.68.
Number P G 188ff.,& passim, S G 20—21, II 2. ff.
Numerals P G 85, II passim, V H 17.1aff.
Numerical relation II 7.5 ff.
0.
Object P G , S G 10—11, indir. obj, obj of result, obj
or tertiary A S 7.4; — A S 36. — Obj of prep, see
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Regimen. — T w o direct objs III 14.9, 15.5, A S 36.6.
— Object — subject H I 11.7. -H 1.6, III 12, indirect
only where there is a direct object II 1.66, III 12.14,
14.1. — Obj of result III 12.2. — Cognate III 12.3,
of instrument or instrumental obj III 12.4!, [f obj.
of adv = prep. II 1.68, see Regimen]. — Word-order
VII 2 & passim.
f Objective (case) S G 14, now Oblique case.
Oblique case VII 6.14ff., 7.52ff. — Cf Case.
Omission see III 2.71? of subject III 11.8, of object
III 16. — Cf Ellipsis, Latent.
[Omnipresent IV 2.1.
Ordinals VII 17.26.
Overled (Dan.) see Rank.
P.
Paratactic negation P G 334, Neg 75, V 23.58.
Parenthetic clause A S 25, par. adjuncts P G 111 f.
Partial adjuncts II 12.3.
Participial adjectives V H 2.15.
Participle PG, tense IV 7.5 f., = inf IV 10.1, expanded
IV 13.5(9). — First ptc. V 6.3, 22.2. — Second ptc.
V 6.4, 22.5. — Perfect V 6.5. — Being with second
ptc. (passive) V 6.52, having been with second ptc. V
6.6. — Loose ptc. V 22.27. — Word-order VII 2.79.
Particles P G 87ff.,S G 7. — Cf Word-classes.
Parti-generic sense of mass-words VII 12.64, of plurals
VII 12.68ff.
Partitive PG, A S 32.3, VII 9.7.
Parts of Speech see Word-classes.
Passive PG, S G 12, tense IV 8, of being & becoming
IV 8, perfect IV 8.5, pluperfect IV 8.6, expanded
IV 13.6, 13.7, A S 37.
Periphrastic comparison VII 11, esp. 11.35.
Person P G 212ff.,S G 15, VII 4.
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Personification V H , esp. 16.5.
Phrase P G 95, complex verbal phrases A S 8.5, U 1.87.
Plural P G , of verbal idea II 6.9, substitutive n 2.21,
unchanged II 3, normal U 4.2, of approximation U
4.5, differentiated II 4.6. — V n passim.
Possessive pronoun U 16.2, etc, V H 9, esp. 9.25 ff.
Post-adjunct II 15.4.
Predicative P G , S G 13, n 1.5, V H 2, after particle IV
23, of being III 17, of becoming i n 18, without
verb III 17.8, case VII 6.7, use of articles with, V H
12.56, 12.7,ff.,14.2, ff.
Preparatory subj or obj, e. g. V 4.3, 8.2j, it H I 3.78,
E E G 16.38, there see Existential there.
Preposition, word-order VH 2.29, 2.34ff., case V H
6.3, ff.
Prepositional phrases as adjuncts A S 3.4, VH passim.
Primary (f Principal) P G , II 1.2. — See Rank.
t Principal (vol II ), now Primary.
Pronominal adverb n 1.74, P G 84, with adjuncts P G
100 n.
Pronoun P G 82ff.,S G 16—18, II 1.7, primary, adjunct,
subjunct P G 99 f. — Case Progr passim, esp. ch 7,

VII 6—7. — E E G 16.1:
A. Definite indication. 1. Contextual indication (Personal pron.). — 2. Pointing. — 3. Def. article. —
4. Identity. — 5. Similarity. — 6. Connexion
(Rei. pron.).
B. Indefinite indication. 1. Indef. unity. — 2. Indef.
article. — 3. Difference (other). —• 4. Discretion
(certain). — 5. Unspecified quantity (some). —
6. Indifference. — 7. Interrogative.
C. Totahty. — 1. Positive. — 2. Negative.
Proper name P G 64ff.& passim, II 1.25, V H 16, meaning VII 12.58, 16.1X.
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Prop-word II 10.
Prosiopesis P G 310, VII 3.32ff., 12.34f.
Prospective IV 22.3(4).
Providential purpose V 16.7.
Pseudo-active II 16.8.
Pseudo-condition V 21.65.
Pseudo-imperative V 24.3.
Pseudo-partitive P G 111.
Pseudo-passive IV 14.9(6).
Pseudo-question V 25.4„.

Q.
Quantifier P G 85, 113, A S 32, VII 18; in nexus P G
125 f., with mass-words P G 198, A S 5, substantival
A S 5.2, genitival A S 5.3, with preposition 5.4.
Quasi-predicative III 17.2.
Quasi-proper name VII 16.62, 16.7.
Quasi-subject (there) VII 3.14.
Quaternary P G 96, A S 10.2, 31.2. — See Rank.
Question P G 302ff.& passim, S G 28, nexus-question
& x-question A S 13.3, V 25, strengthened V 25.2,
double V 25.3, incomplete V 25.2, pseudo-questions
V 25.48.
Quotation-word P G 96 n., II 8.2.
R.
R a n k P G 96ff.,S G 8, II 1.2, shifted with nexus-words
P G 137. — Rank of predicative A S 35.3. — Primary
(f Principal) — overled (Dan.) A S 3, 22, 31. — Secondary — adjunct - adled (Dan.) A S 3, 31. — Tertiary — subjunct — underfed (Dan.) A S 3, 10, 31, VII
passim. — Quaternary — Sub-subjunct —• underunderled (Dan.) A S 10.2, 31.2. — Equipohent A S
3>5. — 2/3 secondary or tertiary A S 3.2. — Adjuncts
with compounds A S 6.5ff.— Cf Junction.
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Recipient A S 11.1, 38.2.
Reciprocal P G 161, 224, A S 8.4.
Reflexive P G , A S 8.2, VII 4.8.
Regimen V 5, A S 38.1.
Relative attraction Progr 154, 162, V H 6.2, 6.7.
Relative pronouns P G 85, clauses P G 103ff.,rei. clause
as primary, secondary i n 3ff.,as tertiary V 21,
double relative clauses i n 4.66, A S 25.6, contact
ch V H I & passim, A S 22.6, 40.2. —
clause m
Restrictive & non-restrictive P G 112 f., continuative P G 113. — Rei. particle (as, etc) III 9.1.
Reported speech IV 11 ( = style indirect hbre, erlebte
rede).
Representative it ( = preparatory it) IH 2.13, 2.38,
VII 4.63ff.
Request P G 302 f., 312, A S 13.1, V 24, in form of question A S 13.4.
Restrictive adjuncts P G 108ff.,incomplete P G 110 ff.,
relative clauses III 4.34.
Resumption III 3.75.
Resumptive negation P G 334, Neg 72ff.,V 23.54.
Retroactive infinitive V 15.2, 15.4, 16.4, 17.4 (cf m
11.6).
S.
Secondary P G 96ff.,number P G 107, comparison P G
252, secondaries that have become predicatives A S
3.9, rank II 1.2. — See Rank.
Semi-articulate sentences V H 3.6.
Semi-predicative II 15.6.
Sentence P G 305ff.,S G 10, built up gradually P G 26 f.,
various kinds A S ch 13, sentence-structure and wordorder VII 2—3.
Sex and gender VII 5.
Sham subject A S 34.6, V 9.79, V H 3.14.
Situational basis of def. article VII 14.1. f.
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'Small verbs' V 12.1lt 12.13. — Cf Lesser, Auxiliary vb.
Speaker's aside A S 25.9, S.P.E. Tract No. 48 (1937).
Speaker's parenthesis V 16.5.
Specializing, specialization P G 75ff.,96, 108ff.,150 ff.,
158 f., A S 31.3. — Specializing of VII 9.8.
Speech/Language Mankind ch 1, Eff. 2.3, cf A S 31.1.
[Spht infinitive V 20.4. — Cf S.P.E. Tract No. 54 The
'Split Inf.' (1940).
Split object V 4.4, 18.5, A S 16.3.
Split subject, passive V 4.61; V 19.3, A S 16.1, active
III 11.3, A S 16.2.
Stump-word Lang. 169ff.,Ling. 387, Eff. 3.5, V I 29.
Style-tertiary V n 2.62ff. (S.P.E. Tract No. 48).
Subject P G 145 ff. & passim, S G 10—11, definition
III 11.1, word-order VII 2.
Subject-part of nexus tertiary ( = S) V 11.15.
Subjunct P G , II 1.2. — See Rank.
Subjunct-adjunct shifted II 12.12, 12.2. — Cf Adjective-subjunct.
Subjunct-predicative III 18.7, A S 9.4.
Subjunctive P G , IV 10.1ff.,11.7, VII 18.
t Subnex P G 97.
Subordination P G 96ff.,clauses P G 105. — A S 31.5.
Substantival adjuncts (i.e. substantives as adjuncts)
II 13.
Substantive P G 72ff.& passim, S G 7, II 1.3, formation
V H 1.2, sex and gender VII 5.2, comparison 10.49.
— See Word-classes.
Substantivized adjective II 9.
Substitutive verb III 12.7.
Sub-subjunct P G 97. — See Rank.
Subtraksjonsdannelse (Dan.) = Back-formation.
Superlative P G 49, 244 f., A S 29.2, VII 1.0—11, given
up P G 245, absolute P G 247.
Syntax P G 45ff.,IT 1.1, comparative P G 346 f.
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Tense: present tense, preterit, future tense IV 1.2. —
Tense/Time P G 254 ff. & passim, S G 23—24. —
See also Passive, Infin., Participle, Imperative, etc.
Tense-phrases IV 1.4, perfect IV 5, pluperfect (or antepreterit) IV 6, perfect participle I V 7.7.
Tertiary P G 96ff.,II 1.2, comparison P G 252, wordorder VII 2.4ff.,2.6, c o m m o n case VII 8.3 ff. —
Cf Rank.
Time: Past, present, future time IV 1, before-past,
after-past, before-future, after-future IV 1, 19.4(1),
20.1(2). — See esp. IV 22. — Time/Tense P G 254 ff.
& passim.— See also Generic, Inclusive time.
Toto-generic sense of mass-words VII 12.65, of plurals
VII 12.68.
Transitive P G 88, 158, A S 38.1, II 1.63, III 16. — See
also Object.
Typical the VH 14.2, 16.38.
U.
Uncountables VII 12.6Xff.,13.12.
Underled (Dan.) see Rank.
Unification of plural II 5.1, of words P G 93 f, VII 12.6.
[Uniques VII 14.14.
Unit-word VII 12.42, 12.63. — Cf Class-noun.
Unreality, preterit P G 265, infinitive P G 285, unreality
& uncertainty IV 22.6.
Unspecified it P G 241, A S 34.4, VII 4.6, ff.
V.
Veiled Language Ling. 409 ff.
Verb PG, S G 7, 10—11, vb -f obj as compound (pickpocket) II 1.4, II 8.6, formation VII 1.4, word-order
V H 2 — 3 passim, person V H 4.5.
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Verbid P G 87, A S 39.
Verbless sentences P G 120ff.,311, VII 3.63f.
Vocative P G 184, S G 14, A S 12.7 VII 15.1.
Vohtion, volitional P G 260, future IV 15.5, obligation
IV 17.3.
W.
Wish A S 13.6, preterit P G 265, aposiopesis P G 310,
mood VII 18.5i ff.
Word-classes P G 58ff.,S G 7, II 1.3, VII 1.
Substantive
1 Noun.
Adjective
Pronoun. — Personal, etc.
Verb.
Particle.
Adverb.
Preposition; prepositional group A S 10.3.
Conjunction.
Word-group, primary, adjunct, subjunct P G 101 ff.,
VII 13.2i. — II 1.8.
Word-order P G , V n 2—3.
Wrong supposition IV 11.4.
Z.
Zero article VII 12—16; see esp. 12.1.

General Index
A.
a see Indef. Article.
Abbreviated Sentences 3.3, ff.
about 4.8,.
above 4.88.
'Absolute' pronouns 7.5,.
Abstracts, gender 5.8„ 5.8,.
according to, — as 1.5(.
accordingly 1.5,, 2.5,.
Accusative 6.1, ff.
ache, -ache with a 12.6„ with
zero 12.67.
act vb, obj with typical the
14.2!.
actor, actress 5.3,.
Actuality 2.1,.
Address, zero 15.1!, 15.14, the
15.1, f., adj & subst 15.14.
Adjective, formation 1.3, and
advs 1.54, primaries with
of 9.3„ in junction 13,2,,
primaries 14.8, with the
14.8! ff., before proper
names
16.6, quantifiers
17.9i. — Cf Comparative,
Comparison, Superlative.
Adjective-subjunct 1.54(b).
Adjunct, no sex 5.1,.
Adverbs, formation 1.5, wordorder 2.4,ff.,style-tertiaries 2.6, ff., of time, wordorder 2.6„ sentence-struc-

ture 2.74, word-order 2.7„
with v b 2.7„ complemental
2.87, comparison of, 10.4,
in -ly 10.4,, in junction
13.2!, superlative advs with
the 14.7,.
after 4.8„ 18.4,.
aftermost, aftmost 10.5,.
again 2.5„ 2.7„ 17.3,.
Agent-noun with genitive 9.2„
& past ptc. (zero) 12.8B.
ago with tertiary 8.4,.
air, the, 14.14.
alder- 11.87.
Alford 4.5,.
all 17.4 ff., 17.9,, all of 9.9, f.,
all the before compar. 14.6,,
before superl. 14.7,, M (the),
all morning 14.8,, all but
17.4,, all the difference 17.4,.
— Cf and.
Alliterative phrases with zero
12.8, ff.
All-representative use of a
12.5,.
Almighty, the, 14.84.
alongside (of) 9.6,.
among 4.8,.
an see and, Indef. Article.
Anaphoric repetition 2.3,,
pronouns 4.4,, it 4.6,.
and in numerals 17.14,fiftyand
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odd 17.2,, all and ..,.. and
as or than 11.4,, as, as if, as
all 17.4,, (still) and all 17.44, though 18.3,.
an(d), an(d) if 18.36.
at 2.36, 12.8,.
awZ-combinations, notional
atop 9.6,.
subj 6.4„ nexus 6.44, in obj
Attraction see Relative attr.
7.4„ in subj 7.54, in tertiaawake, case 6.9,.
ries 8.9, gradual increase away, word-order 2.44.
11.5,, with zero 12.84.
angel, gender 5.3.
B.
Animals, n a m e s of, gender 5.4,
babe, baby, zero 15.1,.
pronoun 5.6ff.,of or genitive 9.44, generic the 14.34. back (of) 8.6,.
bad, comparison 11.3, f., 10.5,.
Animate 5.9.
bank (who) 5.7.
Answer, inarticulate 3.6,.
barefoot 8.7,.
Anticipatory it 4.6,ff.,there
bawd, gender 5.3,.
3.1,.
be, word-order 2.3„
2.8„
any 17.5,ff.,17,9, f., before
(there) 3.14, m o o d 18.24,
superl. 11.6,, 14.76, any
18.2,, 18.2,, 18.3, ff., were
different 17.5,, compounds
in indir. speech, be and is
(espec.) 17.5,, and some
18.7,, indir. questions 18.7„
17.6,.
indef. rei. clauses 18.74 f.,
any-, sex 5.5,. — Cf any.
imaginative were 18.7,.
Apodosis left out 3.5.
bed, zero 15.2,.
Aposiopesis 3.5.
bedmaker, gender 5.3,.
appear after there 3.2,.
before 4.86, 18.4,.
applicant 15.1,.
behind 4.8,.
Apposition, word-order 2.14, beneath 4.86.
self-forms 4.9„ case 6.24, benmost (Sc.) 10.54.
with a 12.5,, zero before
besides 4.8,.
superl. & ordinals 14.7,, best, best of temper(s) 11.6,,
each 17.4,.
best man 13.3,, at best, at (for)
Appositional of 9.9,.
the best 14.73, the best terArchduchess, -duke 16.4,.
tiary 14.7,. — Cf good.
Arches, n a m e s of, 16.3,.
bestmost 10.57.
around 4.8,.
bethink 4.8,.
bettermost 10.67.
Articles chs. X I I - X V I , stages
of familiarity 12.4,ff.— Cf better(s), with poss. 9.2,.
between 4.85, b. you and I 7.4„
Def., Indef., Zero article.
before each 17.4,, before
as, word-order 2.4„ as much
every 17.5,.
as 2.6„ soon as 3,3„ case 6.3,,
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carl hemp 5.4,.
beyond, the, 14.14.
Case, in pronouns ch V I — V I I ,
Blending in comparison 11.44
in subst. ch VIII.
ff., 11.6, f.
Castles, n a m e s of, 16.3,.
board, on b. (of) 9.6,.
cent(.) 17.2,.
boat, genitive 9.5,.
bodkin, ride b. 8.8,.
Channels, n a m e s of, 16.1,.
body, a, generic person 4.7„
chap, gender 5.37.
5.2,.
cheap, cheaply 1.5„ tertiary
•body 5.2,. — Cf any, every, no,
8.8,.
some.
cheer, case 6.9,.
Bogy, zero 15,1,.
chief, compar. 10.4,.
Book-titles with indef. art. child, gender 5.2!, 5.2„ 5.3,.
12.54, the or zero 16.3,.
choice, compar. 10.4,.
boots, zero 15.1,.
Christ, (the) 16.7!, 18.5,.
both 17.4B, both of 9.9„ both
Christophersen on articles
(the) 14.87, contrasted to
I4.li ff., vocative 15.1,.
and = either 17.7.
Churches, n a m e s of, 16.3,.
bow, zero 15.1,.
cipher 17.2,.
Bridges, names of, 16.3,.
Class-nouns (unit-words) 12.5,,
Brondal on categories 12.7.
12.6,, with zero as obj 12.7„
brother, zero 15.1,.
with zero after prep. 12.8, f.
buck 5.3 „ 6.4S.
Clause, secondary 13.2,, in
Buildings, n a m e s of, 16.3, ff.
junctions with the 14.54. —
bullock 5.4,.
Cf Indef. rei. clause.
Bullokar on thou 7.3,.
clean, cleanly 1.5,.
but with obi. case, with n o m . clear, clearly 1.5 .
6
6.3,.
Cleft sentences 4.6,.
by 4.86, with tertiary 8.3„ by
close, closely 1.55.
for than 11.4,, with zero
coachman with zero 15.1,.
12.8,, with distrib. the 14.5,.
Cohesion 2.14.
cold, catch (a), 12.6!.
Collective, genitive and of
9.2 „ coll. term before plural
C.
12.610.
calf, genitive 9.44.
call with tertiary 8.8,.
captain, gender 5.35.
Cardinals with indef. art.
12.5,,. — Cf Numerals.
care, case 6.9„ with tertiary
8.34.

Colleges, n a m e s of, 16.3,.
Collinson 12.5,, 12.6,, 18.4,.
colt, gender 5.4,.
come after there 3.2„ a walk
8.74, a cropper (etc) 8.7„
with echoic tertiary 8.8,.
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Concessive clauses 18.64.
Conditional clauses 18.3, ff.
Congregation, zero 15.24.
Comparison chs X - X I , regular
10.1ff.,classification 10.2,, Congress, zero 15.24.
monosyllables 10.2,, adjs of Conjunction 2.74, 6.3, ff.
more than one syllable 10.2, consequently, word-order 2.52.
ff., advs 10.4, in -ly 10.4,, consort, compounds 5.2,.
leng(er) 10.4,, group-com- Constant situational basis of
articles 14.14.
paratives 10.44, desire for
Content-clause after it 4.64,
variety 10.45, several adjs
with lest 18.6,.
10.4,, more and most 10.4, f.,
•est added to subst. 10.4,, Contextual basis, explicit 14.1,,
implicit 14.1,.
regular for irregular 10.5,
(f.), comparatives from prep. contrary to 1.58.
10.5,, superl. in -most 10.5, Convocation, zero 15.24.
ff., comparatives in -more
cook, gender 5.37, zero 15.1,.
10.5,; double 11.1,, change
Cooper on case 6.4,.
of vowel 11.1, ff., out(er)- counsel 15.1,.
most 11.1,, various irregulCount 16.4,.
arities 11.2,ff.,periphrasis Countables 12.6,, 13.1,, 13.3,.
or ending 11.3, f., meaning Countess, (the) 16.4,.
11.4 ff., meaning of compar- Countries, she 5.8,, names of,
ative 11.5,, more than kind,
9.3„ 16.1, f.
etc, 11.5, ff., gradual in- couple (of) 9.7,.
crease 11.54, latent comparcousin, gender 5.3,.
atives 11.5, f. the three cow, genitive 9.4 .
4
degrees 11.6,, blendingsl 1.6, cox, zero 15.1,.
f., comparative about two
Creation, the (or zero) 14.1,.
11.64, defining word before
Creator, the, 14,14.
superl. 11.6,, superl. limited
Curme on -ess 5.32.
11.6,, very high degree 11.7
Czar see tsar.
ff. mare, most 11.7,, Latin
comp. and superl. 11.7,,
strengthening 11.8.
C o m m o n case 8.2.
Commonwealth, the, 14.14.

Complemental advs 2.8, f.
Composite names of holidays,
zero 15.3,.
Compounds, compar. 10.5,.
Comte, the, 16.4,.
Conceptional it 4.6, f.

D.
dad 5.2„ 14.5,.
dame 16.5,.
damned, compar. 10.34, d. be,
case, be d. to you 6.8,.
Dative 6.1,ff.
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dead, deadly 1.55.
dear, dearly 1.56.
death, d. of 9.4tf., genitive
9.5„ personified 16.5i(4).
debtor 15.1,.
deceased, (the), 14.84, 15.1,.
deep, deeply 1.5,, 8.4,.

democracy, the, 14.4,.
Dependent nexus 2.1,.
Determination see Articles.
devil, d. of 9.9„ the d. 14.1,,
zero 16.7,, in terms of imprecation 18.5,.
different, d. than 11.4B, with
much 11.8,, no d. 17.8,.
dinner, zero or the 15.2,.
direct, directly i.5s.
Diseases,names of, 12.6„ 12.6,,
12.6,,, 14.4,.
Distributive use of a 8.9„
12.57, of the 14.5, of n u m e rals 17.27.
do, obj with zero 12.7,.
doctor 5.3„ 15.15.
dog, genitive 9.44.
down, word-order 2.44.
drama, the, 14.4,.
drunk, comparison 10.2,.
due, duly 1.5,.
Duke 16.4,.

Definite article chs. X T I - X V I ;
2.47, 3.24, omitted 3.3„
before appositional of 9.96,
before comparative 11.1,,
14.6; form 12.2, weaker
demonstrative 12.3,, syntax
12.4 ff., stage of familiarity
II 12.4,, ch. X T V , with
names of languages 12.6,,,
conflict between articles
12.9, before junctions ch
XIII. - Stage II ch. X I V ,
meaning, contextual basis
14.1, f., situational basis
14.1, f., typical the 14.2,
generic the 14.3, distributive
E.
use 14.5, familiar the 14.5,,
in exclamations 14.53 ff., -e, feminine ending 5.3,.
in address 14.5,, 15.1, f., each, eachwhere 17.4,, 17.9, f.
emotional mention 14.5,, eager, comparison 10.2,.
before comparative 14.6, earth, the or zero 14.14,
with superl. and ordinals east, eastermost, easternmost,
14.7ff.,this (that) the 14.7,0, eastmost 10.5,.
before adjs as primaries easy, easily 1.5,.
14.8, with names of meals
Echoic tertiaries 8.8,.
15.2,, indications of time
Eden 16.7,.
15.3,ff.,proper names ch edge, with genitive 9.5,.
X V I , plural names 16.1„
either 17.7, position 2.2, f.,
typical and honorific the
vb with either .. or 4.5.
before proper names 16.6, elder, with poss. 9.2,. — Elder,
quasi-proper names 16.7.
eldest see old.
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Elector, Electress 16.4,.
'em, hem 4.4,.
Emperor, Empress,
empress 5.34.

the, 16.4,,

E m p t y there 3.1,.
end, with genitive 9.55.
enemy, the, 14.14.
Engine, she 5.8,.
enough, word-order 2.7,.
enter 2.2„ 18.25.
Enumerations, zero 12.7,0,
12.8,ff.,12.8,. — C f andcombinations.
•er, comparative ending 10.1 ff.
ere, case 6.3„ in clause 18.4,.
-ess, 5.3, f., n a m e s of animals
5.4,.
•est, superl. ending chs X — X I .
-ette 5.3,.
-eur, -euse 5.3,.
even, evenly 1.5,.
ever, elliptical 3.5„ 11.87.
•ever, c o m p o u n d s with, 3.5„
I8.74.
every 17.5,ff.,17.9, f., before
superl. 14.7,, a n d any 17.54,
c o m p o u n d s 17.5,.
every-, sex 5.5,. — Cf every.
evil, evilly 1.5,, comparison
10.5,, 11.3, f., 11.3,.
excepting), case 6.3,.
Exclamations 14.5, f., 14.5,.
Ex-comparatives 10.4,.
Existential there 3.1,.
Expressive tertiaries 8.8, f.
Extent, tertiaries of, 8.94.
Extraposition 4.6„ 6.2, ff.
extreme, comparison 11.77.
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F.
fact 12.3,, 12.7,.
fain 1.5,.
fair, fairly 1.5S, 2.6„ fair
feminine 5.3,.
false, falsely 1.5,.
Familiar the 14.5,, fam. person
(zero) 15.1,.
Familiarity, stages of, 12.4,,
Stage I 12.5 ff., Stage II ch
X I V , Stage III ch X V .
far, comparison 11.34.
fare, case 6.9,.
farmeress 5.34.
furthermore, -most 10.5,.
fashion in tertiary 8.7,.
fast, fastly 1.55.
fate, she 5.54, zero 16.7,.
father, (zero) 15.1,.
fear, case 6.9,.
fellow 4.7„ 5.3,.
female 5.3„ 5.4,.
F e m a l e see Sex.
Feminine, endings 5.3,. — Cf
Sex, Gender.
few, a few 12.5,,.
fewer, fewest 11.3,.
Fiend, the, 14.14.
Fijn v a n Draat 2.1,.
fill, sb, as tertiary 8.4,.
flmble hemp 5.44.
find it in one's heart 4.6,.
fingers' ends 9.5,.
first, word-order 2.7,, first
night 13.3,, first thing, tertiary 8.9„ (the)firstthing
14.7,.
fit,fitly1.5,.
flat, flatly 1.5„ compar. avoided 11.3,.
foggiest, the, 3.5,.
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Genitive ch I X ; gen. and poss.
9.2, construction 9.2, f.,
meaning 9.2, ff., with names
of h u m a n beings 9.2, ff.,
after a 9.35, after adj 9.3„
too successive gen.s 9.3„,
with composite prep. 9.3„
fowl 5.4,.
names of animals 9.44, inFowler on -ess 5.3„ between
animate things 9.5,ff.,sake
you and I 7.4,, an before h
9.5„ set phrases 9.5„ in
12.2,, superlatives 13.37, adpoetry, etc, 9.54, before end,
verbial the 14.6,.
edge, etc; used by journalists
Fractions 8.3„ 17.2,.
9.55, measures of space 9.5„
Fran, Fraulein 16.4,.
indications
of time 9.57, as
free, freely 1.6,, comparison
primary 9.5„ my tail's tail
10.2,.
9.6,; conflict with def. arfree-and-easy, comparison
ticle 12.9,.
10.44.
Fricative voiced in compar. gentle, feminine 5.3,.
10.1,.
gentleman, (quite) the, 14.2,.
full, fully 1.5„ compar. 10.2,. Gerund 6.4„ 9.2,.
further, furthest 11.34.
get 6.9„ 12.7,.
furthermore 10.5,, 11.1,, fur- Gil on you 7.3,.
thermost 10.5,.
van Ginneken, gender 5.1,.
for, word-order 2.3„ for it
4.6,,, with reflexive pron.
4.8„ with notional subj 6.4,.
foremost 10.54, 10.5,, 13.3,.
former, 4.44, 10.5,, formerly
10.4,.

G.
[g] after [nj in comparison
10.1,.
gate (Sc.) 8.7,.
Gemination in comparison
10.1,.
Gender ch V.
generally, word-order 2.7,.
Generic, person 4.7, use of
articles 12.5,, 14.3, symbolic use of words I4.4„
grammatical terms 14.4,,
names of arts and trades,
etc, 14.4,, names of dances
14.4,, general ideas 14.4,,
plural (adj) 14.84.

gipsy, gender 5.3,.
girl, gender 5.3,, compounds
5.3 „ a girl generic person
4.7,.
Glottic word-order 2.2, ff.
go halves, go shares 8.37, go
with echoic tertiary 8.8,.
God, left out 3.3„ he 5.5„
avoided 7.3„ in terms of
imprecation 9.2„ God's, of
God 9.2 „ primary 13.24,
synonyms
14.8,, quasiproper n a m e 16.7,, in wishes
18.54.
good 5.1„ comparison 10.4,,
10.5,, 11.3,.
Goodbye 7.3,.
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here, word-order 2.4„ 2.67,
case with, 6.8„ here you are!
7.5,.
hero, heroine 5.3,.
hers 4.4,.
herself 4.8,.
hext, superl. 11.2,.
hie, case 6.9,.
high, highly 1.5,, with tertiary
8.4„ the Most High 9.2„
H.
10.2,, 14.84, compar. 11.2,.
had; had as good, better, best,High Street 16.24.
rather 6.6,.
him 4.4, 6.14 ff.
half, style-tertiary 2.6„ half himself 4.8„ generic 4.76.
(of) 9.7, f., a (the) half a 12.9,.
hinder, comp. 10.5,, hindermost
Hall, zero 15.2,.
10.5,, 10.5,, hindmost 10.5,.
Haplology in superl. 10.1,.
his 4.4,, poss. of it 9.1,.
happen with there 3.2,.
hit > it 4.6,.
hard, hardly 1.5„ 2.7„ hardly
hithermost 10.5,.
than 11.4,.
Hjelmslev on case 6.1,, 8.1,.
harky, hark'ee 7.3,.
hold, case 6.9,.
harlot, gender 5.3,.
home, tertiary 8.67.
harm's way 9.5,.
Honorific the 16.38, adjs 16.66f.
has to 2.8,.
Honorary titles 11.8,.
ftas/e, case 6.9,.
horse, genitive 9.44.
have, obj with zero 12.7,.
Hotels, n a m e s of, 16.3,, 16.34.
he 4.4, 4.7„ 5.3„ 5.5 ff., ani- householder, housekeeper 5.3,.
mals 5.6, inanimate 5.8„
however 3.5,.
human (being) 5.2„ humankind
case 6.14f.
Headlinese 3.6„ 12.3,.
5.24, comparison 10.24.
Hearer's point of view 2.1,.
humane, comparison 10.24.
heart's content 9.5,.
heaven, Heaven, he 5.54, the
or zero 14.14,16.7,, in wishes
I.
18.54.
I 4.2, 5.5„ 6.14f., I for me
heir, heiress 5.3,.
Hell, hell of 9.9„ primary 13.24, 7.4, f., / for one 17.1,.
i non-syllabic in comparison
zero 16.7,.
10.1,.
hem, 'em 4.4,.
[r],
pronouns in, 7.1 ff.
her obi. case 4.4, 6.14 ff., poss.
idle,
comparison 10.2,.
4.4,.

gossip 5.3,.
Government, (the) 15.24.
Graf, the, 16.4,.
Grand Duchess, Duke, the,
16.4,.
Green Park, (the) 16.2,.
groggiest, the, 3.5S.
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^/-clauses 2.3„ 3.5, f., if only nouns of totality, any, some,
either, neither, no.
2.7,.
Indefinite
relative clause 3.57)
ill, comparison 10.5,, 11.3, f.
18.7
.
4
Imperative, tertiaries with,
Indetermination see Articles.
2.7„ case of subj 6.9, ff.
Indicative 18.1, ff.-Cf Mood.
"Impersonal" verbs 6.5, ff.
Indirect speech, pronouns 4.4„
Imprecation, terms of, 9.2,,
m o o d 18.7, f., indir. que9.9„ 18.5, ff.
stion 18.7,.
in, word-order 2.3„ in it 4.6,,,
in, in front of 4.8„ before zero individual, an, generic person
4.7,.
12.8,.
•ine 5.4,.
Inanimate things, pronouns
Infinitive 2.3„ 2.7„ 13.2,.
5.9, n a m e s of, with of 9.5,
inmost 10.54, 10.5, f., 10.5,.
ff., in genitive 9.5, ff.
inner, 10.53, innermore, innerInarticulate sentences 3.6.
most 10.5,, 10.5,.
indeed, word-order 2.7,.
Institutions, n a m e s of, with
Indefinite article chs X I I —
the 14.3,, zero 15.2,.
X V I ; 12.1, sixpence an
Intensives 11.8.
ounce 8.9„ form 12.24 ff.,
Intention and purpose, clauses
numerical a, an 12.3,, 'one
of, 18.6, f.
and the same' 12.3,, syntax
Interrogative
pronouns 2.74.
12.4 ff., Stage of familiarity
into
2.3„
4.8,.
I 12.4,, 12.5ff.,meaning of
a 12.5,ff.,meaning of subst. Inversion 2.2, ff.
with a 12.54, predicatives irrespective of 1.5,.
12.5,, all-representative use, is to 2.8,.
dictionary definitions, comparisons 12.5,, distributive
use 12.5,, before orig.proper
names 12.5,ff.,with quantifiers 12.5,, f., unification
12.6, before uncountables
12.6,, names of diseases
12.6,, classifying 12.6,, unitwords 12.6,, with predicative
12.73, a or zero 12.7,, conflict between articles 12.9,
junctions ch XIII, a and
some 17.6,.
Indefinite pronouns see Pro-

Islands, n a m e s of, 16.1,.
it 4.4, 4.6, take it off 2.1„ it
for you 4.3,, anaphoric 4.6„
preparatory 4.6, ff., cleft
sentences 4.6,, unspecified
4.6,ff.,it, It, IT (slang)
4.77, O E gender 5.1„ nosex 5.5„ 5.5„ case 6.14,
possess. 9.1„ of it 9.4,.
it is (was) 4.5„ 6.2,, case 6.7,
ff., it is him, it is us 6.7,.
•itis 12.6,.
it(s), possessive 9.1.
itself 4.8,.

General Index.
J.
Jakobson on zero 12.1.
Jew, Jewess 5.3,.
jolly well, style-tertiary 2.6,.
Junction 2.1„ with a 12.6,,
mass-words 12.6, f., plurals
12.6, f., predicatives 12.74
ff., articles before, ch XIII,
with typical the 14.2,, in
exclamations with the 14.5,,
proper n a m e s ch X V I , titles
before proper names 16.4,
adjs before proper names
16.6.
Junior, zero 15.1,.
just, justly 1.5„ 2.6„ 2.7„
10.2,.

K.
Kaiser, (the), 16.4,.
keep, obj with zero 12.7,.
kind of, style-tertiary 2.64.
King, the, 14.1,, zero 16.4,,
the King's English 9.34.
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late, lately 1.5,, comparison
11.2, ff.
Latent comparatives 11.5,.
Latin comparatives, with possessive 9.2„ and superl.
11.77.
latter, the, 4.44, added 4.4,. —
Cf late.
latterly 10.4,.
least 11.3, ff., in the least 14.7,.
— Cf lest.
Legal terms with zero 15.1,.
leman, gender 5.3,.
leng(er), adv 10.4,.
leopardess 5.4,.
less 11.1,, 11.3, f.
•less, advs in, 1.5,.
lesser 11.3, f.
Lesser verb, position 2.2.
lest (that) 18.6, f.
let us go 6.4,.
lief, liever 6.6„ 10.1,.
love, gender 5.3,.
lovely, feminine 5.3,.
lover, gender 5.3,.
low, lowly 1.5,.
lowermost, lowmost 10.5,.
Lowth on self-foimB 4.8X.

L.
I, (non-)syllabic in comparison
M.
10.1,.
Madame, Mademoiselle 16.4,.
lady 5.3,, 5.34, compounds
maid, maiden 5.3,.
5.3 „ (the) Lady 16.4,.
make 6.4„ 12.7,.
Lakes, names of, 16.1,.
male 5.3,.
landlady, landlord 5.3,.
Languages, names of, 12.6,,. Male animals 5.4,. — Cf Sex.
last, in tertiary 8.5„ superl. Malory, riming pronouns 7.1.
11.2,ff.,at the last 14.7,, mamma 15.1, (2).
(the) last, (the) last thing man, generic 4.7„ 4.7„ 14.3,;
gender 5.2, ff., compounds
14.7,.
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with, 5.2,, man, men, of or
gen. 9.3,, the man = 'you'.
manhood 5.2,.
mankind 5.24.
Manner, tertiaries 8.9,.
many, comparison 11.3X, with
a 12.5,,.
Mass-words 12.4,, zero 12.6,
ff., meaning 12.64 f., zero
after prep. 12.8, f., in junction 13.2B, 13.34.
master 5.3„ 5.3„ with zero
15.1B.
mater 14.52, 15.15.
matron 15.1B.
matter 8.3,, matters as obj 2.8„
'things' 5.57.
me 6.14, c o m m o n case 7.1 ff.,
in exclamations 7.5B.
Meals, names of, 15.2,.
Measure, of weight 8.4,, tertiary 8.94.
Meillet on gender 5.1,.
men ( M E , generic) 4.7,. — Cf
man.
mermaid 5.3,.
Messiah, the, 14.14.
midmost 10.54.
Military terms 15.2,.
•millenium, the, 14.14.
mind, she 5.8„ vb with tertiary 8.34, mind's eye 9.5,.
mine 4.25.
Miss 16.4,.
Missis 14.5,, 15.1B.
Mister 5.3,.
mistress 5.3,, 5.3,.
Modifier, precedence of, 2.1„
modified 3.1B.
Monosyllables, comparison
10.2,.

M o o d ch X V H I ; indicative
and subjunctive 18.2,, form
18.2, ff., conditional clauses
18.3 ff., temporal 18.4, wishes 18.5, intention and purpose 18.6,ff.,content-clauses with lest 18.6,, concessive clauses 18.6,, indir.
speech 18.7, f., indir. questions 18.7,, indef. rei. clauses 18.7, f., imaginative
were 18.7,.
moon, she 5.8„ the 14.1,.
Moore Smith on me, etc, 7.2,.
more, without of 9.7„ comparative 10.1, f., before comp.
11.1,, not repeated 11.3,,
10.4,, repeated 10.4,, 'greater number' 11.74, 11.7,.
more than, style tertiary 2.6„
comparison 11.5, f.
-more, comp. ending 10.5,.
most, comparison 10.1,, repeated 10.4,, not repeated
10.4,, 11.3,, before superl.
11.1,, = strengthened very
11.7, f., 'greatest number'
11.7, ff., high degree (with
a) 13.3,, the 14.7 „ the, tertiary 14.7,, the most (of)
14.8,.
•most, superlative ending 10.5,
ff., 10.5,.
mostly, word-order 2.7,.
mother, zero 15.1B.
Motor-car, she 5.8,.
Mountains and mountain ranges, names of, 16.2,.
Mr., Mrs. 16.4,.
much, introductory 2.4„ com-
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parison 11.3,, 11.7,, 11.8,, Nominative 6.1, ff., 6.2, ff.,
=
'nearly' 11.8,, before
6.2„ 6.3,.
comparatives 11.8,, before
Non-reflexive use of self-{OTTOS
different 11.8B, before superl. 4.9,.
11.87.
none see no.
mummy
5.2,.
nor, word-order 2.24, after
my 4.2B, my darling, etc, 4.3,.
neither 17.8,.
nor-combinations 12.85.
north, etc, see east.
N.
not often, word-order 2.7,.
name, names 8.8„ 9.2„ name of
Notional subject 6.4,ff.,7.53.
9.8.
nought 17.28.
nanny, zero 15.1B.
now, word-order 2.7,.
nature, she 5.83.
Nulli-generic 12.6,.
near, comparison 11.2,, near
Numerals, 17.1, ff., with or
-.nearly 1.5,.
without of 9.7„ one 17.1, ff.,
necessary, needful, the, 14.8,.
word-order 17.14 ff., long
Negation, word-order 2.24.
numerals 17.1 ..foreign 17.2,,
Negative left out 3.37.
uncertainty of number 17.2,,
neither 17.8,, position 2.2, f.,
approximate number 17.2,,
neither .. nor 4.5.
or two, or so, two-three 17.24,
nethermost 10.57.
fractions 17.2,, distributive
never, position 2.8, ff.
use 17.2,, 'nothing' 17.2,,
new, newly 1.5B.
once, twice, thrice 17.3, ff.
next 11.2,, next door 8.6,, the nurse, Nurse 15.1B, 16.4,.
14.7,.
Nexus 2.1„ loosely connected
6.44.
O.
Nexus-substantive with genitive 9.2B.
0 (=*nought) 17.2,.
nigh, comparison 11.27.
Object ch II passim; wordorder 2.27, 2.8„ omitted
night, nights, tertiary 8.5„
stay the night 15.3,.
18.5B.
no, none 17.17, 17.8, f., 17.9, 'Objective' genitive 9.2,.
f.; no more, word-order 2.2,, Oblique case 6.1,ff,as subject
left out before more 3.3,,
7.5, ff.
no earthly 3.5B, no end 8.3„ Oceans, names of, 16.1,.
before superl. 11.6,, 14.7,, odd after numeral 17.2,.
0sterberg (numerals) 17.2,.
and any 17.5,, compounds
of ch I X ; word-order 2.3„ of
17.8,.
it 4.6,,, competing with gen.
no- 5.5,.
43»
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and poss. 9.2,ff.,combina- over 4.8„ word-order 2.44.
tions with conjunctions 9.3„ own 4.9B, comparison 10.2,.
of man (men) 9.3 „ with ox 5.4,.
junction 9.37, with composite prep. 9.3„ death of, look
of 9.4„ various uses 9.4, ff., P.
sake of 9.5„ that of, those ofpair of stairs 8.64.
9.5,, other employments 9.6, Pairs of words, tertiaries 8.9,
zero 12.8, ff., sententious
partitive 9.7, specializing
phrases 12.8,.
9.8, appositional 9.9, a (etc)
stripling of a page 9.9„ of Palmer on case 6.7„, anybody
17.5,.
all others 11.6,, before zero
pantheres8,
pantherine 5.4,.
12.8,.
15.1
.
papa
B
off, word-order 2.44.
Paradise 16.7,.
often not, word-order 2.7,.
Parliament 15.2,.
old, comparison 11.1, ff.
parson 15.1,.
on, 4.8„ 2.3B, 12.8,.
once 17.3, f., word-order 2.7„ Participial adjectives 2.1,.
Participles, word-order 2.7„
'if once' 18.4,.
in junction 13.2,, past ptc.
one, generic person 4.7, f.,
and agent-noun 12.8,.
with a 12.5,,, quantifier
Particle left out 3.3,.
17.1, ff.
Parti-generic sense, massoneself 4.7„ one's self 4.8,.
words 12.64, plurals 12.6, ff.
only 2.4„ 2.7„ only less, only
passion of 9.9,.
more 11.8,, after one 17.17.
Passive construction 4.7,.
or; or two, or so 17.2,, after
pater 14.5,, 15.1,.
either 17.7,, after neither
Pedersen, Holger, on gender
17.8,, or ever 18.4,.
5.1,.
or-combinations 8.9,, 12.8,.
people, generic 4.7,.
Ordinals, as secondaries 13.3, perhaps 2.74.
ff., articles with, 14.7, in Periphrastic comparison chs
fractions 17.2,.
X — X I , 11.3,f.
other than 11.4,.
person, a, generic person 4.7,.
otherwise 8.7,.
Person ch T V ; the three perought (=nought) 17.2,.
sons 4.1, first 4.2, second
ourself 4.8,.
4.3, third 4.4, in verbs 4.5,
out 2.44, out for out of 9.6,.
they+numeral, them adjunct
outer 10.5,; outermore, outer- 4.5„ it 4.6 ff., generic 4.7,
most 10.5, f.
14.3, reflexive 4.8, reflexive
outmost 10.5, f.
possessive 4.9.
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Personal n a m e 16.1,, with
the 14.24, 16.3,, titles before,
16.4.
Personification 5.8„ 9.54,16.1,,
esp. 16.5.
Phonetic influence on caseforms ch VTI.
pity, genitive 9.5„ a or zero
12.7,.
Place-names 16.1, ff.
places, tertiary 8.6,.
plain,'plainly 1.5B.
Plants, n a m e s of, 14.3,, gender
5.4,, pronouns for, 5.7.
play, obj with zero 12.7,, obj
with typical the 14.2,, play
(the) second fiddle 14.3,.
plenty (of) 9.7,.
Plural, after there is 3.14,
represented b y it 4.67, tertiary 8.5„ zero 12.6, ff.,
after of 12.6,0, zero after
prep. 12.8, f., in junctions
13.3,, place-names 16.1, ff.
poetess 5.3,.
Pope, the, 14.14.
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measure 8.44, articles in,
12.56, 12.7,ff.,14.2, ff.
prefer than 11.5,.
Preparatory it 4.6, ff., there
3.1S.
preparatory to 1.5,.
Preposition, at end of sentence
2.2„ 2.34ff„ 4.84f., case
6.3,ff.— Cf Prep, group.
Prepositional group, before
ptc. 2.7„ in tertiary 8.9,
regimen with zero 12.8, ff.,
12.8,, in junction 13.2,,
the idea of it, etc, 14.54.
pretty, prettily 1.5,.
previously) to 1.5,.
Price, indications of 8.4„ 8.9,.
priestess 5.34.
Prince, Princess 16.4,.
prisoner 15.1,.
Pronoun, after tertiary 2.8„
gender 5.5, case chs V I — V I I ,
versus article 12.9,, of totality 17.4, ff., 17.9, f.

Proper n a m e s ch X V I ; with
a 12.5,, • and mass-words
12.6,, as predicatives 12.7,0,
in junctions 13.1,, 13.2,,
meaning
16.1,, personal
n a m e s 16.1,, place-names,
etc, 16.1,ff.,typical and
post; ride post, post-haste 8.74. honorific the before, 16.3,,
titles before, 16.4, personiPrecedence of modifier 2.1,.
fication 16.6, adjs before
Predicate left out 3.5,.
16.6, quasi-proper n a m e s
Predicative ch II passim; adj
16.7.
or adv 1.54, front-position
Prosiopesis 3.3, ff., 12.3, f„
2.3, in sentence with there
3.2„ gender 5.3 „ neuter 5.5„
15.3,.
case 6.4„ 6.7, tertiary of Proverbs 3.6„ 12.6,, 12.6,.
Possessive pronoun ch I X ;
3rd pers. pi. 9.1„ from it
9.1„ construction 9.2, f.,
meaning 9.2,ff.,with composite prep. 9.3,, and of 9.4„
before appositional of 9.9,.
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rector 15.1,.
Reflexive pronouns 4.8.
Regent's Park 16.2,.
Regimen of prep, see Preposition and Prep, group.
Relative adverbs in -ever 3.5,.
Relative attraction 6.2„ 6.2,
f., 6.75, 6.7,.
Q.
Quantifiers ch X V I I ; quanRelative clause, form of vb
tifier tertiaries 2.6„ before
4.5„ with self-form 4.9,.
pi 12.6,o, before the -f- com- Relative pronouns 6.2„ in
parative 14.6,, numerals
-ever 3.5,.
17.1, ff., pronouns of totali- Relative weight 2.1„ 2.4,.
ty 17.4,ff.,adjs 17.9,, sur- remember, case 6.9,.
vey 17.9,.
Representative it 4.6, ff.
quarter of, quarter past 12.34,Request, inarticulate 3.6,.
quarter tofive15.3,.
rest, case 6.9,.
Quarters of the world, names
R h y t h m 2.1,.
of, 8.6,.
right, rightly 1.5,, 10.2,.
Quasi-proper names 16.6„16.7. river, he 5.8,.
Quasi-subject there 3.14.
River-names 16.14ff.
queen 5.34, 16.4,.
Roads, names of, 16.2, f.
Question, incomplete 2.1„
rooster 6.4,.
word-order 2.2„ indirect
round 4.8„ round : roundly
18.7,.
1.55.
question, prosiopesis 12.3,.
R o y e n on gender 5.1,.
quick, quickly 1.5,.
run, case 6.9,.
quite 2.6„ 2.7„ 11.84.
Quotation as obj 2.2,.
quoth he 2.2,.
Providence 5.54, 9.27, 13.24,
16.7,.
Purgatory 16.7,.
Purpose see Intention.

R.
-r- pronounced in comp. and
superl. 10.1,.
Railway stations, names of,
16.3,.
rather 10.2,, 11.4,, rather ..
than 2.6,.
ready, the, 14.8,.

's- in terms of imprecation
9.2„ omitted 9.2,.
•8, -«', genitive 9.2,.
sake, in terms of imprecation
9.2„ gen. or of 9.5,.
same, prosiopesis 12.3,.
Satan 16.7,.
Sattler on gender 5.6,.
save, case 6.3,.
Saviour, the, 14.14.
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'Sblood 9.2,.
Situational basis, ordinary
scarce, scarcely 1.55, scarcely
14.13, constant 14.14.
than 11.4,.
slattern, slut gender 5.3,.
Schmidt, Al., on thee 6.9,.
so, position 2.33, 2.73, so much
Schroter o n river-names 16.14.
as 2.63, elliptical 3.5„ very
Scottish, a body 4.7„, no partior much 11.8,, ever so 11.84,
tive of 9.7„ honorific the
= 'if (only)', so be 18.3,.
16.3,.
some 17.6, ff., 17.9, f., comScripture 14.14.
pounds 5.5„ 17.6,, some
'Sdeath 9.2,.
times, sometimes 8.5„ before
sea, gender 5.83.
one 17.1,, something after
Seas, n a m e s of, 16.1,.
numeral 17.2,, and any
second fiddle 14.3,, second
17.54.
nature, time, etc, 13.3,.
Somerset dial., person in, 4.44.
self, sb 4.94, in compounds soon, comparison 11.4,.
4.9,.
sort of, style tertiary 2.6 .
4

seZ/-pronouns 4.8„ non-reflexive use 4.93, case 6.93 f.
Semi-articulate sentences 3.6.
Sentence-structure chs II-III;
abbreviated sentences 3.3,
ff.

soul, she 5.8,.
sound, soundly 1.55.
south, etc, see east.
spouse 5.2,.
Squire, zero 15.1,.
Stages of familiarity see Familiarity, stages of.

servant, compounds 5.3,.
Sex ch V .
stand, stay, case 6.9,.
sex, the, 14.4,.
•ster 5.3,.
'Sfoot 9.2,.
still, stilly 1.5,, still with
shade, the, 14.4,.
comparative 11.6,.
shall's, shall us 6.8, f.
straight, straightly 1.5,.
'Sham subject' (there) 3.14.
Straits, n a m e s of, 16.1,.
shame, a or zero 12.7,.
strange, comparison 10.2,.
she 4.4, 5.3„ 5.5, ff., 5.6, 6.1, f.
Straumann o n headlinese 3.6,.
ship, genitive 9.5,.
Ships, she 5.8„ names of, 16.3,. Streets, n a m e s of, 16.2, ff.
Stress 2.1„ distinctive 4.44.
short, shortly 1.5,.
stroke,
zero 15.1,.
shrew 5.3,.
strong,
strongly 1.5,, compaside (of) 8.6„ 9.6,.
rison
10.1,.
silence, (a), 12.6,.
sir 5.3„ 16.4,.
Style-tertiaries 2.6, ff.
sister 15.1,.
Subject, ch II passim; in sensit, case 6.9,.
tence with there 3.1, ff.,
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3.3, f., left out 3.3„ 18.5,, Thames, (the), 16.14.
than, word-order 2.4 „ 2.7 „
case 6.8.
case 6.37, than whom 6.5„
subject to 1.5,.
not expressed 11.3,, con•Subjective' genitive 9.2,.
tamination 11.4, ff., than
Subjunctive ch X V I I I passim;
what
11.4,, than otherwise
2.2,. — Cf Mood.
11.4,,
more than kind, etc
subsequent to, subsequently 1.5,.
11.5, f., prefer than 11.5,,
Substantives, formation 1.2,
after comparative 11.6,.
sex and gender 5.2, case ch
VIII, comparison 10.4,, that, in there -sentence 3.2„ in
superl. in -most 10.5,, meanpredicative 5.5„ before aping with indef. art. 12.54,
positional of 9.9,, after inin junction 13.2,.
troductory sentence 14.1,,
such as, case 6.34.
that the 14.7,0.
sun, he 5.8„ the 14.14, 14.4,. the see Definite article.
Superlatives ch X — X I passim; Pe 7.3,.
as secondary 13.3,ff.,ar- thee 4.3„ 6.14ff.,with imperaticles with, 14.7.
tive 6.9, th' 7.3„ pronunciasure, surely 1.5,.
tion 7.3, f., Quakers' 7.3 „
Svartengren on gender 5.8,.
n o m . 7.3,.
Swear-words see Imprecation, their(s) 4.4,, 9.1,.
terms of.
them 4.4, 6.1,ff.,adjunct 4.5,,
Sweet on gender 5.1,, 5.6„ on
as subj 7.5,.
case 7.2„ 7.4,, on -ed, -ing there, word-order 2.4„ e m p t y
10.3,.
there 3.1,ff.,case with, 6.8,.
swift, swiftly 1.56.
these two 4.5,.
they 4.4, 5.5„ 6.14 f., they two
4.5„ generic 4.7,.
th'hast, th'art 7.3,.
T.
take; take place 2.2 „ 3.2„ thick, with tertiary 8.4,.
take root 2.2 „ case 6.9„ obj thine 4.35.
with zero 12.7,.
thing, ref. to h u m a n being
teacher, gender 5.3 „ zero 15.1,. 5.5„ to neuter 5.5„ to pi
Temporal clauses 18.4, f.
5.5„ prosiopesis 12.3,.
Tertiaries, word-order 2.4 ff., things, word-order 2.8,.
2.6,ff.,2.6,ff.,with vbs 2.8, think, case 6.6,.
ff., c o m m o n case 8.3, of mea- this 5.5„ in tertiary 8.5,, besure 8.3„ of time 8.3„ 8.4,
fore appositional of 9.9,,
ff., 8.5, of space 8.6, of m a n after introductory sentence
ner 8.7.
14.1,, this the 14.7,0.
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those in t&ere-sentence 3.2„
trouble is, truth is 12.3,.
those two 4.5,.
tsar, tsarevitch, tsarina, the,
16.4,.
thou 4.3„ 4.5, 5.5„ 6.14 ff.,
7.3, f.
turn, case 6.9,.
Typical the 14.2, before proper
though, word-order 2.7,.
names 16.3,.
thrice 17.3, f.
pu, weakened 7.3,.
thus, word-order 2.5,.
thy 4.3,.
tiger, tigress 5.4,.
till, conj. 18.4,.

U.
'um = them 4.4,.
Uncountables, with a 12.6, ff.,
junctions 13.1,.
Time, periods of, 5.8,, terundermost 10.57.
tiaries of, 2.6„ 8.5, 8.9„ arUnification of mass-words
ticles with indications of,
12.6.
15.3.
"Uniques" 14.14.
time, time enough 8.5„ articles Unit-word 12.4,, 12.6,. — Cf
with, 12.7,, all the time
Class-nouns.
14.8,.
Unspecified it 4.6, ff.
times, tertiary 8.4„ 8.5,.
universe, the, 14.14.
Titles before personal names until 18.4,.
16.4, — Cf Book-titles.
up, word-order 2.44, one up
tide of 9.8.
8.3,.
to 4.8„ word-order 2.3„ to it upmost 10.5,, 10.5,.
4.6,„ before subj 6.8„ with
upon 4.8„ word-order 2.3,.
Lat. comparatives 11.77, upper 10.5,, uppermost 10.5,,
before zero 12.8,.
10.5,.
us 4.2„ 6.14f., for me 4.2„
tomboy 5.3,.
subj 6.8„ us two 7.4,.
tomcat 5.4,.
usual, usually 1.5,.
too2.7„ 11.5,, 11.84.
utmost 10.5,, 10.5, f.
top (of) 9.6,.
utter 10.6,, 10.5,, 11.1,, utterly
topmost 10.5,, 10.5,.
10.4,, uttermost 10.5, f.
Totality, pronouns of, 17.4, ff.
Toto-generic sense 12.6„12.6,.
towards 4.8,.
Towns, she, it 5.8„ n a m e s of, V.
Verbs, formation 1.4, position
gen. or of 9.3i, the or zero
chs II — H I passim, left
16.2,.
out 3.3„ 3.4, person in vbs
town, zero 15.2,.
4.5, requiring -self 4.8„
Tradition in word-order 2.1,.
obj
with zero 12.7,.
Train, she 5.8,.
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Verbless sentences 3.6, f.
very 11.8,, before comparative
11.84, before superl. 11.87.
vessel, genitive 9.5,.
vicar, zero 15.1,.
virgin 5.3,,
Viscount, zero (or the) 16.4,.
vixen 5.4,.
vote, the, 14.4,.

6.5, than whom 6.5„ the
who(m), whose 14.8,.
whoever 3.5,.
whole 5.54, 17.4,.
whom 6.14.
why, the, 14.8,,.
wide, widely 1.5B.
widow, widower 5.3„ (the)
Widow I6.44.
wife, the, 14.fi,.
wise, tertiary 8.7,.
Wishes 18.5,ff.,word-order
2.2,.

W.
walk, etc, as tertiary 8.74 f.
witch 5.3„ 5.3,.
way, tertiary 8.6„ 8.7,.
with 4.85, with, withal, without
we 4.2„ 4.2,, 6.1, f., for you
2.3,, in verbless sentence
4.3„ generic 4.7„ "royal"
3.6,.
and "editorial" 7.37, adjunct
withal
see with.
7.4,.
within
4.8
B.
Webster on m o o d 18.2,.
without
see
wi/&.
Weekley on case 6.7,,.
witness
15.1,.
WeightVl,.
well might 2.4,, well, compari- wits' end 9.5,.
wizard 5.3,.
son 10.5,.
west (go west) 8.6,. — Cf east. ux>e 18.54.
Mjofoenne 5.4,.
Western on sentence-rhythm
woman, generic 4.7„ 14.3,,
2.1,.
O E gender 5.1,, compounds
wether 5.4,.
5.2
5.
what 5.5„ 5.56.
womankind
5.24.
whatever 3.5,.
word
of
9.8.
Wheeler on he or she 5.6,.
Word-classes ch I.
whensoever 3.5,.
Word-group in junction 13.2,.
where, clauses with, 2.38.
wherefore, wherewithal, the,Word-order chs II—III, with
self-forms 4.9„ case 6.4, ff.,
14.8,0.
one-and-twenty : twenty-one
which 5.5,, 5.5,, animals.plants
17.14ff.
5.7, the which 14.8,.
whichever 3.5,.
world, genitive 9.3„ the 14.14.
while, tertiary 8.54.
worse 11.3, f., worser 11.3,.
who, 5.5, 5.5B, 6.14f., 6.6„
worst 11.3, f.
animals, plants 5.7, as obj worth, worthy with c o m m o n

General Index.
case 8.2, worth after gen.
9.5,.
would, confused with had 6.6„
would to God 6.8,.
Wright on he or she 5.8,.
wrong, wrongly 1.5,.

zero 17.2,.
Zero article chs X I I — X V I ;
12.1, stages of familiarity
12.4,, 12.4,, mass-word,
proper n a m e 12.6,, meaning
of mass-words 12.64 f., plurals 12.6,ff.,object 12.7,,
Y.
predicative 12.7, ff., prep.
y changed into i 10.1,.
phrases 12.8,ff.,junctions
y'are 7.3, f.
ch XIII, in exclamations
ye 4.3„ 6.14f., 7.3, ff, pro14.5,, with superl. and ordinunciation 7.3B, one person
nals 14.7, ff; Stage III ch
7.3,.
X V ; address 15.1,, 15.14,
yet, word-order 2.7,.
familiar persons 15.1, ff.,
you 4.3, 6.14 f., 7.3,ff.,generic
names of meals 15.2, f.,
4.7, f., gender 5.5„ with
institutions 15.2, f., indiimperative 6.9,ff.,weakcations of time 15.3, perened 7.3„ pronunciation
sonal names 16.1,, place7.3B, one person 7.3 „ emnames 16.14ff.,other names
phatic n o m . 7.3,, orig. dative
16.3, f., titles 16.4, per7.5,.
sonification 16.5, adjs beyou'll 7.34.
fore proper names 16.6,
your(s) 4.3,, Your Majesty,
quasi-proper names 16.7.
etc, 4.3„ 4.5,.
zigzag, tertiary 8.8,.
youth 5.2„ 5.2,.
Zodiac, the, 14.14.
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by Otto Jespersen

HOW TO TEACH
A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Cr. 8vo nth Impression 12s. 6d net

' This very suggestive work has been well translated,
and ought to be read by all heads of schools and
teachers of foreign languages in Great Britain and
other countries where speakers of English live.'
Athenaeum
' Professor Jespersen is well known to English students
. . . not only a skilled philologist, but also a profound
thinker. T h e present volume demonstrates that he is
besides an experienced teacher.' Journal of Education
' W e recommend this very lucid, readable and practical book to all language teachers and learners.'
Schoolmaster

LANGUAGE: ITS NATURE,
DEVELOPMENT AND ORIGIN
Demy 8vo lolh Impression 2 is. net

' A book which ought to be widely read, and w e think
that m a n y w h o had never previously attempted such
a book might easily be fascinated.' Westminster
Gazette
' Wherever it is tapped it yields evidence of the magic
of words and of the author's extraordinary power of
bringing it out. His enthusiasm and humour work
more spells even than his encyclopaedic knowledge.'
Birmingham Gazette
' A delightful and fascinating book.' Daily Herald

by Otto Jespersen

THE PHILOSOPHY OF GRAMMAR
Demy 8vo 7th Impression 18s. net

' A fascinating storehouse of the wonderful devices of
language, and as its illustrations are largely taken from
English, its appeal is not merely to linguists, but m a y
be appreciated by anyone.' Spectator
' Indispensable to all students of language and invaluable to every teacher of grammar.' Education
' A fascinating book ... In its originality, its erudition,
and its breadth, this is quite the best book on grammar
w e have seen.' Birmingham Gazette
' H e realizes, as m a n y grammarians do not, that grammar, if it is to become a science, must be based upon a
logic and a psychology definitely addressed to the
problems of language as well as upon linguistic history,
formal analysis and the comparison of usages... both
destructively and constructively the book has notable
merits.' Mind

ESSENTIALS OF ENGLISH
GRAMMAR
Cr. 8vo 13th Impression 15s. net

' Far more logical and far more elastic than the
traditional methods. . . . H e writes with the ease of
perfect mastery.' Teachers' World
' Every student of English should get a copy of this
grammar.' Aberdeen Press and Journal
' All readers willfindin the work a masterly exposition
of the combination of life and logic in the grammar
of a living tongue.' Schoolmaster

by Otto Jespersen

NOVIAL LEXIKE
An International Dictionary
La. Cr. 8vo

5s. 6d. net

' I have studied your system with great admiration
and sympathy. Your principles are unobjectionable,
and Novial surpasses the other international languages
in all respects.' C. C. U H L E N B A C H , President of the First
International Congress of Linguistics

' Its vocabulary is natural, its grammatical structure
is simple and logical, it employs no sounds that are not
familiar to everyone, and it shows a considerable
euphony.' H . L. M E N C K E N in The American Mercury

MANKIND, NATION AND
INDIVIDUAL
Cr. 8vo

9s. 6d. net

W h y did languages break up in the past? W h a t makes
for new and wider units, culminating eventually in a
supra-national auxiliary m e d i u m ? W h a t part did
London play in the shaping of c o m m o n English? W h a t
is Standard English and w h o are its best speakers?
W h a t is meant by 'correctness'? Are synonyms an
unqualified blessing? Where do Ministries of Education concern themselves with linguistic questions?
H o w do class-distinctions assert themselves in speech?
W h a t is slang? W h a t have our school-boys in c o m m o n
with the Maoris of N e w Zealand? W h y do identical
sound changes occur at widely separated places?
W h a t m a d e the little girl think that ' hig ' was a nicer
word than ' death'? Where do ' cant,' ' na poo,' etc.
hail from? These are but a few items from Jespersen's
rich and attractively arranged hill of fare.

LANGUAGE
by Leonard Bloomfield

and Impression

Demy 8vo 25s. net

' Packed with the fruit of extremely wide reading in
m a n y fields but never so abstruse as not to be followed
with ease by the intelligent reader. Despite—or is it
because of—its wealth of learning, it presents sanely
and moderately its author's opinions with which this
reviewer at any rate is m u c h in sympathy.' A. L L O Y D
J A M E S in The Sunday Times
' Simple and straight-forward, and the bearing of
language on h u m a n affairs is shown very adequately.
Prof. Bloomfield's work is both an encyclopaedia of,
and an introduction to, this fascinatingfieldof study.'
The Schoolmaster

LANGUAGE IN THOUGHT
AND ACTION
by S. I.

Hayakawa
D e m y 8vo

18s. net

It is a stimulating guide to accurate thinking, reading,
listening and writing, and shows h o w m e n use words
and h o w words use men.
Part one is concerned with the functions of language
and deals with symbols; the language of reports; social
cohesion and social control; and the double task of
language.
Part two is concerned with language and thought and
deals with words and their meanings; the different
meanings attached to the same word w h e n applied to
the speaker's actions and to other people's actions; the
use of words; and pitfalls in debate.

THE LOOM OF LANGUAGE
by Frederick Bodmer 4th impression
Illustrated Demy 8vo 25s. net

'Dr. Bodmer has achieved remarkable success in a
venture of some complexity. H e has presented a truly
popular introduction to important problems of linguistic science without sacrificing accuracy, has unified
theory b y summoning a host of concrete examples
drawn from a wide range of languages and . . . has
paid special attention to social backgrounds and social
applications.' P R O F E S S O R W . E. C O L L I N S O N
' This history and treatise on all matters linguistic from
the hieroglyph onwards is huge, enthralling, encyclopaedic' I V O R B R O W N in The Observer

THE STORY OF LANGUAGE
by Mario Pei and Impression Demy 8vo 25s. net

'Dr. Pei's book is very readable; his style and his
excellent choice of examples will delight his readers.
Moreover, his philological views are, in general, correct—and sucb a happy state of affairs is rare in
popular works on linguistics.' Birmingham Post
' It would be difficult to imagine a more comprehensive and erudite yet readable analysis of the spoken
and the written word viewed in every conceivable
aspect.' John O'London's Weekly
The Story of Language is a volume which can be read
aloud to the family; it can be studied carefully; it
can be kept on the shelf next to the dictionary as an
indispensable reference book. It certainly belongs in
any self-respecting library.

by Mario Pei

THE WORLD'S CHIEF LANGUAGES
D e m y 8vo

2nd Impression

21s.net

T h e author describes the world's main languages and
their geographical distribution, the linguistic families
and the elementary relationships a m o n g their m e m bers, the identification of the written and possibly the
spoken form of several important tongues, and lasUy
the description of the sounds and grammatical structure, together with a selective vocabulary, of seven of
the world's most widely-spoken languages.
'The book contains an immense amount of well
arranged information for anyone interested in language study.' John O'London's Weekly

THE STORY OF ENGLISH
Demy 8vo 21s. net
' With a unique range of learning and an equally
unique humanity in the use of it he discusses the
development of the English language and speculates
upon its future.' The Inquirer
From Anglo-Saxon to newspaper headline, this readable and entertaining book displays the tremendous
panorama of the English language. Dr. Pei approaches
his subject with a sensitive admiration for his adopted
language which combines with a scholarly exactitude
and detachment to m a k e this a remarkable contribution to the literature. As in his earlier popular volume,
The Story of Language, the author leavens this vast
store of information with humour.
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